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INQUIRY UNDER THE POLICE INQUIRY ACT, 1918.

R.EPORT.
.
To The Honourable

WILLIAM

ARTHUR HoL:MAN, 1\1.L.A., Premier of the State of New
South Wales.
· ·

Sir,
I have the honour to present herewith my report in respect of the matters
which I was directed to inquire into by the Police Inquiry Act, 1918.
The Act does not indicate to whom my report is to be presented, but, as I received
niy instructions from Parliament, I presume that my proper course is to report 'to that
body. I, accordingly, present my report to you, Sir, for transmission to Parliament.
THE SCOPE OF THE INQUIRY.
The Act directed me to inquire into certain charges made against members of
.the police force in respect of their conduct in connection with the case of The King
v. Reeve and others, heard at the Central Criminal Court before Mr. Justice Pring and
a jury in November, 1916; but, during the course of the inquiry, suggestions were
made that its scope should be widened, and, on the 1st October, the Attorney-General
wrote to me saying that it was the wish of the Government!. That, if, in the course of my inquiry, any facts should be established raising a
· · doubt in my mind as to the guilt of any of the persons convicted in the above
mentioned case~· I should so report; and
2. that, in that event, I should report whether any- further extension of my Com~
mission might, in my opinion, result in the obtaining of additional evidence,
which would serve to resolve any doubt so raised.
I undertook this additional responsibility, and, in the course of my report, I
shall, hereafter, deal with this aspect of the matter.
·
The case of The King v. Reeve and others is a case in which twelve men, named ll. v. Rce,-e
Charles Reeve, Thomas Glynn, Peter Larkin, John Hamilton, Bernard Bob Besant, :ml others
Thomas Moore, Donald McPherson, William Teen, William Beatty, Morris· Joseph
Fagin, Donald Grant, and John Benjamin King, who were all members of th~ organisation known as The Industrial Workers of the World (or the I.W.W. as it i~ generally
called), were charged with conspiring·
1. to commit arson in Sydney, and elsewhere,
.
2. to procure the release of one Tom Barker (a member of the I.W.W.) from gaol
. by unlawful means before the proper termination of his sentence,
3. to stir up sedition in the community.
They were all convicted, either of one or more of these crimes, and they aU
appealed to the Court of Criminal Appeal against their conviction. In the ca~e .of
Glynn and McPherson the conviction on the second count was quashed. In other
respects the conviction and sentences were confirmed, and the men are now all serving
long terms of imprisonment, varying from five to fifteen years.
'ro discover the guilty parties, in cases of crime, it is often necessary for the Evidence of
police to fish in muddy waters, and this case formed Iio exception to the rule. The ~\e four
charge of conspiring to commit arson depended for its proof very largely upon them ormers_
evidence of four informers-Scully, l\foAlister, and the two Goldsteins. McAlister
was presented to the jury as a police agent, or spy; ScuIIy was presented as an accomplice, whose evidence required corroboration before it could safely be acted upon; and,
in respect of the Goldsteins, it was contended that they were acting with the police
against the accused, in order to prevent further proceedings being taken against them
on a charge of being ~oncerned in the forgery of £5 note:,,
35132-A
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Mc Alister

In giving evidence at the trial, McAlister said that he became a member of the
I.W.W. early in September, 1916. In addressing me 1\Ir. Wincleyer said that this
statement was deliberately misleading, and that the fact that he joined the I.W:W.
because he was told to do so hy the police was concealed; and he commented with some
fieverity upon the omission on the part of those responsible for the Crown case to present
the facts, in this.re~pect, in their true light to .the jury (p. 738}. The facts do not justify
this criticism. In giving evidence at the Police Court nicAlister stated distinctly that
at the time he joined the I. W.W. he was in communication with the police, and that
,he did so on the instructions of Detective Fergusson. The counsel ,vho q,efonded the
accused persons at the trial had, of cours{l, .a copy of l\IcAlister's deposition before them,
and, if they had thought it materinl that the fact should be elicited, they would have
asked Fergusson about it on cross-e:xn,mination. I do not, of course, know what was
said by counsel in putting the case to the jury, but, in summing up, Mr. Justice Pring,
referring to a suggestion that McAlister was an accomplice, said that a much more
feasible suggestion to make was that he was in the einployment of the police; and
in the report of the hearing of the case on appeal (17 S.R., 81), l observ,:. that Mr. Lamb,
in his argument to the Court, stated that it was suggested at the trial that McAlister
.was a police spy. l\fr. Lamb was called as a witness before me, but he was not asked
any questions about this. The Counsel for the defence at the trial evidently took up
the attitude that l\IcAlister was a police spy, and if for this purpose it was material
to prove the circumstances in which ho joined the I.W.W., the fac:t was known and could
have been put before the jury. There is nothing to justify the comment made by
l\Ir. Windeyer that a statement, which was deliberately misleading to the knowledge
of the police, was put before the jury for the purpose of influencing them in determining
·
·
· ·.
whether he was a reliable witness or not.
Position of
I shall have something mote to say at a later stage about the connection of the
toidsteins. Goldsteins with the forgery case. All that I need say at present is that when they first
approached the police with information about the fires that were taking place, they had
·been arrested oh a charge of forgery, and were out on bail. Louis Goldstein was
afterwards discharged at the police court, but Davis Goldstein was committed for trial
and :was still under committal when the case of The King v. Reeve and others came on
for hearing at the Police Court. A nolle prosequi was, however, filed by tho AttorneyGeneral when the forgery case came on for trial at the Quarter Sessions, and Davis
Goldstein was a free man when giving evidence at the Cent.ml Criminal Court in the case
of The King v. Reeve and others. ~Ir. Windeycr said that, at the trial, the Goldsteins
were treated as if they were .high-minded patriots, who were in the witness box solely
f.rom .a smise of duty (p. 741), and he spoke of himself as struggling hard to establish
before me that they came into the I.W.W. case to "save their own skins," or at all
events to save Davis Goldstein's skin (p. 754). I-do not think that any struggle was
needed, and I do not think that the counsel appearing for the defence of the men against
whom tlie Golds_teins gave evidence were under any misapprehension as to the motives
which induced t4em to give evidence. They were cross-examined as to their connection
with the. forgery ~as!?, and Mr. Justice Pring, in summing up to the jury, referred tq
this. Dealing with Davis Goldstein, he said," As I understand it what Mr. Mack suggest~
is this: that he was a forger, but that the p9Jice, in consideration of his consenting to
~c m;:idc their tool with regard to discovering evidence against the accused, took no
furthei· proceedings against him in respect of the forgery."
·
·
Informers, or people who turn King's evidence, serve a useful purpose, 110 doubt,
and without their assistance it would often be difficult to sheet home crime to the gtiilty;
b1~t th~y are seldom animated by disinte~ested motives, and, in the n~tural order of
things, it cannot be expected that they will be popular members of society1 or looked
upon with any particular favour by their fellows. I think that it is not improbable
that much of the attention which has. been concentrated on the case of The King v •.
. Reeve and others, and much of the criticism that has been bestmved upon the coilvictiori
' of the men charged, had its origin in the circumstance that the police \vere compelled.
· to rely so largely tlpon evidence of this chara9ter to prove the conspiracy to comniit
'
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THE NATURE OF THE CHARGES.

;

'l'he charges against members of the police force, refened to in the Act, are, contained, partly, in speeches made in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. Brookfield and
l\Ir. 1\Iutch, _and partly, in a statutory decfaration made by 1\fo Judd, and in certain.
documents 1
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documei1ts rnforre~1 to iii that declaration. A~
re9.1:est, 1\Ir.· Windeyer was _good ·
enough to summarwe these charges for me, and, m lus opnnon, they amounted to this:~:
1. That the police arrai:1ged to deport Scully to prevent him from divulging the .
circumstances of the case.
2. That Scully was promised £2,000 to procure sufficient evidence to secure a con- ·.
viction.
.
3. That Pauling and Turbet asked Davis Goldstein to place elope. in the pockets of ,
J.W.W. men.
4. That the police supplied dope for the purpose of making eviclenc~.
r,. That the police put the bottle and cotton wasto in Teen's pocket.
o. That statements were prepared by the police of evidence concocted by them: ,
to be given by Scully.
.
· .
7. That Detective Leary suggested that Scully should manufactnte evidence against .
Grant.
s. That the whole case was, in great part, made up of fictitious evidmice, concocte<l ,
at the instance of, or with the knowledge of, the police-1\kAlistcr's evidence ·
in particular.
9. That members of the police force procured Scully's loss of employment. ·
I think that this is a fairly comprehensive analysis, and the only additions I can
suggest are :10. An insinuation that McAlister's death was due to foul pby, to which the police
.
were parties or of which {,hey were cognisant.
11. That the Crown withdrew the charge of forgery against the Goldsteins on the .
understanding that they were to give evidence in the case of incendiarism, and .that they have to-day to do whatever the police wish.
.
The gravamen of the charges is, of course, contained in the al1egation that the
whole case was, in great part, made up of fictitious evidence concocted at the instance,
or with the knowledge, of the police. Mr. Mutch, speaking in the Legislative Assembly
on the 10th July last, said l "Personally I think it was a 'frame up,.' and that a Royal .
Commission would be able to get a number of the persons who were responsible to admit
that it was a ' frame up '_:_because of cert.ain things which luwe transpired since in
connection with the promotion of men who took an active part in the case." Mr.
Brookfield, speaking on the same occasion, said: " ~t is the most despicable and out- ·
raC1eous case that there has ever been in this country, and the sooner the wrong is rectified
th~ better it will be for all concerned."
}.~ . j .-:·, . '..

THE .ANTJWEDENT HISTORY OF THE CASE.

· It will probably assist in a dear u~derstanding of the matter if, before proc~eding
· tocieal with the charges against the police, I state shortly something of the antecedent
history and of the facts of the case. The story is somewhat complicated, and .I think
that it will be of assistance if I show how, and at what stage McAlister, the Goldsteins,
and Scully first came into the case and gave information to the police. The facts, as
I propose to state them-and I shall endeavour to do so as briefly as is co:µsistent with
lucidity-are based upon the evidence, either oral cir documentary, elicited in the
·•· course of my inquiries.
.
.
. ..
On the 14th September, 1915, Tom Barker was convicted .(1) of making Tom Barker's
statements likely to prejudice recruiting, and (2) of publishing a printed paper without cgnvict!ons.
. t h e prmter
.
' s name on 1t.
.
H. e appea1ed agams
. t b ot.h conv1ct10ns.
. ..
havmg
: Th e con- Exception
taken to ·
viction in the first case was quashed on a technical ground. In the second case it was tl1em.
confirmed, but His Excellency the Governor approved of the remission of the fine and
the costs, including the costs of the appeal. I believe that Barker is an Englishman,.
arid that he came to this State in 1914. I do not know whether in 1915 he was a meniber
of· the executive of the Sydney branch of the. I.W.W., but information, obtai~ed bv
Detective Moore
August 1916, showed that, at that time, the executive in Sydney
cohsisted of Eix members, three of whom were paid officers, and three of whom gave
i:·' .
their services gratuitously. The paid officers were said to be King; Glynn, and Barker,
arid the unpaid officers were Grant, Ree'1"e, and Larkin. It is apparent'that exception.
was taken by some members of the I.W.W. to ·Barker's conviction .. Reeve wrote to
l\forgan-a: fellow member, to whom I shaff have occasion to refer in' a·ealing with tlw
forgery case-on the 17th Septcmber,1915, and, in the course of his le~ter,.' he said: "'It ,
is to. be hoped that now there arc plenty of speakers in·Sydncy and the insidious af.terrrpt·
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of the powers that be to down the I.W.W. Re Barker's case, that all Locals will make
an ·organised effort to gain Barker's release and prove in no unmistakeable manner
that the I.W.W. is a fighting factor and its members are not to be gaoled with impunity.
Supposing we institute a Sab. Cat Campaign in a highly scientific manner and uphold
the traditions of the movement . . . . Let us see to it that the kittens travel
and Bryant and l\Iays is not ded yet. Tell all rebels to put on the shoe and kick like
Hell, it's high time something was done and now' s the time to do it. Motions and
philo.<iophising is not much good, it's action that counts." Again, writing from Perth
on the 29th September, apparently to the secretary of another branch of the I.W.W.,
he said "I have been instructed to write Sydney Local re Barker's case . .
We intend to circularise the Unions here asking for protests to be sent to the N .S. W.
Government in connection with the case to show that the N.S.W. Government cannot
gaol one member of the working class with snc4 impunity . . . Until Barker is
relea.sed kittens ,,vill be born in big batches." Reading between the lines there is not
much doubt that what was intended by the reference to Bryant and l\foy's, a Sab.
Cat Campaign; and the birth of kittens in large batches, was that pressure should be
brought to· bear on the Government, and the owners of property, by means of incen·
diarism. . '
.
On the 29th March, 1916, Barker was convicted of publishing in a newspaper
called Direct Action, statements likely to prejudice recruiting, and he was sentenced
to a fine of £100 and costs, or in default twelve months imprisonment with hard labour.
He was, however, allowed out on bail pending an appeal. This conviction was also
resented by--the members of the I.W.W. According to the evidence given at the trial
by Scully, Fagin used frequently to speak to him about methods to obtain Barker's
release. Political action was to be tried first, and, if that failed, " they were to use
sabotage in all its forms, mainly to attack Commonwealth Government property, and
to create fires so that it would not pay the Government to keep Barker in gaol." I
may mention, too, that when King ,vas arrested at a later date on a charge of
participation in the forgery case" stickers" were found in his room dealing with Barker.
I need not refer to all of them, but one said" Sabotage silently and jesuitically applied
will release Barker. Sink the boot"; another said " Barker is still in gaol. What
are you doing to get him out? Sabotage will do it"; a third said" The only language
which talks with the boss is PROFIT. Show him that Barker in gaol does not PAY."
On the 2nd April, Grant, addressing a meeting in the Domain, said" Barker has been
sentenced and is going to prison for telling the truth . . . For every day that
Tom Barker is incarcerated in Long Bay it will cost the capitalist classes £10,000."
On the 4th May, 1916, Barker's appeal was dismissed, and he went to gaol. On·
Outbreak of
fires in
the 1st June a fire took place at Simpson's Free Stores. At the trial Scully said that
Sydney
begins,
Fagin told him that that was the start of the fires to get Barker out. · On the 16th June
a fire took place at the business premises of Mark Foy's, Limited,· and on the 17th June
there wan a fire at the same company's bulk store. On the 23rd June there was a fire
at Winn's, Limited, in Oxford-street. Scully ·said, at the trial, that Fagin told him thr.t
this was another fire to get Barker out. He said that he was told this early in July,
::md that, in the· course of the same convernation, · while discussing the proposal to
introduce conscription in Australia, Fagin .said that, " in the event of conscription being
forced on us they would break shop windows, create rioting, and, if necessary, burn
· Sydney down." On the 23rd July, King, speaking in the Domain, said" It is the mission
of the working class to make this world a hell for the capitalist class and every shirker
that belongs to it. I do not mind seeing them roasting and toasting on a gridiron."
On the 27th July fires broke out on 'the premises of James Stedman, Limited, and at ·
the Grand Central Hotel, an adjoining building. Louis Goldstein gave evidence at trie
trial to the effect that Teen afterwards told him that it was he who set fire to the premises
of James Stedman, Limited, and that he afterwards rang up the police headquarters,
and said, " This is another of Barker's fires. Are you going to release him? "
Darker's
On the. 3rd August Barker was released from gaol: The explanation of this
release f1om
appears
to be that his sentence was· reduced by His Excellency the Governor-General
gaol,
to a fine of £25, or imprisonment for three months in default of payment. It will thu8
be seen that on two occasions Barker received leniency-once at the hands of the State
Government, and once at the hands of the Commonwealth Government. I do not
know-:-and I am not concerned to inquire-what the reasons were which justified,. in .:
either case, this considerate treatment..
. ..
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With Barker's release it might have been expected that there would be a cessation llirc~
of the fires, if they were being d~liberately caused to effect his release, but, in point of i~~t~City.
fa.ct, although t_here was a lull until about the end ~f August, fi~es continued to take place
in the city until about the 11th September, and 1t was not till then that the outbreak
of incendiarism, which had alarmed the community, ceased. It will be remembered
that at this time the community was very much agitated _oyer the question of conscription, which was about to be referred to the people for dec1s10n on a vote to be taken by
way of referendum on the 28th .October, 1916. The members of the I.W.W. were
bitterly opposed to conscription. I have already referred to Scully's conversation on
this topic with Fagin early in July. During August and September members of the
J.W.W., spea~ing in the Domain, continued to make threats of reprisals if conscription
were forced upon the people. On the 27th August Glynn said," We say, if the capitalists
are going to sabotage our lives, you sabotage their property." Grant spoke to the same
effect on the same occasion. He said, " If they take our carcases it is up to us to sabotage
their property." Reeve also spoke about the capitalist's dread of sabotage, and the
use that might be made of this in blocking conscription. On the 3rd September Larkin
said; ' Far better to see Sydney melted to t~e grou~d than to see the men of Sydney
·
taken away to be butchered for any body of mfidels.
It was not suggested at the trial that evidence of incendiarism was forthcoming Met~10d of .
the case of every fire that occurred during the period to which I have been referring, causing fires.
and it must be borne in mind that the charge against the accused persons was not that
they had actually Get fire to the premises which were bu!nt, but that they had conspir~d,
or in other words, agreed among themselves, to commit arson. In some cases materrnl
recovered, and nubmitted to analysis, and this, and other evidence in the case,
;ndicated that the method adopted for causing the fires was to place in a suitable position
~ome · cotton waste, or similar material, saturated with a mixture of phosphorus in
solution, bi-sulphide of carbon, and possibly, in some cases, some other ingredient.
As the other ingredients evaporated, and the phosphorus on the cotton waste became
exposed to the air it ignited.
Scully, who is a pharmaceutical chemist by calling, admitted to the police that, ~e~ given
in 1914, soon a,£ter the outbreak of the war, he delivered two lectures to members of the Y cully.
r.W.W, on elementary chemistry and the manufacture of explosives. He admitted
too, that at these lectures, he explained the action of benzine, turpentine, bi-sulphide
of carbon, and phosphorus, in bringing about spontaneous combustion. In his evidence;
at the trial, he spoke of a discuss~on in Fagin's room, at the end of July or early in August,
1016, about, a preparation for causing fires, and he said that some experiments were made.
Subsequently to this, he obtained bi-sulphide of carbon and phosphorus through Cole;
the chemist in whose employment he was at the time. In dealing with the evidence of
a man like ScuHy it is, of course, impossible to know how far he may have altered dates
to suit what he regarded as his own interests, but there is no evidence to show that any
of these materials were ordered through Cole earlier than August. Apparently two
lots of bi-sulphide of carbon were ordered in August, and phosphorus was ordered about
the 8th September. There is nothing to show that Scully ordered any phosphorus
earlier than that date, and he asserts-truly or untruly-that he did not supply any to
Fagin until after the outbreak: of fires had ceased. Wherever they came from, phosphorus
and bi-sulphide of carbon were being used in June. Cotton waste saturated with this
mixture was found on the premises of Mark Fay's Limited after one of the fires in that
month: Scully is anxious to make it appear that he did not realise what was on foot
until very late stage of the proceedings, but I have little doubt but that he w~s for
more deeply implicated than he admits in any criminal conspiracy that there mn.v have
been to cause incendiarism.
·
·
. F?r s~~e ~ittle time pr~vio~rnly to ~eptember;' 1916, Detective Moore had ~een Suspicions of
makmg mqumes mto the orgamsation antl mner workmg of the I. W. \V. He was ass1sted police
in this work by Detective ]'ergusson, a comparatively young man, and a junior officer aroused.
in the service. · I think, however, that it .is quite clear that before the 4th September,
the police did not seriously suspect the existence of a conspiracy to commit arson, nor
did they associate the outbreak of fires in the city with the LW. W. Acting-Superintendent Walker says that before that date there was nothing to connect them, so for
as he knew, and that it was not till after that date that he first began to get anxious
about them (14,513-14,517). To explain what aroused Mr. Walker's suspicions it is
necessary to go back a little.
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:McAusTER's APPEARANCE ON THE 8(iENE.
Ferausson had been acquainted for some two years or so with l\foAlister, and •
McAlister ~vas in the habit of visiting him at his house. There was a connection by
marriage-though not a close one-between them. One of Fergusson's cousins married ·
a d;:mghter of McAlister. · l\foAlister's calling was that of ~ wharf-labour~r. On the
evening of the 3rd September he went to Fergusson, and told him that he was m sympathy
with the aims of the I.W.W., and was regarded by it,s members as one of themselves.
He said that a man, whose name he woulcl not; divulge, had told him that the members ·
of the I.W.W. were burning down places in Sydney, and that for this purpose chemicals ·
were being mixed and distributed by a Russian named Androvitch. He went on to
say that a man, whom _he called Andrew, had told him that the I:W._W. had a meth?d
by which they could brmg the master-class down, and had asked him 1f he would use rt.
McAlister said that he had promised to do so, and had promised to meet Andrew on the .
2nd September, but that he had thought over the matter and, though he did not want ..
to play the part of an informer, he had come to the conclusion that his duty as a citizen .
required that he should give information to the police. At l\foAlister's request Fergusson .
promised to treat the matter as confidential-except that Mr. Walker was to be toldand he asked McAlister to g~t as much information as he could and bring it to him.
Next morning Fergusson went to Moore, and at his suggestion told l\ir. Walker what had.
occurred. I do not think that Mr. Walker was quite satisfied at first of the real
significance of Fergusson's story, but he told him to keep in touch with his informant,
and to get what further information he could. This was on Monday, the 4th September,
and on that same night McAlister came again ~o Fergusson, and gave him a parcel·
containing a bottle of liquid and a bundle of cotton waste. He told him that they had
been given to him that day by Andrew, who had told him that they were used for
burning down buildings; and he said that the method adopted was to pour the liquid
on the cotton waste, which, when exposed to the air for some few hours, would burst ;
into flame. l\IcAlister said that Andrew told him that so long as the I.W.W. men were
being persecuted, or were in gaol, it would cost the capitalists some £10,000 or £12,000 ·
a day, and he r~ferred to some fires that had already taken place as the work of the
I.W.W. Winn's Limited was mentioned, and Fergusson thinks that .James Stedman·
Limited was also mentioned. l\foAlister said that the stuff had been given to him to. be
w~ed, and he asked that it might be given back to him, if necessary, in order that he ·
might be able to produce it, if called upon to do so by members of the I.W.W. On ·
that occasion Fergusson told him to become a financial member of the I.W.W. On the
following morning, the 5th, Fergusson again saw Moore, and they went together to Mr.
Walker. Fergusson told his story, and, while Mr. Walker was examining the bottle, ·
a 'small portipn of the_cork broke away, and fell upo~ his ~lotting _pad. It remained there
unobserved, and, durmg the course of the conversat10n, 1t burst mto flame. l\Ir. ·walker .
then sent the bottle to the Government Analyst to have its contents examined, but ·
asked that it should be returned to him. This was done, and the. bottle then remained ·
in his custody. Moore, who took the bottle to Dr. Cooksey, the Government Analyst,
says that, after examining the contents, Dr. Cooksey said, " There is phosphorus in it
with some solvent, and its action is thatwhen the solvent evaporate::i it bursts into
flame." Moore asked him if it would cause fires, and he said," Yes, it is a most dangerous
thing, and a well-known agent for that sort of thing" (25,209).
·
. .·
.

At about this time Fergusson made out a full report in ,vriting of all that had ·•
occurred, and Moore appended a short covering report. Those reports cannot now be .
found. They have been searched for independently of this inquiry, and, again, for the .
the purposes of this inquiry, but they cannot be traced. Some doubt has been sought ·
to be cast upon the bona fides of the story told as to the accidental loss of Fergusson's ·
report, but there is nothing to warrant any such suggestion. The report was indexed
in the ordinary course, and I have no doubt that its lo~s is purely accidental. Moore's ·
evidence satisfies me that he made a very thorough search for it (25,212), and there is .
nothing .to justify the suggestion that it was deliberately extracted from the file 0£
documents. I may say, at this stage, that one or two other reports asked for were also ·
found to be missing, but there is nothing to suggest that any of them have been: inten- ·
tionally removed, nor has anything been elicited which justifies Mr. Windeyer's comment
that it is a slur on the police that they are missing.
·
'.
Fergusson saw l\foAlister again, either on the 5th or the 6th September, and:.
:McAlister told him that he was to meet Andrew at the tramway waiting shed in Elizabethstreet,
.
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street near Liverpool-street, on the 7th, and to go with him to the I.W.W. roi:,111G.
Fergu'sson s~id that h.c wo1:1;ld like him to meet some more experienced detectivcn, and,
after some little consideration, he agreed. Fergusson then went to l\Ir. Walker again,
' and detective Leary and Lynch were dck,ilccl to assist him in his investigations.
Fergusson says-and I accept his statement~that he had not met either Leary or Lynch
· before this. On the dternoon of Thursday, the 7th, Leary, Lynch, and Fcrgunson,
took up positions fr?m which they could ?bservc the Jl:ceting between l\IcAliGtcr and
Andrew. Andrew did not appear, but they followed 1\IcAhster down to the I.W.W. rooms.
After some little time he left the rooms with :Moore, and Leary followed them up to
l\Iark Foy's corner, at the junction of Liverpool and Elizabeth ntreetfl. He s~ys that
they stood talking together near a telegraph post, a,nd that he wan abl.e to get close
enough to hear one of them say "I lost what I had over a pony called Miss Joey."
He also heard the same speaker say "Twelve of the b-- should be let go together.
This one must go." He then went and told l\Ir. Walker what he had overheard, and
i\Ir. Walker at once instructed l\foore to warn some of the shopkeepers. l\Ioorc says
that he did so.
.
.
.
On that same night Leary and Lynch visited Fergusson'n house, and met l\1cAlillter. l\foAlister
l\IcAlister told them that his inlltructions were that if Andrew did not turn up in the ~,r~1s~~e
afternoon, he was to go down to the I.W.W. rooms and Dec l\Iahony, who, he G'.tid, we,::i a.
man whom he knew in connection with the I.W.W.,'and whom he dencribed an a Russian.
He said that when he went down to the rooms he was taken into a room with Mahony
and two others, and was told that they were to draw lots to. see who was to start a fire.
Mahony got a box and three discs,-one red and two black-and held them over hiG
head, and said "'rhe one that draws the red disc has to start the fire." One man drew
a black disc, and then McAlister drew the red one. 'fhe two men who had participated
in the drawing then left the room, and left him alone with Mahony. Mahony then
spoke to him about having the stuff to use, and told him that Way's, in Pitt-street,
was the place that he was to set fire to. He was to go there on Friday night in the busy
time, and place the stuff as near the centre of the b'Uilding as he could, where thete was
plenty of inflammable material. The detectives told l\foAlister that Jie must go to.
-Way's on Friday night at about the time.'named and_go into the shop, ~o th.at if any of
the members of the I.W.W. were ,vatchmg they m1ght not suspect lum. On Frrday
morning they told Mr. Walker what had occurred, and he communicated with the l,!ire
Brigades. In addition to this, arrangements were made, with 1\1:r. Way\3 petmissio11,,
for the insertion of a paragraph in the next morning's papers saying that a fire had occmTcll
on his premises.
·.
l\foAlister was unwilling at first to consent to give evidence, but the detectives
· continued to keep in "touch with him, and to get what information they could from him.
He gave them descriptions of Andrew, Mahony, Artdrovitch,. and Teen, but, potwithstanding this, and notwithstanding their efforts, they did not succeed in finding either
Androvitch or Mahony, and it was not until after his arrest on another charge that
:McPherson was identified by l\foAlister as Andrew.
.
As soon as l\1r. Walker became convinced of the seriousness of the information
brought to him by Fergusson, and by the detectives deputed to act with him, he consulted
the Crown Solicitor,. and, on his advice, the numerous fires which occurred about this
time-on the 8th or 9th September there were twelve fires or attempts i.it fires in var:ous
plac~s. abo~t the city-were n~t r~porte_d _to th~ Ci~y Co~oner. It was f~~red that hio
inqmr1es might hamper the police m their mvestigat10ns. 'rhe Crown Sohc1tor was also
concerned about the seriousness of the disclosures, and he asked for advice from the
Attorney-General as to how he should act. · The Attorney-General directed him to
, consult Mr. Lamb, K.C. Accordingly, a consultation was held at Mr. Lamb's chambers
on the 12th September, at which Mr. Walker and the three detectives were present,,
and the detectives repeated to Mr. Lamb the information which they had .obtained
· through J\foAlister. Mr. Lamb advised that there was not sufficient information to
warrant any arrests, and that the only thing to do was to go on and see what further
Jnformation lVIcAlister could give, and whether any independent evidence could be go~
Jn support of it. On apout the 14th McAlister came to see Mr. Walker, who endeavoured
without.success to prevail upon him to give evidence .. Mr. Walker saw him again tt
few days fa.ter, and he still refused to become a witness, but, eventually, on or about the
.
· 22nd, he expressed his readiness to give evidence if the police could not manage without !!~:~~~~c~o
· him. Mr: Walker informed the Crown Solicitor of this, and he thereupon prepared an give e\·idence
. f ormat10n
. an d }iandea 1t
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Androvitch, Moore, Larkin, Glynn, ReeveG, Grant, :i\lorgan, an<l Hamilton, and a warrant
to apprehend those persons was issued on the 22nd. It is to be observed that, though
the name of Androvitch was included in the information, the name Andrew was omitted.
l\Ir. Tillett's recollection is that :i\Ir. Walker told him that Anclrovitch was the man who had
obtained and given the" fire dope" to Mc.Alister, but 1\Ir. Walker says that this is an error.
The premises of the I.W.W. were raided on the 23rd, and Larkin, Glynn, Reeve,
Hamilton, Besant, and McPherson, were arrested. McPherson was charged with
having stolen flannel in his possession, and was allowed out on bail. He was remanded,
first to the 25th and then to the 28th, and McAlister saw him at the Police Court on
one or the other of these two days, and identified him as Andrew. He told Fergusson,
and Fergusson told Mr. Walker, with the result that McPherson was re-arrested on the
30th. In his statement to the police, and in his evidence at the trial, l\IcAlister said
that he saw McPherson, or Andrew as he called him, at the police station on the 25th,
but Fergusson and Mr. Walker fixed the day as the 28th. A good deal of criticism was
directed to this descrepancy, but I think that l\fr .. Walker and Fergusson arc probably
right in their recollection, and that it was the 28th.
I may also mention here that some comment was made upon the fact that in
l\IcAlister's signed statement, dated the 2nd October, and made at a time when, according
to the evidence, he undoubtedly knew that Andrew was :McPherson, he spoke of him
as Andrew, and added" I do not know his other name." To a copy of the statement
prepared in the police office a foot-note was appended by somebody saying that Andrew
was identical with. McPherson. These circumstances arc among those relied upon in
support of the charge that McAlister' s evidence was manufactured for him by the
police.
Before the case came on for hearing at the police court, McAlister expressed a
desire for protection, and with Mr. Walker's. concurrence he went to live at Fergusson's
house. He remained under his protection-either at his house or in the countryuntil after the trial at the Central Criminal Court, and then he apparently went to live
with his sister at Randwick, though he continued to be a frequent visitor at Fergusson' s
house. During the whole. of this period he received money for his maintenance from
'
the police, and he paid for his board and lodging out of this.
The evidence which he gave at the trial implicated McPherson, l\Ioore, Teen,
and Mahony.
THE GoLDSTEINs.

I turn now to the connection of the Goldsteins with the case, and, in order to
explain how they came into it, it will again be necessary to go back a little. They are
both young men. Davis Goldstein is now 25 years of age, and Louis is two or three
years older. They were born in London, of Russian parentage, and they belong to
the Jewish Faith. They were brought up to the tailoring trade, but they left Englaml
as youths and emigrated to South Africa, where they were employed at their trade for
a time. . While there Davis Goldstein, apparently earned the reputation of being a
hot-headed socialist and a great agitator. They came to this country about five years
ago, and, except for a short visit to South Africa on the part of Davis-and perhaps
~lso of Louis, though I am not clear about this-they have been here ever since. They
engaged in the tailoring· trade here, and on the outbreak of war, they succeeded in
getting some contracts from the Commonwealth Government for the supply of military
uniforms. These were very profitable, and, but for the events which brought about
their downfall, they were in a fair way of becoming prosperous men. Davis Goldstein
joined the I.W.W. soon after coming here. For a time he acted as secretary, and he
occasionally lectured to the members, but he says that he retired' from membership
in November, 1914, after tendering for a Government contract for the supply of military
clothing. I understand that, accordjng to the rules of the organisation, he became
inclligible for membership on becoming an employer of labour. Although, however,
he ceased to belong to the I.W.W., he appears to have kept up his intimacy with its
members. Louis Goldstein says that he was never a member, but he says that he
used occasionally to go with his brother to hear lectures and through him he got to
kn_ow a good many of the I.W.W. men.
- ·
Davis Goldstein is evidently a man of not much education, but he has considerable
natural ability, he is fluent of speech, very vain, probably very arrogant and overbearing
among his associates, reckless, and unprincipled, and he has a front of brass. I can
quite understand that, until he was on the road to· achieve material prosperity for
·
himself, ·
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himself, h~ p~uye~ a_pr01nir:ent part among&t h~s follows, and e_xerci?ed _a good deal of
inrluencc, lll mve~gh~ng agamst the present social system and m_ ag1tatmg for reform.
Like the commums~ m t~e story; however, who _was prcpa~·ecl to_ give away half of what
he had not got to hrn neig~bo;ir, bu~ ~rew _th~ Imo ~t partmg with half of what he had,
I have no dOl~bt that ?)av1s G_o!dste~n s prmcrples (rf they may be so called) underwent
:i change as hrs fi~1anc1al con_d1t1011~ improved, and ~ have no doubt _that he would have
been glad to be nd of the fnendslup :1nd the attent1011 of some of Ins former associates.
}Ie and Louis both speak of the blackmail which was levied upon them by 1rn~mbers
of the I. W.W. Louis Goldstein_ is cast in a. di~erent mould._ He is not more educated
than his brother, and probably Just as unprmcrpled, but he 1s colder blooded and more
ca~1tious, and less liable to be carried away by vanity. He says that he never approved
of his brother's membership with the I. W.W., and I can quite believe that this is true.
}Iis domi_nant i_dea probably was to make as much money as he coul~, w_hile keeping
011 the wmdy side of the law, and he would naturally deprecate anythmg m the shape
of an uneviable notoriety which would interfere with this.
.
In August, 191G,. information was conveyed to the police that forged £5 notes Tho £5 note
were in circulation in the city; I think that the :first intimation was received on the forgery ca~u.
11th August, and between the 16th of tlw,t month and tho 9th September, they arrested
seven persons, and succecderl in discovering the existence. of a scheme on a large scale
for forging and utte~ing £5 not~s. Of the ~even persons so arrested five lost no til!le in
making statements, m the hope, no doubt (m some cases, at all events), that they would
be accepte~ as !Gn~'s evidence, an~ ~ight secure t~10ir own freedom at the expense of
their associates 111 crime. The remammg two were Kmg, who was one or those afterwards
convicted for conspiring to stir up sedition, and Morgan, who was said to be the ringleader
in the forgery scheme.
·
·
Morgrm was allowed bail on his r,rrest, but, in order that he should be able to ~l<_Jrgan's
take advante,ge of it, it was necessiuy for him. to find a surety in the sum of £400. 'There bat!.
was a difficulty in doing this, and an arrangement wv,s made by which Morris a clerk
in the office of Mr. P. K. White, Morgan's solicitor, became surety, and the sum of £400
was provided by Davis Goldstein for his indemnification. Sergeant Pauling says that
a cash deposit was lodged with the Court by l\Iorris, and tlw,t the police were not consulted
as to his sufficiency as a bondsman.
.
I am told that the acceptance of a cash deposit by the bail authorities is not an Acceptance
0
uncommon occurrence, and that it is not the. practice,
to corisult
the police
c~tE 1f1 •
.
d inbsuch
. cases,
}
.
.
,1r.a
cpos, 1 om
about the proposed ·surety. Such a deposit 1s, no ou t, at ea.st as good a guarantee his surety.
of the financial sufficiency of the bail as an affidavit of justification, but ability to answer
for the sum in which he is bound is not the only matter which the br..il m2.gistr2.te ht',fJ to
take into consideration in exercising his discretion BS to the sufficiency <2£ the bail. 'l'he
object of taking bail is to ensure the appev,rance for trid of an r,ccused person, who is
released from custody pending his trial. It is taken for the protection of the public,
and for this purpose, it is essential that the security taken should be that of r, pernon
wh~se interest it is to produce the accused for tria.l. In the case of the Consolidated
Explorati~n and ~inance Company v . .J\~usgra:7e {1900, 1 ~h. 37) l\f~. Justi?c North
said, " It 1s essential that the person g1vmg bail should be mterested m lookmg after,
and, if necessary, exercising the legal powers he has to prevent the accused from disappearing. This is essential for the protection of the public, and anything that tends
to prevent or hinder his so doing is illegal." That is why an indemnity given through
the bail, whether by the prisoner bailed or by another, is illegal, and that is why a person
in custody is not accepted as bail. That, too, is why it i,g recognised as inexpedient that .
the solicitor of the accused should be accepted, and why it will be recognised in future, .1
.. [i
I hope, that it is equ:;,tlly inexpedient that the clerk of the accused's solicitor should be·
accepted. The fact that a cash deposit is offered by the proposed bail is no reason for
omitting to consult the police as to his fitness in other respects, and I am emphatically
of opinion that, in the public interest, the police should be consulted in every case, not
only as to the financial ability of the surefy offered, but as to his sufficiency in other
respects. It is possible that, if that course had been taken in dealing with 1\Iorgan's
bail, a man of straw, indemnified by ori.e of Morgan's fellow-accused, would not have
been accepted, and Morgan might have been compelled to remain here to stand his

.

~~

On the 15th Septemher Davis Goldstein informed Detectives Turbet and PaulingPaulihg was not then a sergeant-that he thought that Morgan was about to abscond.
They spoke to Mr. Walker, and he thought that )le $hould be re-~rrested. It is evident, .
I
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I think, that on hearing that the Goldsteins had provided the money for :Morgan's bail,
and knowing that they had been• r.rrested r.nd charged, he thought it likely that they
would want their money for their own defence and would withdrn,w the bail, and th'.tt
this would lead to flight on 1\forgan's part. He ::iays th2.,t he wished the detectives to
re,arrest him, and if he took a strong view r..s to the improbability of Morgan answering
to his bail I do not understand why he did not insist on this being done; but apparently
· they doubted the ndvisableneos of this, and they contented themselves with telling
l\Iorris what Davis Goldstein had s2,id. Morris ridiculed the idea, 2.nd said that he had
an appointment with l\forgrm for the following day, the 16th. Morris afterwards said
that Morgan kept his appointment, but, be that 2,s it may, he did not answer to his bail
on the 18th, and he ha::i never since been found. The sum deposited by Morris was
forfeited by the Crown, and all l',ttempts by Dlwis Goldstein to recover it have been
unsuccessful. He is loud in his complaint of the injustice of this confiscation, as he calls
it; but, on the other hand, it is suggested thr,t r,s Morg2.n was the man who could give
evidence incriminating him it wr,s worth his while to pay that price for Morgan's disappearnnce. I may say here tlrnt Mr. Walker opposed the refund of the money upon
the ground that the Goldsteins were believed to have financed the forgery scheme, and
that, through Davis Goldstein's r,ction in finding bail for him, Morgan the arch-criminal
in the matter, had been en2,bled to eseap3.
Atmt of tho
. Some of the ntatements made by the pemorn:i arrested implicated the Goldsteins.
uo1astci1.11. I t was sa1·a t l1at t liey lrnd been present while the notes were bemg
· prmte
· d , and t Imt,
through Morgan, they had been financing the scheme. Davis Goldstein was thereupon
arrested on the 8th September, and LouiG Goldstein on the 9th. On their arrest the
statements implicating them were re'.l.d over to them, and they made no reply. A notebook was found in Davis Goldntein's po::ise::mion, with a riote in it of a number, and some
letters corresponding to those on one of the forged notes, and, when asked to explain
them, he said that he could not do so.
The case came on for hearing at the police court on the 18th and 19th September,
and l\Ir. Bathgate, who was then on the Crown Solicitor's staff, prosecuted for the Crown.
Tighe was used as an informer, but he was unable, or he professed to be unable, to
identify the Goldsteins. Louin Goldstein was discharged, and Davis Goldstein was
committed for trial. Turbet prepared a summary of the evidence against the different
accused persons for Mr. Bathgate's use. In respect of Louis Goldstein the case against
him was stated to be evidence of identification, and his silence when statements
implicating him were read to him. In Davis Goldstein's case the evidence was similar,
and there was in addition the evidence of the note-book. When asked why he did not
include in his summary any reference to the charge of having financed the matter, he
said that this was unnecessary as Mr. Bathgate would find it out on reading the statements referred to in the summary. No attempt was made at the police court to show
that the Goldsteins had financed the scheme. Turbet says that l\Ir. Bathgate saw the
cheque butts and the books, and that he instructed him not to subpama the bank
manager as he would not go into the matter at the lower court. Mr. Bathgate's
recollection is that he only looked at one cheque butt, and that his mind wan never
on the question whether the Goldsteins fin~nced the scheme. He says that he had
instructions from the,Crown Solicitor not to make any reference to Goldstein's connection
with Morgan's bail-the reason for this will appear presently-and that, after receiving
those instructions, he did not make any investigation of the Goldstein's financial affairs.
Investigation This explanation is not very satisfactory, and the attention be.stowed upon this aspect
c'/0 t3°1 . of the case does not .reflect very much credit upon any of those concerned. Detective
fina!l~i:i°s
Turbet, Pauling, and Mitchell were in charge of the Goldsteins, and they say that; on
affairs.
arresting them, they took possession of their cheque-books and pass-books, and quentioned
them about the entries, checking the answers with the books of the business. Turbet
says that he notited that there were a number of cheques drawn in favour of cash, and
that Louis Goldstein said that some of the money. was spent on racing, but he cannot
remember what was said as to the rest of it He says that he went to the bank manager
in search of information, but that the manager refused to give any information unless
subprened. Mitchell says that he went with Turbet to the bank, but Mr. Allen, the
bank manager, says that, as far as he knows, no application was ever made by the
police for information concerning the Goldsteins' account. Pauling's recollection is
that, as far as.could be gathered from the investigations, most of the cheques represe~1ted
ordinary business transactions, ancl that there was nothing to arouse suspicion. M.itchell
says tlmt they com1Jared ;.1, number 9[ ?he~ues1 which the Goldsteins stated were for
wages,
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wages, ,vith the bo~lrn and found tlrn_t they corresponded, and he s:1ys that a number of
cheques co;rcspon,dm~ to ~mom~ts pa1d_for_ wage~ we~'e drawn in favo_ur of cash. Detective
Hooper, w110 tool.. part with M1~chell m mvestigatmg the Goldstem's books-, also s:1ys
that r, nun_iber of cheques drawn m favour of cash corresponded with p~yments for wages,·
n.nd l:c thmks that the large amounts ~raw1_1 for cash at.about the time of the forgery
r,clicnw wer~ ai:nong these (27523). ~IS evidence on this p[l_,rt of the case was by no
mcr,n:J convmcmg, and an exammat1on of the cheques does not lend colour to his
evidence or to that of l\Iitchell. The account 9£ Goldstein Bros.-the n2.me under
which they traded-with the Union Bank was opened on the 6th October, 1915. I
have gone through the cheques, the pass-book, and a copy of the account for the period
from that d2.te to 31st July, 1916. I find that from the Gth October, 1915, to the 28th
February, 1916 (inclusive), a period of four moriths and twenty-five days, cheques
"·ere drawn in favour of "cash" amounting to £126. From the 1st l\Iarch, 1916, to
the 31st July, 1916 (inclusive), a period of five months-less than a week longer than
the el?.rlier period-cheques were drawn in favour of " cash " amounting to £92, 9s. Gd.
I took the latter period, because it practically corresponds to the period over which the
operations of the _note-forgers ex~ended be~orc the forgeries were completed. The tw_o
periods are practwally co-extensive, and m the latter the amount drnwn for cash rn
.between ncven and eight times as great as in the earlier. None of thcs3 payments arc
attribntr..ble to wages, as I find that during the whole period from the 6th October to
the 31st July, 1916, cheques were drawn reguhirly every week for wages, except in the ·
week ending the 31st March, 191G. These figures arc significant, and though, standing
alone, they do not prove anything, and though it might have been difficult to establish
the nae to which the money was put, I am surprised that their significance did not
strike the detectives. One does not expect detectives to be admirable Crichtons, :1nd
they cannot be expected to possess any great knowledge of accountancy or book-keeping,
but, if a careful analysis of the figures had been made, no technical knowledge would
have been necessary to see that further efforts should be made to obtain additional
information. These efforts might, in the result, and perhaps would, have proved
fruitless, but I cannot avoid coming to the conclusion that the detectives accepted too
t; readily what the Goldsteins told them, and that their investigation of the figures :was of
~ a very perfunctory character. Mr. Walker, when shown the cheques from the 26th
~ April to the 17th July, 1916, and when reminded of the dates ,vhen the forgeries were
~ supposed to have taken place, saw the significance of the matter at once. He said the
r.:, detectives should not have accepted the Goldstein's story, but that they should have
~ gone right into the matter and satisfied themselves. Davis Goldstein, at his own request,
~ went back into the witness-box shortly before the evidence closed and gave an explanation.
l He produced the pass-book-which, by the bye, was supposed to have been burnt in a
fire at Wyong-and, taking the cheques one by· one, he said that he remembered that
most of them were drawn for racing expenses. I do not believe him, and I have very
little doubt but that that explanation was deliberately concocted. Whether the money
was drawn to finance the note-forgery scheme, or whether it was paid away, in large
measure, in the shape of blackmail levied on the Goldsteins by members of the I.W.W.,
I cannot say. The matter is left in obscurity. Some of it, I daresay, may have gone
in rt1cing.
.
Before passing away from this part of the case, there is one more matter to which
I think I should call attention. I have mentioned that Turbet said that when he went
to the bank he was accompanied by Mitchell. He said that he discussed the matter with
him a few days before giving evidence, and that Mitchell said that he thought that he
went with him and waited outside, but that he was not sure about it. Mitchell said that·
he remembered going to the bank with Turbet and waiting for him outside, but he said
that the matter had never been mentioned between them since the day it occurred.·
Now, either Turbet or Mitchell is not speaking the truth. The matter asked about was
of such re{ent occurrence that the discrepancy between the two statements cannot be
attributed to failure of memory. One knows that witnesses very often untruthfully
deny that they have talked over their evidence before coming into court; and the question
is very often put for the purpose of testing veracity; but one does not expect ~o find a
detective officer resorting to a clumsy lie of this kind. No useful obfect was served by
the denial, but I am forced to the conclusion that for some reason Mitchell did not tell
.the truth in this respect. It does not seem to me likely that Turbet would have invented
the story of a converrntion with him about it, and the manner in which his evidence as
to the discussion was elicited gave it an appearance of truth.
I
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I have mentioned that Davis Goldstein was arrested on the 8th September, and
Louis on the 9th. On the 11th Louis Goldstein went to the detective office and saw
Turbet and Pauling. He told them that, if it were possible, he vrnuld like his name left
out of the forgery case to avoid injury to his business, and that, if that could be done,
he would be able to get valuable information from his brother about the I.W.W. and the
fires that were taking place. Turbet and Pauling told l\1r. Walker of this and he
instructed them to get whatever information they could, but on no account to make
any promises to the Goldsteins. They afterwards saw the Goldsteins on the same day
at the Central Police Court, and Davis Goldstein told them that he had information
that the I.W.W. people were the persons who were causing the fires in Sytlney, and
that they were doing so through the use of phosphorus and other chemicals. He said
that, being in the confitlence of m.embers of the L\V.W., he was in a position to find out
what was being done. He gave them other information at the same time which I need
not go into, and both he and his brother requested that any information which they
might supply should be treated as confidential. The detectives promised that the
information would not go outside the office, antl, in point of fact, the knowledge that the
Goldsteins were going to supply information was not communicated at this time, I
think, to anyone outside the detectives concerned, except l\Ir. Walker. Mitchell was
collaborating with Turbet and Pauling in this part of the case, and, though I do not
think that he was present on every occasion when the Goldsteins gave information, he
was probably kept informed of what was being done. To test Davis Goldstein's
credibility the detectives suggested that he should obtain some of the chemicals and
cotton waste used, and on the·evening of the 15th he handed them a small bottle of fire
Davis Gol,l· dope and some cotton waste, which he said he had obtained from Hamilton at the I.W.W.
stein hands
fire dopo to rooms on the pretence that he was going to set fire to Nat Lewis' premises in Liverpoo1tho police.
street that night. When giving evidence at the trial he said that he met Hamilton
outside the I.W.W. rooms that day, and that Hamilton, after speaking to him of his
arrest in connection with the forgery case, suggested that, as he was in trouble, he might
. get back a~ the authorities by means of sabotage. Hamilton said " You know all the
fires that have been taking place recently. We did them, and if you are game enough
I will give you sofi!e of the stuff and you will be able to do some of them yourself. There
is no risk attached to doing them and it is easy enough. Just wait a minute. I will go
into the hall and get some of the stuff for you, but before going in there I will just
illustrate to you how it is to be done." Hamilton then explained to him how to use the
stuff and afterwards went inside, and returned in a few minutes with a newspaper parcel
which he gave to him. On opening the parcel he found some cotton waste and a bottle
containing some liquid, a:i1d Hamilton told him all that he had to do was to throw
the cotton waste, after it had been saturated with the liquid, into a shop and combustion
would take place about six or seven hours afterwards. He added that after leaving
Hamilton he went to his brother and told him something, after which they both went to
the detective office and gave the parcel to Pauling. Davis Goldstein's evidence as to
receiving a newspaper parcel from Hamilton outside the I.W.W. rooms was corroborated
at the trial by Detective Lynch, who was watching the premises from a room in a building
on the opposite side of the street and who said that he saw Hamilton come out of the room
with a man named Goldstein and hand him a piece of newspaper which looked [ke a. .
1,:mall parcel. At that time he did not know one Goldstein from the other, and,
apparently, he was rather uncertain as to which of the Goldsteins it was that he saw.
The information given to Pauling and Turbet was at once communicated to Mr.
Walker, who sent for Mr. Lewis, ::mcl, after explaining the situation to him, arranged
for the insertion of a paragraph in next morning's newspapers saying that a fire had
' .
occurred on his premises the previous night.
Lo1;1is .oohl.
. It will be remembered that at this time the Goldsteins were still on bail awaiting
f!1:J~~tin the preliminary proceedings at the Police Court in respect of the note forgery case.
to Mr. Cohen. Louis Goldstein's anxiety did not only manifest itself by his visit to the detectiveo on
the II th, and by what followed from that. l\1r. E. R. Cohen, the solicitor retained for
thefr defence, says that on the 14th Louis came to him and said that he was very much .
,vorried. l\1r. Cohen replied that he could understand that he would be, and Louis
Goldstein said, "But the trouble is this. You have heard of Stedman's fire. Well,
a. man named Teen confessed to me that he set fire to Stedman's. I talked the matter
over with my brother Davis, and we came to the conclusion that as loyal citizens the best
thing we could do was to inform the police." (17,176-17,177.) Mr. Cohen says that
lie told him to send for his brother Davis, and that he took them both to see their counsel,

.
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irr. Gannon, K ..C., and l\Ir. Boy~e.

l\Ir. Boyce sa:ys that Davis Goldstein, who, according
to his recollect10~, was the clnef s~okesn:~a~1, said, " We l~n~w how all these fires are
being caused. "e know how the fires ongmate and how it rn done. The I.W.W., or
body of them, have banded together to burn down places that have been burnt and
~ther plac~s in the near futn;c" (184~G). l\Ir. Boy?e says that some place was mentioned ·
(he thinks it was :Mark Foys, but he rn not sure) which \Vas to be burnt down the following
night, and ~e rem~mbers Davis Gold.stein saying that he ~ould get a bottle of the stuff
used if he .were given th~ .opportumtr, Mr. Gannon said to Davis Goldstein, "You
}Htve a plam duty as. a c1t1zen to perf~rm, whatever may happen to yon. It is your
duty to go to the police a~ once and g1ye ~hem ~he fullest and frceist ~nformation ";
and he and Mr. Boyce advised that Davis Gol~stem was .to afford th.e pohce any further
assistance that he could (18427-~8429). Davis Golds~em had p_rev10usly told his legal
advisers-erroneously as the fact is-that he had deposited £400 m trust with l\Ir. White
connection with Morgan's bail, and it had been determined to write to l\fr. White
deU1anding the money back, in order that the defence might not be prejudiced by the
fact that this had been done. After the disclosures on the 14th it was decided not to
send this letter. l\Ir. Boyce thinks that this determination was come to later than the
14th, an~ w~s based on a r:qucs~ by some authorities, possibly t~c police. l\Ir. Cohen's
recollect10n rn that at the mtervrnw on the 14th l\Ir. Gannon said that the letter must
not be sent, as if Davis Goldstein withdrew his bail his influence with the I.W.W. would
be gone, and he 'would be unable to obtain information. I think that Mr. Cohen is
probably right in his recollection. The Crown Solicitor says that on the 15th or 16th
he came to him, and told him that Goldstein had given information· about the fires,
and might be able to get further information if Morgan's bail were not withdrawn; and
he asked thgt, in those circumstances, no reference shoul~ be made at the proceedings
in the Police Court to the fact that Davis Goldstein had found bail for Morgan.
l\Ir. Cohen, though not absolutely positive about it, believes that it was on the
14th that Louin Goldstein told him of Teen's confession about the fire at Stedman's, and,
.in his account of the interview in l\Ir. Gannon's chambers on that day, he s:1ys that
he began the conversation by repeating what Louis Goldstein had said to him. l\Ir.
Boyce, on the other hand, cannot remember when he was told about this. He is not
prepared to swear that it was not on the 14th, but, to the best of his recollection, the·
conversation at Mr. Gannon's chambers did not begin in the way described by l\:lr. Cohen.
Turbet says that Louis Goldstein met him in the street on the 23rd, and siid something
about having seen Teen the night before and having had ·a conversation with him, but ·
he says that as he was just going off on his holidays he told Goldstein to see Pauling.
Pauling says that Louis Goldstein told him about it on the 25th. Leary, giving evidence
at the trial, swore that he saw Louis Goldstein and Teen together in conversation on the
night of the 22nd, and Teen admitted that they were together that night, and that he
saw Leary following them, but he denied that any such conversation as Louis Goldstein
deposed to took place. Louis Goldstein swore at the trial that the conversation took
place on the 22nd, and he added that at the time of Teen7s arrest on the 30th it had not
been revealed to the police, and that he believed that he told Pauling of it on about the
5th October. I think that Mr. Cohen is wrong in his recollection. The entries in his
diary suggest that it was Davis Goldstein who had information to give, and there is no
mention of any information having been given by Louis. This accords, too, with l\Ir.
Boyce's statement that Davis Goldstein was the spokesman at Mr. Gannon's chambers.
l\Ir. Windeyer said that Pauling, either with or without Turbet, manufactured. the··
evidence as to the conversation with Teen in the form in which it was first put before
the Court. He went· on to say: "Pauling has used the influence which he held over
those two inen to compel them to say their poor part in this drama-to speak the word3
which were dictated by him, Pauling, with or without the asaintance of Turbet."
(p. 742.) This is a severe stricture, and I cannot agree with it. It is ·not likely that
Louis Goldstein invented his story as to his conversation with Teen. He told l\Ir. Cohen
about it as well as telling Turbet and Pauling, and, assuming that such a convers'.3.tion
took place, or that the detectives were told that ouch a conversg,tion had taken place,
the only motive they could have in post-dating it would be that Leary might be able
to give corroborative evidence of having seen Louis Goldstein and Teen in company
· with one another. I do not believe for one moment that any such fraudulent scheme
was entered into by the detectives. I am satisfied that Louis Goldst3in told them of
this conversation with Teen, and that they are right in 02.ying that he told them that it
took place on the 22nd. It is possible, of course, that he t0ld l\fr. Cohen of it at an
earlier
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earlier date, but I think that it is more probabie that l\Ir. Cohen is mistaken in his
recollection. Turbct imd Pauling both say that they have some recollection of 'reen's
name being mentioned by Davis Goldstein at an early interview. It was suggested
by 1\1r. Windeyer thut thin was false evidence given with knowledge of Mr. Cohen's
cvidctice, but I do not think so. The evidence indicates that Tecn's name was mentioned
on more than one occanion-as one of those who were responsible for the fires. l\Ir. Boyce
remembers that his rtame was mentioned, and Pauling says that at one .convenn,tion
Davin Goldstein told them that Teen was an intermediary between Hamilton, who had
the fire dope, and the members of the I.W.W., who used it.
On the IGth September, 'l1urbet, Pauling, and Mitchell made a joint report, in
which they referred to Louis Goldstein's statement that he was very anxious that he
should be kept out of the forgery case, and that, if such a course could be· adopted he
was in a position to sttpply information received through his brother about the fires.
Louis Goldstein said that he did not remember any snch conversation, and he and his
brother both asserted before me that the first occasion on which they went to the police
was when they took the bottle of "fire dope" to Pauling on the 15th. At the trial
Puuling swore that the first time he saw Davis Goldstein in connection with the case
was oh the 15th. Louis Goldstein swore on the.same occasion that he first notified the
police that he knew something of the matter" during the first week in October, 2.nd on
the 15th September previous to that." These statements were relied upon before me
as evidence showing that Pauling and the Goldsteins were concocting evidence in
collaboration, but I do not view them in that light. I do not know what motive animated
the Goldsteins in ft\Vearing falsely, but I see no reason for supposing tha~ Pauling's
rt1is-str,tetnent r..t the trirJ r,s to the date on which he first saw Davis Goldstein in
connection with the c::we was rrt[',,cle deliberately with [', ~inist!?r motive.
From the 15th September omvards the Goldsteins kept in touch with the police,
- v,ncl continued to supply them with information, but they remained unwilling to give
evidence unless the Crown would consent to abandon the charge against Davis Goldstein
of participation in the forgeries. Pauling also saw Mr. Cohen on several occasions,
but I have no reason to suppose that there was anything improper in connection with
these visits or that they were in any way associated with a conspiracy to procure false
evidence. To suggest that Mr. Cohen would lend himself in any way to such a conspiracy
is absttrd, and, if he were not a party to it, then Pauling, in 0,cting as he did, was running
a great risk of exposure all the time. He wr,s anxious, Iio doubt, to get a statement
from Davis Goldstei11, and rmxious to succeecl in inclucing him to give evidence. Davis
Goldstein, on the other hand, was holding back in the hope that he might purchase his
freedom, and I have no doubt that Mr. Cohen, as his solicitor, helped him, as far as he
legitimately could, in endeavouring to get a promise from the Crown that he would not
' ·
be prosecuted in the forgery case if he gave evide11ce in the other.
On the 22nd September, the Goldsteins sent a message to Turbet and Pauling
The <loll\.
steins tell
that they wanted to see them. Turbet and Pr,uling saw them u.t Lazarus's Hotel, an<l
'l'urbct anrl
Davis Goldstein then told them that he had had 0, conversation with Fagin, who had
Pauling
about 8cully t'old him that the I.W.W. were responsible for the fires in Sydney, but that the stuff they
au<l Fagin.
were using was not very satisfactory, and that they were going to adopt some new
method. He also said that Fagin had told him that a man named Scully, a chemist
employed by Cole in Market street, was supplying the chemicals, and that they ,vere
being mixed by Fagin. This was reported to l\fr. Walker that night, and the matter
was discussed with him then, and again next morning. Mr. Walker then decided that
Pauling was to keep in touch with the Goldsteins, and that Scully was to be looked
nfter by Surridge-who knew him-:--and Robertson. Pauling says that he·took r, statement from Davis Goldstein, but that he did so under a ·promise that he was not to be
used as a wi~ness without his consent. In addition to this statement (Exhibit 30), -·
another, very similar to it as far as it went, but containing much less information, was
produced. No information was forthcoming at first as to ho\V it came to be prepared,
but ultimately Pauling was recalled, at his own request, 2nd he said that;, after getting
the longer statement he ·prep1ued the shorter one, thinking that if Davis Goldstein
would not tell eve~ything that he knew, he might, perha.ps, give evidence about Hamilton.
He says that Louis Goldstein told him that his brother was frightened of the others,
and, particularly, of Glynn. I see no rea.son to doubt the truthfulness of this explanation. ·
At about the same time as he took the earlier statement he went to Mr. 'Cohen's
dfice at his request, und told him of the informa.tion that Davis Goldstein had supplied
to the police in connection with the I.W.W., and of the evidence that he would be able
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to give, if_ he decid~d to give evil~encc. He says tJrnt the whole of the fo.,cfai that were
then in lus pos.scss10n w~rc detailed .to 1\Ir. Cohen. Some comment "?.,s made upon
this, 11,s suggest.1ve of an improper alliance be~;vee~ l\Ir .. Co~e1,1- and P::mlmg, r.,:1d some
criticism was d~rccted to the. nse of the WOTd ."'e:1fic2,tion ' m Mr. Cohen's d.12,ry and
in pr,uling's evidence. I thmk_, however: tlrnt 1t 1s r,pparent t]w,t ,vhat l\Ir. Cohen sent
for Pauling f.01: was .to gscertam .from 1111:1 ,Yhether Goldstein rei>Jly was hclp~ng t1:e
olice r,nd g1vmg ~hem ~Jl the mformat~011 tlrnt Jrn could. l\Ir. Cohen\; ob3ect,. m
~esiring to know tlns, obviously was that lns lrnnd might be strengthened in approaclung
the Crown ~olicitor, to get a rromise, if he. could,. tlw.,t Davis Goldr;te.i~ wou_ld not be
prosecuted m the forgery case 1£ he gave evidence m the other; aml, 1£ Paulmg knew,
as I have no doubt he did, what Mr. Cohen's object was, he would naturally be m1xions
to give him wlrnt help he could, in the hope that Dtwis Goldstein might he secured as a
witness.
.
On the 30th September, Mr. Gannon and l\Ir. Cohen went to see the Crown Mr. Gannon
Solicitor. Mr. Gannon s2,icl tlrnt from convenmtions that he had had with Davis ~r;~ Cohen
Goldsteil! he_]rnd learnt that there was a pl?t to burn d~wn the whole of Sydney, that he ~ee tho ..
thought 1t lus duty to let the Crown Solicitor know this, mid. th2.t he thought tlrnt the
SohCImatter should b.e laid ?efore the Attomey-Gcnerd_, in order 'ch:.,t Dl'.vis Gold~tein .might
be used as g witness m the I.W.W. case, and nught not be proceeded r.,g2.nrnt m the
forgery case. l\Ir. Cohen also urged th:::,t considcr2.tion ought to be given to Davis
Goldstein as he had given information 2.bout Scully. The Crown Solicitor refused to
make any promise. On the 3rcl October, Louis Goldstein decided to give evidence
'rrespective of wha.t his brother might do, but Davis Goldstein still held OJ.lt until the Th? Gold-.
l
. "· c.t t 11c pol'ice court m
· t 110 I .\V•'V
l
. steUls decide
13th October, i', i ter t 11e procee d mgs
I • CP.. se rnd been m to gh·u
progress for some days. On thct de.y he went to the Crown Solicitor, who lrnd with eviilencc.
him a copy of the first statement prepared by Pauling. The Crown Solicitor ,vent
through it with Goldstein, who made one· or two alterations in it, 2,nd then made some
further statements; He still declared that h.e would not give evidence, but later in
the day he decided to .do so! and he was pu~ into the witness
that d::i,y. The Crown
Solicitor and the police still, however, withheld any promise that he would not be
prosecuted on the note forgery case, and, in point of fact, as I have already stated, it
was not until t,he 23rd October, when the case came on for trial, that a nolle prosequi
was filed by the Attorney-General on the advice of l\Ir. Lamb. ·
The evidence given by Davis Goldstein at th1: trial implicated Fagin, 'l'.een,
Glynn, and Hamilton. Louis Goldstein's evidence implicated Teen.

f:tvn
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ScuLLY's CONNECTION WITH THE CASE.

• I pass now to Scully and his connection with the case. I have already referred
to his membership of the I.W.W., anc,l his statements as to the extent of his participation
in the conspiracy to commit incendiarism. Detective Robertson appears to have got
upon his track towards the end of September, but the first information brought into
the detective office about him was that obtained by Pauling from the Goldsteins on the
evening of the 22nd. Mr. Walker then detailed Robertson and Surridge, as I have
already stated, to watch his movements. They began to watch Cole's shop on Monday
the 25th, and I have no doubt that during the week Scully became aware that he wa:-:
being watched. He became alarmed, and he consulted Mr. Daley, a solicitor, .who, he
says, advi~ed him to go _to the police. Be that as it ~nay, Robertson and .Surridge
accosted him on the mormng of Saturday the 30th, and said that they had been mformcd
that he had been supplying the I. W.W. men with the chemicals for detting fire to shopi:,
and that he JllUSt go to the d.etective office with them. He was ne~ vous and agitated,
and he asked if he would be charged if he made a statement. On being assured that he
would not, but that he would probably be used as a witness, he said that he would make
a statement. He was taken to a room in the detective office, and he wrote out a long
statement implicating Fagin, Beatty, Hamilton, and Teen. During the afternoon he
went with Surridge to Burton-street, and- pointed out the house where Fagin and some
others lived, after which he returned to the detective office and drew a sketch of the
building, and of the rooms occupied by Fagin, Beatty, and Teen. l\Ir. Walker gave
instructions that if any of these three men were seen in the street, they were to be arrested
quietly, and that the house was to l:e raided late that night or early the following morning.
During that evening Teen was anested and taken to the Central Police Station, where Arrest of
he_was searched. He 'was wearing au overcoat and in the pocket of it, or in the lining, Teen,
a
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a bottle wrapped in brown paper, some cotton wa-;te, an<l an o1<l towel were founJ.
Hooper asked Teen what the parcel was, and Teen replied, " An old towel." Hooper
said, "Something more than an old towel," and Teen answered, " I suppose, soap."
Hooper opened out the parcel and displayed the contents, and Teen then said that the
coat did not belong to him, but that he had borrowed it from a man named Pope at the
I.W.W. rooms that night. The contents.of the bottle when subsequently analysed were
found to be " fire dope" of a similar character to that previously described. A latch
key of the house in Burton-street was found in Teen' s pocket, and this was used in opening
the door when the house was raided at about 1·30 a.m. on the following morning. Fagin,
Beatty,.and Pope were all found in the house, and were all arrested. A gladstone bag
found in Fagin's room, and belonging to him, was searched by Leary and Robson.
Robson took a small paper parcel from it, and asked Fagin what it was. Fagin said,
'' You know. You put it there." Robson asked him if he made that statement seriously,
and he made an abusive reply. The parcel contained a bottle and some waste, and the
contents of the bottle when analysed W(,"lre also found to be " fire dope." Pope was
taken to the police station with Fagin and Beatty, and while there he admitted that the
overcoat which Teen was wearing when arrested belonged to him, but he denied that
the things found in it were there when he lent it to Teen.
Scully was kept at t4e detective office that night, and on the following day he was
sent away to the Mountains in charge of Surridge. He was brought down one day to l\Ir.
Lamb's chambers, and l\1r. Lamb went through his statement with him in detail, but,
with this exception, he remained on the Mountains until the case came on for hearing
at the Police Court on the 10th October. Robertson says that, after writing out his
statement on the 30th, he made a fair copy and kept the original draft himself. While
on the Mountains he wrote out a further short statement of something which, on reading
his former statement, he found that he had omitted. ·Evidently, therefore, he had the
original draft still with him, and was consider.ing it. This added matter was sent by
Surridge either to l\Ir. Walker or to Robertson. In addition to this, a statement wa8
sent up to him by Robertson with a request that he would show it to Scully and ask him
to read it, and then post it back, if correct. Surridge says that he did so, and that
Scully added something to the· statement, which was then sent back to Robertson.
This document was a statement of additional information given by Scully at l\Ir. Lamb's
chambers, including his statement as to the removal of' the tattoo marks from the
German escapee, l\Iiller. After the Police Court proceedings he was again sent away to
the country, Robertson being in _charge on this occasion, and he remained away until
the case came on for hearing at the Central Criminal Court.
. He impressed me a~ a criminally-minded man of a dangerous type. He has a
smooth and plausible manner, he is possessed of an excellent memory, and he exhibited
considerable restraint until aroused, which was not often. He is, I have. no doubt; a
man of cold a.nd calculating temperament, treacherous, and quite unscrupulous. He
is possessed of more ability, and considerably more education, than the Goldsteins. ' I
dare say that he tells the truth, if he thinks it suits his purpose to do so, but I am equally
certain that he departs from the truth without the slightest hesitation, if he thinks that
the occasion requires it, and his ability and his resourcefulness enable him to produce
a blend of truth and falsehood in which it is very often hard to distinguish the false fro'm
the true. It is not without justification that it has been said that :A lie which is all a lie may be met and fpught with outright,
But a lie which is part a truth is a harder matter to fight.

Whether or not he looks upon words as given to him to conceal the truth, he certainly
· uses them as weapons to evade difficulties or inconvenient questions; and Mr. Windeyer
aptly described him as a man of subtle, glib tongue who, unless he was pressed very hard,
would try to get out under a cloud of words. He would like to make it appear that he
came into the case from a sense of duty, and because he was horrified at the calamity
with which the city was threatened; In giving evidence on this inquiry he said," When
. I found out what they were doing it was not, as it had been repeatedly said, with a view
of protecting myself that I went and got into communication ,vith the police. What I
did was to stop it .
. My idea was, through my solicitor, to explain just how
I had got to know what I did know and to give them all the information possible."
(874-875). I do not believe this. I dare say that Scully became frightened at the lengths
to which his associates were prepared to go, and I dare say that he made up his mind
to anticipate his own arrest and to "save his own skin" by becoming an informer, but
I do not believe for one moment that he was the simple unsuspecting creature whom he
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de::;cribes himse_lf to be, who was u1~aware of ,yhat was afoo~, and who woke up at the
eleventh 110:u m st~rtled and ~1orrifie~l. surprise.. He had mstructed the members of
the J.W.W. !1119141~ the use of fir~-rarnmg_ mate:ials, and, in August, 1916, h~ supplied
Hamilton ,nth a cons1der~ble quantity of b!su_Iplu<le of carb?n; he _was acquamted with
any members of the L\\ .W.; he was on mtnnate ternrn with Fagm; and he had been
1
~
about some of t~ie fires. He said that bi_sulphide of carbon is used by bootmakers,
nd he attemp~cd famtly to suggest that. lfannlton was a bootmaker, but it was palpable
~hat he was. fencing with the truth, and I altogethe_r refuse to accept h_is story that he
supplied it mnocen~ly, and that, though he was alive to. wl~at was gomg on ,~hen he
nbsequently supplied the phosphorus, he let them have 1t, m Miler that he might, in
~he performance of his dnt,y as a citizen, be able to m;e that fact in proving the case
against them.

~ld

DISTRIBUTION OP THE REW ARDS.

I think that the foregoing is a sufficiently full statement of the connection of
these four witnesses-i.e., l\lcAlister, the two qolds~eins and Scully, ,yith the ~ase of
The King v. Reeve and others up to the conclus10n of the legd proceedmgs, and it may
be convenient to state ~t this stage _what rewar~ th~y recei~c~ for ~heir services. The
insurance offices belongmg to the Fm~ Underwriters As::iocmt10n of New South Wales
agreed to contribute a sum of £250 as a reward for information leading to the arrest and
conviction (within three months from the date of the offer) of the persons guilty of the
attempts to cause the fires ~n the city, and t!ie Government contributed an equal amount.
·1n addition, Saxton and Bmns, Ltd., contnbnted £100, so that there was a sum of £600
in all to be distributed. This was allotted as follows :-1\IcAlister was given.£250,
Scully was given £200, the Goldsteins were given £60 each, and the balance was divided
between two other men who had assisted the police. In addition to this, Scully received
other sums from the Government for maintenance and other allowances, and the total
amount received by him, including his share of the reward, was £370 10s. l\foAlister
also received a considerable sum for maintenance, in addition to his share of the reward.
Before pa~s~ng away·f.rom tl~e matte~ of rewards, I a~so wish.to say a few words
as to the recogmt10n of their services received by the var10us police officers engaged
in the I.W.W. case. It will be remembered that the Goldsteins first approached Pauling
on the 11th September, and that he received a bottle of" fire dope " from Davis Goldstein
on the 15th September. 'l'he first entry in his diary in l'CSpect of his inquiries into the
suspicious fires in the city is on the 15th, and his fiTst written report in connection with
information received from the Goldsteins is dated the 16th. As far as I know, the first
intimation to the public of the reward offered·by the Government and the Fire Underwriters' Association was contained in a paragraph in the Sun on the 15th. Mr. Windeyer
said that this was significant, and he suggested that Pauling's conduct was governed
by his knowledge of the reward (p. 776). I doubt whether this reward was meant to
apply to services rendered by police officers in the ordinary course of their duty; but
in any event, I do not think that there is any reasonable foundation for this suggestion~
As a matter of fact, too, l\Ir. Walker knew before the 15th that 'l'urbet and Pauling were
in touch with Davis Goldstein, and in December, 1916, before the distribution of the
reward of £600, when called upon with other detectives for a report of his work in
connection with the case, in order that it might be determined what should be done in
the way of special reward or promotion, Pauling stated that he was approached by
Davis Goldstein on the 11th September. The recommendations made by the Metropolitan Superintendent for the recognition of the services rendered by the detectives
and other police officers in the I.W.W. case were put in evidence (Exhibit 60), but the
extent to which they were given effect to was left in doubt. It seemed to me undesimble
that there should be any room for speculation or uncertainty in the matter, and I
communicated with 1\Ir. Mitchell, the Inspector-General of Police, and asked for precise.
information. From the information which he supplied to me (by letter dated the
20th November, 1918), and from my peruss.l of the papers, I have ascertained that the
position is as follows :-The only recommendations of the Metropolitan Superintendent
to which effect was given were his recommendations for the promotion of Constable
Mackay and Detective-constable Fergusson to the rank of third-class sergeant. Mr..
1\Iitchell says that these promotions were part of a general scheme of promotion which
took effect in January, 1917, and that it cannot be said that either of the men was
promoted ~~elusively because. of ~is connection with t_he I.W.W. case. In ad~ition to
this, gratmt1es were granted m January, 1917, to vanous members of the pohce force
for satisfactory service during the year 1916, which was looked upon as one of exceptional
35132-0
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activity in regard to cases of serious crime. These gratuities varied "in amount from
£50 to £12 IOs., and I think that all the <;letectives whom I have had, or shall have,

occasion to mention, participated in them. I may add that the papers show that between
J1,lly, 1917, and July last some of these detectives received special allowances in addition
to their daily pay, but these were for services and work in no way connected :with the
I.W.W. case. · Jn July, 1917, and again in January, 1918, Detectives Leary and Moore
received special allowances of Is. a day each, and in July, 1918, eight other detectives
received a special allowance of Is. a day each. This last-mentioned allowance was
expressed to be for the purpose of recouping them in some measure for expenses incurred
in the performance of their duty.
·
ACTION OF THE TRADES AND LABOUR COUNCIL.

I think that this will be a convenient stage at which to explain the appearance
o;f the Trades and Labou.r Council upon the scene. lt is evident ,~hat cq.nsiderable
inte;rest was taken in Labour circles in th.e prosecu,#o.n .Qf t)rnse me;:r;i, .bqtJ1 before and
after the ,t;ria.I. Mr. Judd says that his i:i;i.terest in :the m.atter ,yas ws.t a;r.oused l?y reason
of .the fact that documents, discovere(il by the police whe.n raiding ;tli,e .rooms of the
I.W.W., had by some means got into .the possession of politicians, anc;l ,vere ,b8;ii,lg unfa,irly
used against the anti,conscriptionists in .the conscription ca,mpaign. liis a,ct.iye interest
.
began before the .trial took place, and it was· on his motion that, after ,its conc)us.ion, a
~~1i:1n~%:~! committee was appointed by .the Trades and Labour .Council :to collect eviden,ce for the
and R~Iease purpose of securing a fresh investigation, if possible, and to raise funds for that pmpose. ·
0
~ :ii!!\ee
'The pr.oposal was rejected at first, .but he.enlisted l\J,r. J3oote' said, and,' with his.assistance,
evidence.
he succeeded in carrying his motion. A committee .of five, ci;illed, I belie:v:e, The J)efence
and Release Committee, was appointed, and a fund, called ')'he ;O.efonc;c i;i,i;id ~elease
F.und, was .es.tablished. Mr. Judd :was .one .of ·the co.mmit.tee, and ~t .w~s .9,etermincd
that he should .devote his ~ime to the investigation of the ,matter and .tl~e qollection of
evidence, and that he should act in conjunction :with l\fr. Boote, who ,was to do the
journalistic work. 1\Ir. Boote is the editor of The Worker, and he says that his reason
for pressing £or a fresh investigation was· the convjotion that arose in his .mind, after a
01,1,reful study of the .evidence, that some of the men were innocent, and that the .evidence
was insufficient for the .conviction of any of them {9408). Mr. J '1.dd takes much t\rn
same view. He says that, in his opinion, the men did not get a fair trial, and s,hould
not have ,been convicted on the evidence; and he ,thinks .that the majority at all events
were innocent {7966). In speaking of the jnnocence .of .the men, I think :th~t J;ie and
Mr. Boote refer more particularly to the charge of conspiring to .commit arso,n. Mr.
Boote .does not say so in express terms, and I .canno.t, therefore, speak 1wi.th certainty
'. as to him; but Mr. Judd said " Knowing se;v.eral of .the m.en, I did ~ot l;ielieve, .and I
do not now believe, that they were guilty of arson. J knew .Glynn. I -J;w,d me,t G-lynn,
and I had met Grant. The other men I did not know, but, I did not believe, from what
little ·I .dic;l know of those ,men, that they would be guilty .of arson, but I haye nev,er made
any statement as ;to .the innocence .of the whole of .the men. ~ woulc;l like, your ;Honor,
to add this, that the innocence or otherwise of the men, the whole of them Ipay have
been guilty of what Judge Pring referred to as stirring up disaffection between employer
and em,Ployee-I would not say that that could not be said against them. When I
say the .men were innocent, I mean innocent of any .conspiracy .or incendiarism." (7966).
Mr. J.uc;ld, is, I gather, opposed to the present system of society, which he and· others,
who think like him, speak .of as the "capitalist system" (8584); and he says ,that the '
flag above others that his .class should honour is the .red ffog of the rev:olutiqnary movement (8497). He says, however, that he has .nev:er ~ssociated lvmself :with ;t,he I.W.W:.,
and that Jie has been denounced by .that .bo<l.y for .denouncing sabotage. Mr. Boote
says tlw,t ,he is entirely .opposed to the doctrines of the J.w.,w., .and that ~e :has never
been assooiated with ,them in any shape or form. l;Ie said ,,, J have ,not been ani:i;nated
by any .other motive except 4hat of a wish .to see ,that jµstiqe should be <;lg.ne to these
members ,of the working class; I have not got any political mo~ives in view o,f any kind
at all.1' {9~08). I am not, of course, ,conce.rned ju this inquiry with the political
oJ>inions, ·however ,extreme, entertained :by ,the ,different :witnesses. · I;Io~ever subv:ersive
of the present ,order of affairs a man'.s ,politic~! :v:iews m\l,y be, he m;:i,y be quite honest
in ·his belief .that there are circumstance.'! reqµiring that ,4he LW. W.. cal')e "1~ould be fµrther
invel'!tigated; ~nd I should not -have c:onsidered it necessary to .tnµ~h ,on ,the political
views held, ,or said .to be held, .either by Mr. Bqo.te .or l\:Ir .. Jucld, ,i_f .it were not that Mr.
Shand said ·that •he .wished to elicit the ,motives animating ,those .who were .taking an
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'nterest in the re-opening of the case. Mr. Judd s suspicion and distrust of the good
~aith and 80lrnd indgm~nt of constituted auth~rity: and his . confidence ii: his o_wn
'udgment, arc cnnously 1llustratccl by some of lus ev1cl?nce. He: only inct Kmg twice,
thinks (8508), and, though he has no Imowl.2dge of Ins ch?racter or of the characters
of soIDP; of the _other men! except what he deriv~d from their utt~tances when speaking
at plitlic meetmgs at ,vlu~h he was prc~ent, he regar~s them as mnocent of the offo~ce
f ,vhich they were convicted (8508-8,014). He said that the knowledge that Kmg
becri. convidecl of participation in the_irn~e fo~g~ry case :voiiM only raise a suspicion
·» his in1rid, and that he would not alter hrn opnuon of Ins character i1nlcss he wci1t
~hroiigI1 th~ _evidence and :veighec~ it £or hi?1se1f (~590-s,r;on). .'1'his refusal to ac.c~pt
, anybody's Jlldgment but Ins own 1s a conc:1vable, 1£ rathe:· a~ nnprac!1ca?le, position
to take up, but I should have thought that ~t would carry with 1t an obh~3:t10n to st;1dy
the facts of a case carefully before cxpressrng, and acting upon, an op1mon, and 1t 1s
rather surprising to find that, though l\fr. Judd thinks that the majority of the inen
were innocent (of the criine of arson at all events) and that none of them should have
been conyicted on the evidence, and tho1igh he was one of the first to move in the inattct
of obtaining a fresh investigation, he has not yet-t,vo yeats aftei· the event-had time
to read the whole of the evidence against the men whom he believes to be innocent
(8514-8516) .. I do not me;1n to suggest that he cannot be serious in his belief. As far
as I can see he is, but it show; that his opinions are not basecl, like l\Ir. Boote's, on a,
careful study of the evid~nc~, and of ne~essity it dep~iv~s tl~em of a~y substantial v.a.l?-e.
Some of the cxammatwn of the ,v1tnesses on tlns mqmry was amrnd at ascertammg Documenb
whether the police had been par~i~s, in any improper way, to t!1e unfair use said by Mr. ;~t~i~~1
Judd to have bce11 made for pohticul purposes of documents discovered by them 111 the purposes.
erformance of their duries. I tlo not thihk that any blame attaches to them in this
iespect, but; as the .matter has been referred to, I tI1ink that it is desirable that I should
state shortly what light has been thrown upon the cucumstances. One of the documents
referred to was a list of members of the I.W.W., which was said to have been unfairly
made use of by lVIr. Hall, the AttorMy-Gcneral of the State-the suggestion being, as
I understand the evidence, that it was sought to identify the opponents of conscription
with the LW.W., and then to show, by means of the names on the list, that the members
of the I.W.W. were enemy subjects, and Germahs in particular. Apparently a book,
containing the na111es of the members of _the I.W.W., ,vas seized in the raid made on
the 23rd September. The Crown Solicitor says that the military authorities copied
the list at the Central Police Court while the case was being heard, and that, at his
request, they .s~ppli~d ~irp. with a. copy. Tha~ copy was placed among the papers in
his office, and 1t 1s qmte likely that, m that way, 1t came to the knowledge of the AttorneyGeneral. I am not, of course, concerned to express any opinion as to a11y use that he
may have made of_ it while tl~e ~riminal proceedings. against these men w~re still pending;
and my ohly reason for referrmg to the matter 1s to say that the evidence does not
suggest.that the police.were in aiiy way responsible for the use 1!1-ade of i~, and to expres
my belief tha~ .they did not leild themselves . to the supply of mformatnm to be made
use of for pohtrnal party purposes. The other document referred to by Mr. Judd was
undated letter written by l\fr. Anstey, a member of the Honse of Representatives of
the Commonwealth, to Tom Barker, in which he said, "I am with you 'to the hilt. I
wish you could send me a couple of those posters. Good luck to you." Detective Moore
says that h'e reported the discovery of this letter to Mr. Walker, and that he considered
it sufficiently important to have some photographs taken of it. Whether one of these
photow.aphs was supplied to the inilitary authorities or hot, I d.o not know, but, in any
event, 1f they went through the documents at the Central Pohce Court, as apparently
they did, they would discover the existence of the letter, as it was put in evidence;
and I think that it was -pto~ably in some such way as this that the knowledge of its
contents· came to Mr. Hughes, the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth. However
that may be, there is nothing to suggest that the police acted improperly iii the matter 1 ·
and I see no reason for believing, that they did. Some criticism was directed to th'e
fact that a facsimile of the letter appeated in The Sun. Any suggestion that the police
lent it for reproduction is got, rid of by a letter written to me by Mr. Delamore McCay,
the Associate Editor of The Sun, in which r0 '.:'.;-~'ii_ t,hat evidence could be given by the
reporter of that newspaper who was engaged on the case at the police court that he saw
a photographic copy of th'e letter in Mr. Lamb's-possession, and asked for and obtained
it. I did not think it necessary to call the reporter of the ne\vspaper to·state this on
oath, but I showed the letter to Mr. Windeyer in order that~ if he wished to ask any
further questions about it, he might pe able to do so.
.
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1'foVEMENTS OF THE FOUR INFORMERS AFTER THE TRIAL,

Scully's
movements.

His action
at Jaw.·

I pass now to consider the parts played by the four informers in the case, after
the conclusion of the legal proceedings .and before the opening of this inquiry.
Scully was the central figure I think during this period, and it will be convenient
to begin with him. The appeal by the convicted men was dismissed on the 5th l\farch,
1917, and he received his share of the reward in the latter end of l\fa y. He and l\IcAlister
were frequently together at about this time, and he says that they were both d~ssatisfied
with the remuneration received for their 8ervices. Within a very short period after
being paid they both consulted a solicitor for the purpose of taking proceedings, but
whether in point of fact l\IcAlister actually began any proceedings I cannot say. He
died on the 26th July, 1917, and it may be that he had not taken any steps to give
effect to his intention. Scully presented his petition for the appointment of a nominal
defendant on the 28th June, he issued his writ on the luth August, and the pleadings
were completed and issue joined on the 5th October. After that the proceedings
languished, probably for lack of funds. Apparently his solicitor made some attempt
to compromise the claim, but the Government only offered a nominal amount. In
his declaration he sued
(1) on an alleged agreement with the Government by which it was agreed that, if he would
supply information leading tu the conviction of members of tli,e I. W.W., and would hold himself in
readiness at all times to attend on the polirc and the legal advisers of tho Government., and to give
evicleucc at the trial, the Government would compensate him for any loss or damage su8tainod thereby
and would, in addition, pay him a ;;um of mo11cy by way of reward for his 8Crvicc~; and
(2) to recover for work aml rnrviecs rcndncd by him to the Government as its hired servant: .

He alleged that the sum of £200 which he had received was insufficient to satisfy his
claim under his agreement, and he claimed the sum of £2000. The Government denied
the alleged agreement, and, in respect of the claim for work done and services rendered,
it said that that had been satisfied by the payment of a sum of £370 10s. The allegation
of an agreement between Scully and the Government was not based on any foundation
of fact. No such agreement was ever made. Scully admitted that on this inquiry. He
said that his claim was for compensation for services rendered, but that no promise was
made to him by the Government that if he procured information leading to a conviction
he would get compensation. (670-672). His claim, if any, could only be based on the
implied promise contained in the acceptance of his s2rvices, and the Crown took up the
attitude that the amount which he had received was adequate in the circumstances.
Either voluntarily of involuntarily, he remained idle until after the strike of railway
employees which took place in the beginning of August. Tha;t strike quickly spread to
the waterside workers. Coal was declared "black," and the coal Jumpers, who had
formed themselves into what was known as the "coaling-battalion," refused to load
Formation
tramiports and came out on strike. Volunteer labour was obtained in their place, and
0
~o~-~ Jackson these volunteers, or " loyalist workers," ?,S they were called, formed themselves into an·
io~hrnrkers' industrial union known as the Port Jackson Coal workers Union. Scully was one of
be~:~~~cully those who volunteered, and he worked on transports, either at Dawes Point or Garden
v_i3c-prcIsland, until about the end of February, 1918 .. He became one of the Vice-Presidents of
51
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the Union. I do not know exactly when the Defence and Release Committee came into
existence, and I do not know how Mr. Judd fared in the earlier stages of his investigations,
but I do not think that very much headway had been made in the discovery of fresh facts
up to the end of January, 1918. I do not think that the Committee had been in existence·
very long then, and I do not think that it was known what had become of Scully or the
Goldsteins. Mr. King, a journalist on the staff of The Daily Telegraph, says that he met·
King meets Surridge at the Victoria Park races on the afternoon of Saturday, the 2nd February.·
t~~tdg°i~t k He says thnt he told him that he had an idea that all was not right with the I.W.W. case,
ra~:;ua ar and he asked him if he could give him any information.
Surridge was very reticent, and
said that in the event of an inquiry being held he might possible be able to give
information, but that he was a married man dependent on his job for his living, and that
consequently he did not feel inclined to say anything. He suggested, however, that if
King wanted to get information in connection with the case he should see Scully at the
coaling battalion. He also said (I am of course quoting King's evidence) that he was
very much aggrieved at the treatment that he had received from the Department in
connection with the case, and that, though he.had played a very prominent part in it,
he had been shelved to a certain extent-and had not been treated fairly. Surridge says
that he was at Victoria Park racecourse on that day and that he knows King, but he
denies that he had any conversation at all with him at the racecourse. He sws that ·
before
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before this Kin.g had on more than one occasion asked hi!n to divulge Scul~y'~ address,
but that he refused to do. so as ~cully_ foare1 that he might be molested 1f 1t became
known w~iere ~ie was. K1.ng demes tlus. Kmg says that he wrote to l\Ir. l\Iutch that
nicrht tellmg lum tlrn the knew ~vhere Scully wa?, but that he got no reply. l\Ir. l\Iutch
s:1ys that he first h~ard someth!ng as to .s~ully s whereabou~s two or three days before
the 5th; m~d he tl:mks that Kmg was !ns mformant. .on 'IucsJ.ar, the 5th,_n. quention.
·as asked m Parliament about Scully s employment m the coalmg battalion. King
t'card of this, and s:mt a message to l\1r. l\lutch through Connolly, tmother journcl.iat
:]so at that time on the staff of 1'he Daily Telegraph, and the three of them decided that
'."t was advisable that they shoul,d s~e Scully as soon as ponsible. They feared that, if
~he informati?n convey~d in the question w~s correct, o~cial inquiries might be made,
nd Scully nught lose lus employment and drn~ppe2.r. Kmg had to return to The Daily
Telegraph office, but the other two went off, there and then, to try and find Scully.
They found him at D2.wes'· Point, 2.nd had a convers2,tion with him, 2,nd they w~y that, Mr. Mutch
1
immediately afterwards they went to The !Jaily Telegraph office mid typed out a !is1ti~~1{~ !t
statement of what he had told them concernmg the I.W.W. case. Two copies of the Da.wes'Point.
statement were made, and one of them (Appendix "A") was produced to me by l\Ir.
.
Mutch. Scully told them that in his opinion Grant, King, Larkin, l\Ioore, Reeve, and
Glynn knew nothing abo~1~ the affair, a1;d tl~at there was no such person as Mahony.
He also expressed the opnnon that l\IcAhster s death was due to foul play, and he said
that when l\fr. Walker heard of it he remarked, "Thank God, that's one of them gone! "
I do not propose to go through the statement in detail, but, amongst other things, he
told them that Fergusson, Leary, Lynch, and Robson did" the dirty work for the police,"
that " Pauling fixed the Goldsteins," and that the evidence as to the drawing of the
discs was arranged by Leary. This conversation, which lasted until after midnight,
appears to have been regarded as in the nature of a preliminary discussion, and an
arrangement was made that Scully should visit Mr. Boote at the office of The Worker on·
Thursday, the 7th. King and Connolly, who were evidently taking an interest in the
matter from the point of view of journalists anxious to secme newn of interest to the
public, regarded the information given to them by Scully as of value, and, before going
to see l\Ir. Boote, they went on the uth-that is the day after the meeting with Scullyto :Mr. Braham, the editor of The Daily Telegraph, and to Mr. Peten:i, the News editor.
They told their story to Mr. Bralrnm, and, after cmrnidering the me.tter for nome days,
he finally decided not to te.ke it up in the columns of The Daily Telegrapl1. He thinks
that the interview with King and Connolly took pl2,ce 2.t about the beginning of l\farch,
but he was nped,ing from recollection, and I o~e no re2.son to doubt the tmth of the
stateinent made by King iJ,nd Connolly that they went to him immediately after Scully
had been seen. They told him that various things had led them to nuspect that the
evidence given at the I.W.W. trial was not genuine, and that they had seen Scully, who
had told them in effect that, though he himsslf had not committed perjury, he had left·
out evidence that would have told on the other side, and that the evidence given by other
witnesses was not genuine. evidence, but was arranged for by the police. He asked how
Scully justified his connection with the c.ase, if, to his knowledge, falss evidence wa::i
put before the Court, and Connolly replied that Scully had said that he was in the power
of the police, and that he could not help himself--'-the suggestion being, apparently, that
his past career was such that he was obliged to do whatever the police wished. Mr.
Braham also says that King's suspicions, so he gathered, seemed to he.ve been aroused by
various things which he had heard and seen in his intercourse with the police on hio
duty, and, though he cannot remember who the detective was or where the convers::i.tion
took place, he remembers that King told him that in the course of conversation one of
the detectives had said something to the effect that a lot of dirty work had been done in
connection with the trial, and that he was sick of his whole connection with the detective
force and would be glad to get out of it. Connolly has since been dismissed from the
staff of The Daily Telegraph because his work was not satisfactory, but King is still on
the staff,and Mr.Braham says that he has always found him perfectly truthful and straight
in all his dealings in the office, and that as far as he knows he is a conscientious journalist.
Now Surridge, as I have already pointed out, not only denies that he told King the things
which King says he told him, but he denies that he had any conversation at all with
King on the racecourse on Saturday, the 3rd February. It is not, therefore, a case of
differing· recollections of a conversation admitted by both to have taken place. If
Surridge is right, King is inventing something which never happened. Why should he
do so? It may be sugge~ted that the k~enness of hi~ enthusia~m af'! a journalist led him
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to overstep the boundary between truth and falsehood, but l\Ir. Braham describes him
as a truthful man, straight in his dealings, and a conscientious journalist, and, if he
invented the story, he must have invented it at a time when there was no object to be
served by doing so. l\Ir. Braham's recollection of what took place is ~ot accurate, but
it is evident that, on the first occasion on which King saw him about this ma~ter, he told
him of a conversation with a detective, and I have no doubt that the conversation referred
to was that with Surridge which has been deposed to. I have to choose between King
and Surridge, and I do not believe that Surridge is telling the truth in denyin~ the
existence of any such conversation as King speaks of. King may not be accurate m his
recollection of all the details of the conversation, but I believe that he is speaking the
truth in saying that he had a conversation with Surridge, and I believe that he is telling
the truth in saying that Surridge told him where Scully was to be found.
Scully and
Scully, King, Connolly, and l\Iutch went to the office of The lV orker on the 7th
others visi}
February,
but :Mr. Boote was not there, so they all went out to his house at Rose Bay.
Mr. Boote's
house.
A long discussion took place between 1\Ir. Boote and Scully, in which Scully went over a
good deal of the ground which he had covered in his conversation on the Tuesday night,
and in which he urged that the best method of eliciting all the matters going to show
that a false case had been made against the iinprisoned men would be for the Defence
and Release Committee to assist him in his action against the Government. l\Ir. Boote
says that he did not agree with that, and that his contention was that the best thing to
do was to procure a Royal Commission, if possible. He says that he remembers that he
asked Scully if the evidence that he could give would be of such a nature as to break
down the case again~t the LW.W. men, and that Scully replied that it would be of that
nature. Asked if he remembered anything else about Scully' s evidence, he replied
" I only remember that anything that Mr. Scully told us did not in any way reflect on
the evidence that he had given at the trial. He was very reticent about his own evidence;
while he was very willing and ready to speak about the evidence given by l\IcAlister
and others, he said nothing about the evidence that was given by himself. I noticed
that particularly" (9224-9225). I gather from his account of the interview that Scully
pressed very hard all the time for financial assistance in working up his case against
the Govemment. King says " Right through he gave the impression that he was to
a certain extent trying to find how he stood with us, and whether he had any possibility
of getting anything from us " (1117 5); and nlr. Boote says that the idea that he formed
in his mirid was that Scully was keeping something back, .because he said hothirig about
his own evidence. (9228). Evidently Scully did not give those who sa,v and talked with
him that day the impression of being altogether candid and straightforward. No
decision was come to. It was understood that he was to communicate with l\Ir. Boote,
or some of the others, later on, but no appointment was made. He went back to his
Scull is
work at. Dawes' Point, bt~t shortly ~fterwards h_is ·association ~vith tlie I.W.W. an~ !he
ciisrni~sed
part wluch he had played m the crmunal proceedmgs became known, and, after obtammg
~i;; ~T~:kson a copy of ~he depositions a~d after hearing what he had to ~ay, a resolutio~ '\'\'as carried
Co~lworkcrs' at a meetmg of the executive on the 26th February declarmg that he had been found
Umon.
guilty of not being a fit and proper person to be a member· of the union, ahd directing
that he be expelled. A copy of the minutes of the meeting was produced, and it appears
from them that Scully said that he had supplied the chemicals with the knm,vledge and
consent of the police, and that he had been instructed to ask Fagin to return theri1 to
hiri1 to enable the police to catch him. He also said among other things that he ,vas
taken to the heads of the police, ~nd that they asked him to work along independent
lines to get information, and he said that the detectives ~ave hint authority to remove
the tattoo marks from l\1illcr, the German. Scully demes that he said any ol: these
~hings, b11t they. are recorded. in the inifo1tes of the proceedings; arid, thoUgh of course
1t is possible tliat what took place was not accurately or fully reported, it is not' likely
thtlt tH.c b1it1fos we're invented. If lie did say what he is reported to have said, it shows
hGw ready he was to lie, rth<l. tb .twist the truth, irl an emergency. He is inclined to
titiggest that the police had something fo.do ,vith bringing about his expulsion from the
mi:on and his loss of employment, but there is no evidence to show that they interfered
io any way to prevent him fro~ getting employment. On the contrary, all the evidence
indicates that they did what they could to help hini. I am not surprised, however;
that the members of the union, knowing .,vho he was, did not wish to have him amongst
them, and, on the other hand, I was_surprised to be told by l\Ir. l\IcKell, the manager
of the Shipping Labour Bureau, that the members of the Bureau ,vere quite prepared
to allmt him to continue to be a coal worker. If this means that, knowing his
antecedents
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teced.ents, they were prepared to take the risk 0£ continuing to allow h1m to hav:e any·
trio; to do with the/coaling of tra,nspo,rts, their action surprises me, unless the explanation
. ;th~t they looked upon him as a trustworthy spy up.on the movements of others.
13
After the meeting at Mr. Bo_ote's house, l\Ir. i\Iutch, l\Ir. King, and Mr. Connolly Scully agrees
a peared to have dropped out and matters were left in Mr. Boote's hands.· He heard tomeetJudd
/otbing more o_f Sc~lly _until the 4th March, when he met him in town _and made an
a 'ointment With him to meet Judd a,t the office of The Worker on Friday the 8th.
was reluctant at :first, but afterwards consented, and a ~eeting took place on
:Friday morning. He was still very anxious that they should take up his ca&e (I am
uoting from Mr. B~ote's account of ;what to_ok place), but they ~vere opposec;l to that
qourse a11d were anxious for .the appomtment of a ;B,oyal .Comm1ss1011. -11hey suggested
~hat he should write a statement, hut he o.bjeded to this, as it would lay him open to?,
rosecution for perjury. He suggested that, if he made one, he should be given sufficient
~oney and sufficient time to get away to America before any use was made of it, but
it was pointed out to him that a statemen~ in ~hose circumstances would be valuel~ss,
as he could not be produced for cross-exammatw_n. Mr. ;Boote says that no conclus10n Scully meets
was arriv~d at ~hen, but that ,Scully agreed. to meet Judd again and discuss t~e mat~er Judd
further with him. Mr. Judd s account of what took place agrees substantially with
:Mr. Boote's, and he says tJiat Scully was so persistent in asserting that a statement
wade by him would be _of value, ev.en though he might be in another country when it
was desired to use it, that he consulted a solicitor in the matter, and obtained an
inion, which he s~owed to Sm~lly next gay. ~cull.Y considered that this w~s not
O
s!fficiently encouragmg to lead him to take any risk m the matter, but, accordmg to
)Ir. Judd, he said that he was prepared 'to give him a statement of all that he knew
regarding the cas~, with the e~ception of such portio.ns as in his opinion ,~oul~ re~der
him liable for perJury. He said that as he was lookmg for work at the time 1t might
be some weeks before he could write out a statement in full, but he was unwilling at
that time to accept any payment for his services, and preferred to look for employment.
From that time till about the 26th or 27th lVIarch, he visited Judd two or three times
a week, and on the 26th March he brought him a written statement. When brought
it was incomplete, but he finished it in Judd's presence. Judd says that he called his
attention to the fact that certain specific statements which had been made to him and
Boote were omitted from the written state~ent, and that he supplemented it by adding
them. I;Ie also call~d his attention to the fact that there were certain other matters,
which he had referred to in g~neral terms, and which were not included in the statement,
and Scully indicated that to give a full statement of all that he knew would render him
liable to a prosecution for perjury, and .said that he would not do this except upon
condition that he was giv:en sufficient money to get to America, .and to start life anew
in another country before ·his statement was made public (8777, &c.) A copy of the s u ,
statement is appended hereto (Appendix ," B '' ). It consists in part of statements w~1tle:
said to have been made to Scully by Mci\lister, by Goldstein, and by different detectives, statement.
all going to throw doubt upon the bona fides of the cam put forward by the Crown at
the trfoJ; and-it bears signs of having been carefully prepared so as not to expose Scully
to any charge of having himself given perjured evidence. Amongst other things, he
said that Surridge told him .that Robson put the "fire dope" 'in Fagin's bag; that
Robertson told him that in his opinion inost of the police evidence in the case was
"rigged," and tl~at Robson was getting into the habit of finding " fire dope" with
the men when they were arrested; that l\foAlister told him that he held the career of
three .of the detectives in Jhe hollo.w of his hand; that the detectives supporting his
evidence had all sworn lies; ?,nd that Leary had fixed up the evidence about the drawing
of the discs .to Eee who would start a fire; that Davis Goldstein had told him that he
knew that there was a fot ,of crooked :work in the case, and that he knew about some o.f
it; and that there was a gooc;l .deal of dissatisfaction amongst the detectives over promotions and the distribution of rewards. .One of the statements made in this connection
was that Robson told him .tliat lie was.disappointzd about not getting promotion, and was
going to fight Walker for it, 1:1nd that Robson afterwards told him that he had had ·" a ·
go with ;walker, and had got fixed up, and that .he was going out to Long Bay as chief
account~nt." Another was .that Pauling, on being told that :walker had suggested that ·
the Goldstein's share 9f the re-\vard had been luwded over to him, said that ." he would ·
be in ,no nwre of Walker's 9,irty .cases, that .he .was trying to get. out of the .Criminal
Investigation Branch, and that if ·:<,Nalker did not take care he would .find himself in
Berious trouble.,,, Scully evidently experienced a difficulty in earning a livelihood after
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leaving the Coal-worken;' Union. He imys that he had saved a little money, and that
he got a little work in wool stores and at book-keeping, but he continued to see J u<ld
at intervals after their first meeting on the 8th March until a few days before his departure
from Australia on the 26th June, and during that period he received about £44 in all
from him. In addition to the statement already referred to, he gave Judd a series of
notes or commentaries upon the evidence in the case containing direct statements as to
the falsity of some of the evidence, as well as suggestions of untruthfulness; and he also
supplied him with a good deal of information about the formation of the Port.Jackson
Coal-workers' Union.
Up to the time when Scully made his written statement, Judd had not met Davis
Goldstein; but, through Scully's instrumentality, they were brought into contact with
one another about this time, and Judd obtained a written statement from Goldstein.
I shall have something more to say about this when tracing the movements of the Goldsteins after the conclusion of the trial.
t!;~etingJ dd
Iu addition to arranging a meeting between Judd and Davis Gold::.;tein, Scully
antsi~rit~e. also brought about a meeting between Judd and Surridge. This took plu.ce in Hyde
Park, shortly after Judd's meeting with. Goldstein. Judd says tlrnt he told Surridge
· that he wrJs investigating the case on behalf of the Labour Council, 2.nd that he had
- come to the conclusion that while Surridge\; hands were clean in the matter he
knew where the weak spots were in the case. He went on to say that he we.sunder the
impression that, if Surridge could be safeguarded or guaranteed against los::; in telling
what he knew about the case, he would perhaps be prepared to make a statement.
Surridge sroid that he had a good position, that his home and interests were "here,"
and that he was not prepared either to make a statement or to discuss the ct~se et all,
but thd, if a Commission were appointed he would tell the truth. Judd st ,ys that he
asked him if he could give him any indication where to look to secure evidence, and
that he said, "Have you seen Goldstein? " Judd replied that he had not, and Surridge
then said something to the effect that it would be wise to get in touch with him (77727775). Surriclge admits that a meeting with Judd was brought about by Scully, but he
gives f'J different r..ccount of what took place. He says that Judd said," With Mr. Boote
and Kavanagh I have been selected by the Labour Council to make inquiries into the
I.W.W. case .
. .. The gaoling of these men was a political move on the
p::>Jrt of the National Government to crush Labour and to enforce conscription. We
Labour men will lrnve to do something, or else they will bring on the conscription issue
again. I lrnve been advised to see you, as you were one of the arresting officers in the
I.W.W. case, r..nd might be able to tell me something." Surridge replied, "I have got
nothing to tell you." Judcl then said that he was going to see other Crown witnesses,
and Surridge replied that he might please himself as to whom he saw. He denies that
any mention was made of the Goldsteins (29485-29491). Judd admits that, in telling
Surridge, r,n he says he did, that he had not seen Goldstein, he was not speaking the
truth, u.nd was deliberately deceiving him. Again I have to choose between Surridge
::md another witness, and I think that it is more probable that Judd is speu.king the truth
in caying thr,t Surridge asked him if he had seen Goldstein than that he invented this.
Hin admission that he did not _speak the truth in answer to Surridge's question affords
to my mind some evidence that he was speaking the truth in the witnes:::i-box. If he
had been inventing the evidence, there would have been no necessity to invent a story
which would compel him to admit that he had told an untruth. He admi-cc that he told
an untruth on that occasion to Surridge, and, according to Davis Goldstein's evidence,
he dlowed statements to be made in Parliament purporting to em2.nate from Scully
which, in fact, came from Goldstejn, Goldstein's statement, which wv.r: uncontradicted,
is this: "After that I se.w Judd-ni11de an appointment with him 2.nd :::iaw him. I
said, ' I understand that parts of my statement that you maint11in v.re Scul1y's have
been given to Parliament, and have been· brought before Parliament by Messrs. Mutch
and Brookfield as Mr. Scully's statements.' He said, 'Yes.' He r.s.id, 'We thought
it better not to mention your ne.me.' I saitl, 'That is all right' " (2858). It may be
that .Tutld thought that the circumstances justified a departure from the i:;trict truth on
the two occasions referred to, and that no injury could be done to 1::,nyone by that departure, but they have to be taken into consideration in determining the credit to be given
to his testimony. I &m bound to sliy, however, that, except for thene two instances
in which he did not :::.dhere scrupulously to the truth, and except thi:t, when e.sked whether
he advom!.ted " go-slow " tactics, he apµeared to me to evade the ques-~ion in preference
to answering it candidly (8527-8529), he impressed me as a witness who was not only
possessed
1
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possessed of a very ret~ntive memory, l>u~ who was anxious to be accurate in his
statements.. I have alr~ady referred to hJS. suspicion of anyon~ in authority. An
additional mstance of this was afforded by hrn statement, when his counsel suggested
that I might like to look_ at a document du~ing an 2.~journment, ~hat he wished t~ have
it photographed before 1t passed out of Ins possess10n. He said, I do not wish to
reflect in any way upon your Honor, but documents have got out of possession of the
Crown Law pepar.tme_nt b~fore nm~, and in .~ase we want it in future, and perhaps_ for
some wider mvestigatwn, 1t may disappear (564). I do not suggest, nor do I thmk,
that any personal dis!e.spect was int~nde~, a7:1-d I merely refer to this ep_isode as il~ustrat~ng
the attitud~ of suspw10n of, and_ d1s~ehef m, the honesty. of ~ho~e m authority. which
manifested itself throughout the mqmry, and because I thmk it right to emphasise the
fact that people who are ready to impute want of good faith to others should be more
than usually careful to see that their own conduct is not open to unfavourable comment.
I think, for instance, that there was an obligation to be perfectly candid with Parliament,
and l\fr. Judd's admission that, with his concurrence, Parliament was not treated with
perfect candour does not reflect creditably upon him. Notwithstanding this criticism,
however, I believe, e.s I say, that in giving evidence on this inquiry he was animated
by a desire to depose accurately to such facts as he knew, and, as I say, I am prepared
to accept his statement in preference to that of Surridge in reference to the mention
of Goldstein's name.
Although, however, Scully continued to keep in touch with Judd until shortly SdouJiyt's I
. departure f rom Austra 1·Ia, and contmue
. d to get wh at money h e could from Australia.
es1re o eave
before his
him, he had evidently made up his mind some little time beforehand that he was not
likely to get any assistance from that quarter in prosecuting his claim against· the
Government, and that, if he wished to secure any large sum of money, he must look
elsewhere. It is evident, too, that he realised, or was beginning to realise that, after
all that had happened, it would probably be difficult for him to earn a livelihood in this
country. Evidently, too, he had lost confidence in his action at law as a means of raising
money. In the latter end of April he went to see the Crown Solicitor about the grievances
that he was-labouring under, and he was sent from his office to Mr. Mitchell, the InspectorGeneral of Police. Mr. Mitchell saw him, and told him·to put what he wished to say
in writing. Scully thereupon wrote a letter, which was undated, but which was received
by l\fr. Mitchell on the 26th April. In that letter (Appendix " C ") he referred to the
fact that he had been expelled from the union owing to questions asked in Parliament,
and he said that since February he had been unable to find employment of any kind,
although he had had the aid of me.ny influential friends. He added that it was apparent
that he had no other course but to leave Australia and live under another name, and he
said that he considered that a thousand pounds would hardly be sufficient to place.him
in a similar status in society to that which he was in prior to the case. It is interesting
to observe that, though prior to writing this letter he had been to Judd and had made
his statements accusing the police of having perverted the course of justice by deliberately
putting forward a false case, he nevertheless said that he thought that the Gover~ment
should grant him adequate funds for a fresh start in ::mother country, in view of the great
assistance he had rendered to the police department in its service to the country. The
police had rendered no service to the country if they had been guilty of the perjury, and
the subornation of perjury, with which they were charged in his statement to Judd.
:Mr. Walker reported that, in view of all the circumstances, he considered that Scully
had been well paid for any service he might have rendered the State, but Mr. Mitchell
was of opinion that an additional amount might be recommended to enable him to leave
Australia.
The matter was then· referred back to Mr. Walker, who reported
that Scully was willing to leave the country, if he could get sufficient to pay his debts
and his pass.age money, and to provide himself with an outfit and a sum in hand for his
needs on reaching his destination .. He said ·that £150. would be necessary for this
purpose. l\!r, Mitchell recommen~ed to the Chief Secretary the payment of a sum of
£150 for tins purpose, and. the Chief Secretary approved. A pMsage was secured for Scully l~aves
. m
. t he s.s. " vent ';Ira, " . wh"1ch ~a1·1ed on the 26th . J une. H"IS d ebts were pa1·a·; h e 2Anstralu,
on
him
GJune, l!lll.'.
carried a few pounds with him for his needs on the way, and he took the balance of the
money in the form of a draft on London. He told Judd that he was negotiating with
the Crown for a settlement of his claim, but it is needless to say that he did not tell him
that he had any intention of leaving Australia, or that he was endeavouring to get money
from the Government for that purpose. In fact, he left behind him a letter to be given
to Judd, purporting to bear date as of Friday, the 28th June, in which he said, "Just
35132-D
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a line to let you know I have run up North £,ii: a week or i::io. I received word on
Wednesday to go up and fix things. I don't think I will be longer than a week. If
delayed further, will let you know." He made a number of contradictory statements
in connection with. this letter. He said that it was ,vritten before he was absolutely
certain that he was going to America, that his directions were that it was to be delivered
to Judd after he had gone to Queensland, and that he countermanded those directions
before sailing. When shown the date on it, he expressed a doubt whether that part
was in his handwriting, but it was perfectly obvious to anyone watching his demeanour
at the time that he was lying as best he might to try and get out of a difficult situation.
I have not the shadow of a doubt but that the letter was intended to deceive, and was
intended to be given to Judd after his departure for America, in order that he might
be well away from Australia, and from all reasonable possibility of pursuit, before the
fact of his departure became known. Judd was unaware of his departure until the
night of the 3rd July. He was then told of it, just as he was stepping into the train for
Melbourne, and he was so much disturbed by the news that he left the train at Picton
and took a car back to Sydney. He saw Mr. Daley, Scully's solicitor, next day, and
Mr. Daley told him that he was wrong in thinking that Scully had been deported. ,r
doubt whether he was satisfied with Mr. Daley's denial, but he could not get any further
information in the matter, and felt himself obliged to accept it. So well, in fact, was
the secret of Scully's departure kept that the Attorney-General, and apparently other
members of the Ministry, were ignorant of the fact when a discussion as to the appointment
of a Commission took place in Parliament. The Attorney-General was asked to promise
that Scully would be allowed to remain unmolested until all that he could tell of the case
had been told, and he gave an assurance that he would communicate with the Federal
authorities and ask them not to take any· steps to remove Scully from the country while
the Government's consideration of the case w'as pending; but the next day he informed
the Members of the Legislative Assembly that, when taking steps that morning to see
that his undertaking was given effect to, he learnt to his surprise that Scully had left
Australia during the previous month. The police authorities at San Francisco were
thereupon communicated with by cable, requesting them to ask Scully to return to
Sydney, and to inform him that the Government would guarantee his passage money
and reasonable expenses during the whole period until he reached his destination in
England. These communications reached San Francisco in time, and Scully returned
to Australia. He reached Sydney on the 20th August, and was brought directly from
the steamer to give evidence on this inquiry. I do not think that any credit is due to
hini for his willingness to return. From what he says it is apparent· that news of his
association ,v:ith the I.W.W. had reached the authorities in the United States, and on
his arrival he· was arrested by the Immigration authorities for a breach of the Immigration laws. His choice, no doubt, lay between returning comfortably at the expense
of the·Government··of this State; and being deported by the Government of the United
States at his own expense, and, in all probability, with scant ceremony and little comfort.
I have pointed out more· than once that he is a man who tells the truth or not
just as he thinks that the exigencies of the case, or his own material interests, require.
Pepper, whose evidence· I see no reason to doubt, says that he told him that he had
got money to put the men into gaol, and that he would get more to get them out, and
that he asked him to back him up in making false statements (30372-30381). Mr.
Weaver says that, though in conversation with him Scully denied that he was "out
for sale,'" he added, " but one does not know what a man is compelled to do when he is
up againstjt" (26860); and Surridge says· that when he saw him on the '~ Ventura,"
on the day of his departure, he said," Judd and his mob have been worrying me and I
told them some tales. I got a few quid out of Judd, and I am going away (29479)."
It suited him to tell lies to Judd, and so he told lies. No doubt, as Mr. Shand said,
he wished to enlist his sympathy, and that of those associated with him, and he thought
that this would take some practical form which would help him to put money in his
purse. For this purpo~e he was prepared to say whatever he thought would be most
_acceptable to those who sought him out, ~nd would be most likely to assist him in
gaining his end. I have no doubt that, at that time, this s·eemed to him the most likely
, way of getting money. His intention was that his statement should not be made public
until he had left Australia, but as time wore on, and he saw that there was no prospect
of making anything substantial ou~ of his law suit or out of Judd, and that publicity
might at·any time be given to his statement, he realized that the situation was becoming
awkward, and so he shaped his plans to steal away, silently without letting Judd know
that he was leaving the country.
·
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l\fovEMENTS OF THE GoLDSTEINS AFTER THE TRIAL.

The unenviable notoriety obtained by the Goldsteins through their connection
with the bank-note forgery case led to the. termination of their career as clothi?g 1;:rumufa,cturers, and they fo~nd thems~lves obliged to. seek some other means of hvehhood. Louis Gold.
Loms Goldstem became the licensee of the Grand Hotel at Wyong, s~ein become~
In January, 1~17,
· d. on a publ'ican's b us~ness
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To obtain a publicans license, 1t was necessary for him to furmsh satisfactory evidence at Wyong.
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to in that behalf. Application was made through the local police officers at Gosford P~_dling fof
for a report from either Turbet or Pauling as to Louis Goldstein's character and his ~h~r:~~=r~
fitness to conduct an hotel, and a report in writing was obtained. In its terms it purports
to be a joint report by Turbet and Pauling, but it is only signed by Turbet. It is as
follows.:We beg to roport that on the 8th Septtmher last, the applicant was arrested on suspicion of
being concerned in the forgery of £/j notes, but it was found that there was no evidence against hiin
and he was discharged. The suspicion arose through his brother being associated at one time with
certaili members of the l.W.W., who were concerned in the forgeries, and he was being blackmailed
bv them for being an employer of fabour, contrary to their rules, and having been at. one time a member
of their association. Applicant has for the past two year~ been the proprietor of a clothing factory
in Svdney, and had contracts from the Military Authorities. He gave valuable evidence for the Crown :·
in the recent l.W.W. conspiracy charges.
We arc of the opinion that he is a fit person to hold a hotel license.

In the circumstances of the case, Louis Goldstein's selection of Turbet and Pauling,.
as people who might be referred to for evidence of good character strikes me as savouring
of considerable impudence, or surprising confidence; and, knowing what Turbet did
of the extent to which he was said to be implicated in the forgery scheme, and knowing
how important it is that men who hold publicans' licenses should be men of good character
and respectable associations, I am surprised that he should have looked upon him as a
fit and proper person to hold a license, or that he considered that he was furnishing such
a complete statement of the facts as to his past career, so far as he knew them, to enable
the licensing authorities to form a proper· judgment in the matter. There was no legal
evidence, it is true, that the Goldsteins had financed the forgery scheme, and the
allegation that they were present when the notes were being printed could not be proved
after Tighe's failure-honestly or otherwise-to identify them, but there is no doubt
that, among the police officers and others engaged in the case, the belief prevailed that
they had assisted in financing the scheme; and I.am surprised that, in these circumstances, Turbet should not have referred to any ground of suspicion against Louis
Goldstein except that which arose through his brother's association at one time with
the I.W.W. Turbet still retains the belief th.at the Goldsteins were mixed up in the
forgeries, though he says that he never formed the impressi:on that Louis Goldstein
was implicated to the same extent as his brother. He believes, however, that they
both had a criminal intent, and that they were both concerned in the forgeries, more or
less {25818-25834). Pauling held a somewhat similar view. He thinks that, looking
at the matter as a policeman, he must consider that the Goldsteins were connected with
the case, and he has no doubt that Davis Goldstein was a criminal, but he is a little .bit
doubtful about Louis Goldstein by reason of the fact that he was never connected with
the I.W.W., and because, in his opinion, the note forgery scheme emanated from members
of that body {24404-24413). He says, however, that Louis Goldstein is not a business
man whom he could respect, that he would not say that he was not connected with anything dishonest, and that he thought. and still thinks, that he was a little bit connected
with the note case {24655-24662). Mr. Walker, speaking as a senior police officer, but
without having had any particular experience in reporting upon applications for
publicans' licenses, expressed the opinion that the character of an applicant should be
thoroughly gone into, and·that a. report recommending him should show the inns and
outs of his career. He said that, knowing what he does of Louis Goldstein, he does
not think that he would recommend him as a proper person to have a license. I repeat
that, knowing what Turbet did and holding the opinions that he does, it is difficult to
understand how it was 'that he considered Louis Goldstein a fit person to hoJd a license,
or why he did not, in any event, supply full information to the licensing authorities.
The application followed so hard upon the heels of the criminal proceedings that it is
not likely that he could have forgotten the facts, and in any event it was his duty
before reporting to refresh his memory. The circumstances suggest a misconception
of
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of his duty or an indifference to the proper performance of it, either of which calls for
strong condemnation. However, the report was forwarded, through Mr. Walker and
the Inspector-General, and without comment by them, to the licensing authorities at
Gosford, and Louis Goldstein's application was granted. The Goldsteins remained in
the Grand Hotel at Wyong from January, 1917, until November of that year. They
then sold out, and apparently they sustained a considerable loss in so doing. They are
inclined to blame the police, or at all events Davis Goldstein is, for the fact that they
had to abandon the hotel, but, as far as I know, there is no justification for this. The
owner of the premises appears to -have taken action in order to get rid of them, and
there ·is nothing to show that he was instigated in this by the police. Another reason
which they put forward for their failure at Wyong was that the assistance which they
had given to the police in the I.W.W. case had become known, but, in a report made
by Mr. Walker in January, 1918, in connection with an application by Davis Goldstein
for the refund of Morgan's forfeited bail, he says " The fact that they had to dispose of
their hotel at a considerable loss was in no way due to any assistance they had rend,ered
the police in connection with the I.W.W., but imbstantially to their own misconduct
after taking the hotel over." I can quite understand that, on their identity becoming
known, people might be disinclined to enter into business or other relations with them.
After leaving Wyong, they went to l\fodgee, and joined forces with an uncle who keeps
an hotel there.
Dayi~ Gold.
Davis Goldstein did not remain idle in respect of the forfeiture of his good money,
~~ which had been furnished in order to obtain bail for Morgan. On the 15th January,
~cover,
1917, Morris, the dummy in the matter, wrote to the Minister of Justice making an
fo:le1t:lbail, application for a refund on his behalf. On the 16th, the Clerk of the Peace reported
against the application, and subsequently, acting apparently under verbal instructions
from the Crown Solicitor, Turbet obtained a statement from Davis Goldstein explaining
the circumstances in which he provided the mo~ey. The application was refused, and
was again refused in June of the same year on a.fresh application by Davis Goldstein's
solicitor. Not satisfied with these refusals, Davis Goldstein applied himself in December,
1917, and was again unsuccessful. I have pointed out that, notwithstanding that he
intimated to the police that he thought that Morgan was likely to abscond, no action
was taken to prevent this. His application for a refund appears to have been based
partly on the fact of his services to the Crown as a witness in the I.W.W. case, and
partly upon an allegation that, through persecution, by reason of having turned King's
evidence, and unfair treatment on the part of the landlord of the premises at Wyong,
he and his brother were compelled to sell out at a loss. I have very little doubt that
his inability to recover the money deposited as bail for Morgan, and the loss sustained
in connection with the hotel at Wyong, were grievances which rankled in his mind,
~nd ! dare ~ay that his actions in 1918 were materially influenced by these real or
1magmary grievances. .
·
I have already pointed out that he and Judd had not met up to the time that
Meeting of
DM·is Gold
Scully gave a written statement to Judd in March. He and Scully had, however, met
at.,in with
Judd.
on more than one occasion, and, both. being rather at odds with fortune, and resentful
of the disfavour into which they had fallen, they discussed their troubles with one
another. Goldstein told Scully of his dissatisfaction with the Government over the
forfeiture of Morgan's bail, and of his treatment at Wyong, and he discussed the question
of taking similar proceedings against the Government to those taken by Scully. He
was advised against this by his solicitor, and nothing came of the suggestion. He and
Scully met again at a later date, when they were both full of grievances against the
. police for hindering them rather then helping them in their efforts to earn a living, and
Scully told Goldstein that Judd was moving in the matter, and suggested a meeting
between them. Scully told Judd that Goldstein was uneasy about the men who were
in gaol, and that they contemplated writing out a joint statement of what they knew
about the,case, but that he did not seen Goldstein for some two months or so: I think
that Judd was distrustful of Goldstein, and was not very anxious to see him at first,
but he told Scully to find out if Goldstein would see him, and a few days afterwards an
appointment was made. Scully and Davis Goldstein went to Judd's house one morning
at about·the end of March. Scully told Goldstein that he had made a statement (I
am quoting from Judd's account of what took place), and asked him if he was prepared
to make one too. Goldstein asked for a copy of his evidence, and the next morning
Judd supplied him with a copy ofpart of it. A conversation took place, in the course
of which Goldstein said that it was not true that Hamilton had given him ", fire dope'
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. front of the I.W.W. hall. He said that it was given to him at the back of the building,
that Pauling and Tu~be~ ha.d suggested to him t~at he should say that it was gi~en
t 0 him in front of the bmldmg m order that they might be able to bring corroborative
'dence. He also said that on the night of the 30th he met Pauling, and that Pauling
him that Hooper had placed the bottle and the towel in Teen's pocket while they
O
re taking his overcoat off. Other things :were said to which it is unnecessary to refer,
the upshot was that Goldstein took the copy of the evidence a,vay, saying that he
~vould go through it and prepare a statement. They did not· meet again until tlrn 16th
ril. On that day, Judd, Scully and Davis Goldstein met by arrangement, and went
a room in Roslyn-street, occupied by Davis Goldstein. Davis Goldstein then wrote
ut a statement (Appendix " D "), and, after some demur, handed it over to Judd for
0
afe
custody. He repeated in it the statements that he had already made to Judd,
5
nd he added, amongst other things, that he was asked, apparently by Turbet and
pau'iing, if he could place some " fire dope " in ~he pockets of some of the prominent
members of the I.W.W. before the .proposed raid on the 23rd September, and that,
when he asked how he was to get the "dope," they replied that he need not worry
bout that as they could get plenty. He also expressed his belief that King, Grant,
Besant, Moore, McPherson, Larkin, Reeve, and Beatty. were innocent of the crimes of
which they were convicted. These men were not implicated by his evidence at the
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trial. After this, Judd neither saw nor heard anything of him until the 13th July, when Dayi~ Gold•,
he received an unsigned letter from him saying that he was over two hundred miles from
Sydney; that, though he would very much like to see Judd, he was not" too financial," declaration.
and that it would be impossible for him to come to Sydney unless he received£10. Judd's
coilllllunications with him were carried on through an intermediary, and through this
third party he supplied a portion of the money asked for, with the result that Goldstein
came to town and a meeting took place on the 16th. Goldstein then told Judd that he·
bad only told part of what he knew in the statement which he had already made; and
Ji.e said, " I will tell you all of it now, and I will swear to it." (7828). He 'also said
~hat he was going to expose the whole thing-police and all-and that, in order to ~o
t;so; it w?uld ~e n~cessary to go back to the note forg.e~y cas~, and to. what happened m
;:connect10n with 1t (7900). He then gave Judd add1t10nal mformation, and the whole
~of the information received was embodied in a statutory declaration, which he signed
~on the 18th. I append a copy of it (Appendix" E "). In addition to referring to matters
r..m the earlier statement, with some additional details, it goes into certain matters
:}onnected with the note forgery case, and in· addition ~t contains stat~ments to t_he
~fleet that, throug~ a messenger, ~e had been told that It would be advisable. for him
~o give the detectives concerned m the note case some money to make thmgs run
smoothly, and that, though £1,000 was asked for at first, the messenger finally
agreed to accept £750, which was paid to him, and which Davis Goldstein was told was
afterwards handed to the detectives. It also contains this statement :· " After the note
cases finished, the whole of the detectives concerned in the cases put it on me for a suit
·of clothes each. The whole of them went to my tailor (Mr. Pura), and each selected their
cloth and had a suit made by him. l\ly brother and I paid the whole account."
On the 22nd July, Davis Goldstein rang up The Worker office on the telephone, t~~~i~;:nt
saying that he wished to see Judd, ·and at l\'Ir..Boote's request he went down to the bet":een
office of The Worker. He told Mr. Boote that he was going to Mudgee that night, and ~:1~sa~:i1d
that he had been warned to take care lest something might happen. H~ asked to be Judd.
provided with an escort. Mr. Boote says that he thought the story a curious one, but
at all events, when Judd came along, Goldstein was supplied with a sufficient amount to
pay the train fare of a companion to Mudgee; and, having obtained the money, I daresay
that his fears vanished. My only reason for mentioning this episode is that I think that
it shows that he was imposing·upon Judd's credulity in order to obtain money from him.·
While in conversation with Mr. Boote, he spoke of the I.W.W. case and of the note
forgery case, .and, w_hil~,protesti1;1g his innocence and that of his brother in respect of
the latter case, he said, The pohce had a·' drop ' on us, and because they had a ' drop '·
on us we had to go into the I.W.w_. case to save ourselves" (9292). He also spoke about
the clothes said to have been made by Pura, and he said that, though he paid the whole
of the amounts, Pura gave receipts to the detectives making it appear that each had
paid him (9297). · Davis Goldstein and Judd did not meet again until the 12th of August.
Judd .then expressed a desire that Goldstein should make an appearance at a meeting
to be held that night for the purpose of considering .the case for the ap}?Qmtment of a
·
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Royal Commission, He had heard that he was talking of going away to America and he
was anxious that he should make his statement publicly before leaving the country, in
order that in the event of his departure, it might not be suggested that those agitating
for an inquiry had been instrumental in getting him away. However, Goldstein was not
agreeable to play the part proposed for him. Judd asked him during the conversation
whether he thought it would be wise to see his brother, but Davis Goldstein advised
against it, and told him that, at Mr. Walker's request, his brother had been to see him
and had told him that his attitude at the Commission would be the same as it was at the
trial. On Saturday the 17th, Judd and Davis Goldstein met again, and Goldstein's
statement was discussed again. Goldstein said that Lazarus was the man to whom the
sum of £750 had been handed for the detectives, and, on being asked what proof he had
that Lazarus ever gave any of it to the detectives, he replied, " Well, I have got no
absolute proof, but I learnt afterwards that Lazarus kept the £150 and .cut up the £600
among the detectives." (7881).
An arrangement was m·ade for Davis Goidstein to attend at Mr. Windeyer's
chambers next morning, but, when Sunday arrived, he gave various excuses for delay,
deyer's
and he did not arrive until afte.r 5 o'clock in the afternoon. On entering the room, he
:a.mbe~.'
said
" I have come to tell you, 1\Ir. Windeyer, that all I have told l\1r. Judd is false"
th:r:~~h1~\es (7695), and he then sat down and read out a written statement which he had brought
~sl;ijement with him (Appendix " F "), and which contained a recantation of the statements of
u :
fact contained in his previous statements. He asserted that, in his evidence on behalf
of the Crown in the I.W.W. case, he told the whole truth as far as his investigations
went, and he then went on to refer to the persecution which, since that case, he said
he had been exposed to. · After going into a number of details, he said " The sole reason
that prompted me 'in giving the said statement to Judd was a hope that being practically
. ruined financially I would have to earn my living as a journeyman tailor, and it would
be practically impossible for me to hold a billet unless I secured a union ticket, and, in
view .of the persecution I had undergone, I did not care what I stated or what may arise
out of any statement I made as long as it cleared me one way or the other," and he
concluded by saying" I wish to state that I was perfectly prepared to perjure myself
up till last night, when I reflected and determined that I was not going to ruin the lives
of honourable· men by committing perjury. I wish to state that my statement given
at the l'pperCourt was a true one, and that that given to Judd, whichcontradictsmy
evidence at the Upper.Court, is not true. Also that part that reflects on the police
officers and the Crown Solicitor in any way whatever is not true. I herewith state
that I made the statements. to Judd without coercion, and that I have done same with
one desire, thinking that it would put an end to the persecution and ostracism I have
gon~ through." After the statement had been read, Judd turned to Goldstein, and
said that.he had placed .him in a false position by giving him statements, which he had
led him to believe were true, and.upon the faith of which he had.made statements to
nthers, and he said " In fairness to me and to us, you should answer a few questions"
(7695). l\Ir. Windeyer then asked him some questions for the purpose of ascertaining·
what communication he had had recently with the police, and .in particular with Pauling,
and, although Goldstein was apparently anxious to evade questions and did Iiot always
answer truthfully, he adimtted that he had had a casual. meeting with Pauling the
night before. He also .admitted that Judd had acted fairly in the matter. Mr.
Wind eyer said " As you admit that Mr.Judd's conduct has .been honest throughout, wjll
you write. this on. the end of that statement for me1'' (7698). _Mr. Windeyer told him
what he wanted, and Goldstein then added these words " All the matter contained in
the t\'.O statements made by me since giving evidence and handed by me to l\1r. Judd
came. e~tirely from my owp ~ind and was not suggested to me by anybody else."
~he s1ttmgs of the Commiss10n opened next day, the 19t~•.
Da.vis Gold·
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· For some little time previously to the 18th August, Louis Goldstein had been in
communication with Pauling. He says that his brother told him in Mudgee of the
statements that he had made to Judd, and after that he, apparently, made it his business
to see Pauling. He fixes the first occasion on which he.saw him in the matter as M~nday
the 12th, but he is obviously wrong in his dates; because Pauling reported on the 31st
July that Louis Goldstein had come to him at the Paddington Police Station the day
previously, and had told him that his brother had made a statement to Judd. Between
that date and ~he 17th August, Louis Goldstein visited him four times altogether. On
the· third visit Pauling took him to l\lr. Walker, and he then referred to his brother's
·
statetnent
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tatement an~ said, "I want to tell you,. Mr. Walker, th~t anything t~at Pauling or

T bet did wlnle I was there was perfectly right; and any evidence I gave m that I.W.W.
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was true" (103). On Saturday, the 17th, both of the Goldsteins called at the police
c~tion about 10 o'clock in the evening, and Davis Goldstein told Pauling that he was
s rry that he had made any statement in connection with the case, and that he was
so ·ng to tell Mr. Windeyer next day that his statement was a pack of lies. Pauling
go!d "What you do does not concern me. I am not going to di'scuss the matter,,
(;~04:3), On the next night the Goldsteins again went to the police stl;l.tion, and, after
me difficulty, and with the assistance of Constable Jones, they succeeded in finding
soJustice of the Peace before whom a copy of the statement which had been read that
:fternoon by Davis Goldstein in Mr. Windeyer'.s cham~ers was execute~ as a. statutory
declaration.. The:y. then ret_urned to _the pohc~ stat10n, and :Jones supplied Davu:,
Goldstein with wntmg materials. Davis Goldstem wrote a covermg letter, and enclosed
't and the statutory declaration in an envelope addressed to l\'Ir. Walker, and these were
delivered to l\Ir. Walker by Louis Goldstein the following day. Mr. Windeyer submitted
that the facts established that Davis Goldstein's recantation was made under the influence
and at the dictation of the police (p. 750), and that Louis Goldstein acted as a go-between
between him and Pauling (p. 754). I do not agree. There is not a shred of evidence
to support the submission, and it rests entirely on suspicion and suggest~on. I cannot
see any foundation for the suspicion. Davis Goldstein's determination to recant was
not come to until Saturday the 17th, so that, if Louis was acting as an intermediary
before that, he must have been acting on Pauling's behalf. If that were the case, and if
ns must be assumed, Pauling feared the exposure of some improper conduct on his part,
it is unli~ely that he would have kept Mr. Walker posted as to wha~ was happening,
unless it 1s to be assumed that Mr. Walker was a party to the wrongdomg. The suggestion carries improbability upon its face. It is far more probable, in my opinion, that
Louis Goldstein, knowing that his brother had made untrue statements, was afraid
and was anxious to avert trouble by inducing him to retract. It is not unlikely
that they tpld lies about the matter.
They probably cannot help doing that, but
the police .are not to be convicted of wrongdoing because the Goldsteins tell
lies. If ~onstable Jones' evi~ence. is ~rue, what. took pla~e is. incollf'.listent with
anything m the shape of pohce d1etat10n. I thmk that h1s eVIdence 1s attacked,
but assuming that he was willing to depart from the truth; why should he do so
for 'Pauling, with whom his relations were purely official? He had no interest
in the matter, and I see no reason to disbelieve him. I took him to be a straightforward
witness. Some curious evidence was given_ by Miss Knyvett and Hill ·about a visit
said to have been made by Pauling to Louis Goldstein late one night at about the beginning
of August. I was far from favourably impressed by Miss Knyvett, and, assuming that
Hill is correct in his recollection___!.__though this is open to doubt-I do not believe that.
the mysterious visitor was Pauling. Goldstein may have lied for some reason to Miss
Knyvett, or, if Hill has antedated the episode, Miss Knyvett may have lied to him.
•

l\fo.ALISTER' S l\foVEl\fENTS AFTER THE TRIAL~ .

In respect of McAlister's movements after the trial was over, there is not very
much to be said. It is evident that he and Scully were in communication with one
another and talked matters over, and I have very little doubt that Scully's was the
master mind in preparing a plan of campaign, the operations of which were not likely
to be hampered by too close an adherence to truth. McAlister's death, however, on Hisdea.thon
the 26th July, put an end to any proceedings he might have had in contempla~ion. ig1~.July,
Scully has attempted to create an atmosphere of suspicion in connection with his death
and has suggested that it was due to foul play of some kind. He has succeeded in conveying that impressio1;1 to others: Speaking in the Le~islative Assembly on ~he 10th July
last, Mr. Mutch said, " The Circumstances surrounding the death of l\foAlister ought to
be brought to light. Certain information given us by Scully concerning-that ·matter
is. of a most startling character." Mr. Brookfield,- speaking on the following night,
said, " Another man-who was supposed to have supplied the ' fire dope' -also· died.
Nearly all the material witnesses for the Crown have either died or mysteriously
disappeared." I do not know what the information of a startling character, which
Scully supplied in reference to McAlister' s death, was, but I can quite believe· that lie
succeeded in creating an atmosphere of suspicion and ·mystery about a matter in respect
of which no mystery need have existed at all. Dr; Clifford, ·a medical practitioner, who
was called in to see him at Randwick, and who ordered his immediate removal td the
hospital, says that he was suffering from double pneumonia. His condition was so bad -
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that immediate removal to the hospital afforded the only chance of recovery, but he
says that it was quite consistent with the condition in which he found him that he might
have been out and about the day previously. He says, too, that an attack of pneumonia
may come on quite suddenly, though, in this case, he was told by McAlister's sister
that there was reason to believe that there was preliminary bronchial trouble. I asked
him if he noticed anything to suggest that l\foAlister's illness was due to anything but
.natural causes, and he replied that he did not. One of Scully's statements was that
Mr. Walker, on being told of l\foAlister's death, remarked," It's a good job; he might
have squeaked.'' I do not believe this for a moment. It is one of the numerous instances
. of Scully's untruthfulness and unscrupulousness. l\foAlister's daughter was called as
a witness on this inquiry.. She gave evidence of a number of things said to her by her
father, some of which I have no doubt were true, and others of which, if told to her by
her father, he must have known to be untrue. She says that, though he and she had
been in the habit of visiting at Fergusson's house, he told her one day, when the case
was all over, that ]fergusson and his wife were no friends of his, and asked her not to
go to their house. When asked for a reason, he said, " Well, Fergusson did not give
us a square go." She also said that he told her that he and Fergusson and Mr. Lamb
fixed up the statement of his evidence, and that he had to learn it off by heart. Another
statement which he. made was that he told her that he took Fergusson, Leary, and
Lynch to Anthony Hordern's, and that he bought hats for Lynch and for Leary, and
gave £5 to Mrs. Fergusson. Fergusson admits that l\foAlister wanted to give him a
present, and that, though he did not know of it until afterwards, he made a present to
Mrs. Fergusson of £5. Leary and Lynch both deny that they received a hat 9r any
other present from McAlister, and I have no hesitation in accepting their denial.
THE EVIDENCE OF SCULLY AND THE GoLDSTEINS ON THIS INQUIRY.

I proceed now to say something about the evidence of these three'men-that is,
Scully and the two Goldsteins, upon this inquiry.
.
·
ScuLLY's EVIDENCE.

· S.cully persisted throughout that his evidence at the trial was absolutely true, and
endeavoured to explain away, or deny, or qualify, statements made verbally at Dawes
Point, or at l\'Ir. Boote's house, or contained in the written statement and commentaries
which he gave to Judd. Some of his answers are interesting as exhibiting how utterly
untrustworthy he is, and how plausible and subtle and ingenious he can be in endeavouring to evade difficulties, or to convey suggestions that things are not as they should be,
without coming into the open a.nd making definite statements to which he can be pinned
down. He denied that he told Connolly and Mutch that the case was " rigged," or
that Fergusson, Leary, Lynch, and Robertson did the dirty work for the police. He
· also denied, at one E\tage of his evid<!nce, that he said that Pauling" fixed" the Goldsteins,
though afterwards he said that he might have used those words, and that he supposed
that he did. He further denied that he said that Surridge, Robertson, and Pall.ling were
prepared to tell what they knew. He denied, too, that he said, at Mr. Boote's house,
that a great part of the evidence against the convicted men ,vas " framed up " by some
of the detectives engaged in the case. He said, however, that, in the course of
_conversation with Surridge on the Mountains, there was a suggestion by Surridge that
everything was not right in connection with the discovery by Robson of a bottle of
" fire dope" in Fagin's bag when he was arrested, and he said that what Surridge said
, was," Well, it is very funny to me, I do not like it at all, that Robson found it, andwell, practically there is no telling-it might have been put there" (964:}. He said that
at Mr. Boote's house he spent quite a lot of .time proving that a large number of the
convicted men were guilty; and that the attitude which he adopted was that the best
thing their friends could do was to leave them alone, and that, in that event, ·they. would
. have a chance of getting out after the war was over. He said that what he wanted
to do was to show that there had not been a fair thing done in convicting some of the
men, and that he thought that the only way of doing that would be through his law suit,
and that he went there that afternoon for the purpose of explaining his attitude. In
his statement to Judd he said that 1\foAlister told.him that the detectives supporting
his evidence had all sworn lies, and that Leary fixed up the evidence about drawing the
discs. Giving·evidence on this inquiry, he said that McAlister did not tell him these
things, and, referring to his lying statement about Leary, he said, "I evidently was
careles3 in writing it in that. way" {1620). It will be remembered that his statement
to ..
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to J ndd was ~ careful~y-prepa~e~ document, _over which he ,spent some time, and, if
ything in thrn world Is clear, It IS clear that It was meant to be almost entirely, if not
a~ite entirely, a statement of facts. He persisted, however, in referring to it as a series
~£ notes, prepared f_or the p~rpose of supporting his case against the Government, although
he admit~ed that it was ~1ven t~ Judd partly for the purpos~ of assistin~ him on an
inquiry, 1£ he succeeded m gettmg one. He a~serted that 1t was not mtended for
nblicity, a~d was not a stat~~ent of fac~s to wh!ch he ~vas :prepar~d to swear, but was
~erely a series of notes contammg suggest10ns of Imes of mqmry which might be usefully
followed. The following questions and answers illustrate this :And am I to understand, in writing those notes you had no intention to deceive or mislead
at all? Oh no, there ,vas no misleading about it. He was taking up the case on behalf of the Trades
and Labour Council, and I gave him those notes for what they were worth for him to go and act
evidence
0
on. That was, you might say, a plan for him to work on.
.
Did you believe them, at tho time you gave them, to be true? I would not say that.
Did you intend them all to be untrue? No, but he was to prove the truth of them or not before
he brought them out. Those wore notes that I gave him. They were written down there, and thev
were purely line8 for him to follow out. There is a lot of stu1I there which I know now is not tni'e
(IH1-1149).
.

When questioned as to his written statement that Leary told him that they had
not got enough evidence against Grant, and added 'that he could easily fix something
up he said," Oh, no, it was not put that way. The purport of what he said was,' We
ha~en't got enough against Grant; you could easily help us,' or something to that effect.
}fe wanted evidence from me about Grant. I suppose Leary now believes I could talk
about Grant" (1369).
In his statement he said that he met Davis Goldstein at the
races. They discussed the case, and Goldstein told him that he knew that there was a
lot of " crook" work in it. He said also, that he asked Goldstein to help him re-open
the case, He now says that he would not swear that Goldstein said that, and that he
did not ask h.im to help him to re-open the case. Referring to the statement he had
n1ade that Robertson had told him that in his opinion most of the police evidence in
the case was." rigged," he denied that Robertson had used those words, but he said
that Robertson had used words to the effect that some of the police evidence in the
case was not right. When asb~d how it was that he used the word·" most" when he
n1eant" some," he said that he was not a skilled literary man. Notwithstanding, too,
that in his statement he had said that Robertson had remarked that Robson was getting
'into the habit of finding" fire dope" with mell when they were·arrested, he swore that
Robertson did not use those words (1548-1550); This is an instance of a case in which
he has, in my opinion, deliberately distorted something actually said so as to give it
a false colour and a false meaning. Robertson said that what took place was that, when
discussing the evidence in the case as reported in the newspapers, he said, " It appears
that Robson is producing all the exhibits, including the' dope'" (28,937-28,943). Another
thing which Scully said in his statement to Judd was that Robson was very despondent
at not getting promotion, and was going to fight Walker for it, and that, if he did not
get it, there would be "something doing, as he knew too much." He went on to say
that Robson told him afterwards that he had had a "go" with Walker, that it had
been fixed up, and that he was going out to Long Bay as chief accountant. He admitted
that some of that was not true, but he persisted in saying that Robson told him that ,
ho thought that he was badly treated over the case, and that he was going to seek redress.
When asked if he believed his statement to be true when he wrote it, he replied," Well,
yes, but it is another qu.estion of writing a thing down wrongly" (1694). He also said
in his statement that Mr. Walker spoke to him about Pauling getting a " cut" from
the Goldsteins, and he said that he repeated this to Pauling. He now denies that Mr.
Walker ever mentioned Pauling's name, and he says that what Mr. Walker actually
said to him was that he had an idea that the Goldsteins .,tere only claiming a share of
' the reward in order to hand it over to someone else. When asked if his statement to
Judd was a lie, he replied, " No, but it is carelessness" (1712).
.
I may perhaps, at this stage, conveniently refer to another statement made by
him at th·e interview with Mutch and Connolly, and repeated by him when giving
evidence on this inquiry. He told Mutch that Walker said that it would be worth
something to help him to work up his case against the Government. Giving evidence
on this inquiry, he said that he would not swear to the exact words, but that something
to that effect was said, and that· the interpretation which he put on what was said by
Walker was that he wanted money to help him to work up his case against the Govern- ..
ment. Ite added that Mr. Walker always took the view that he had been very badly
~
·
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· 'done by. · This is incons:stent with the opinion expressed by l\Ir. Walker on his
application for further remuneration, and, as for the suggestion that he offered to help
Scully in working up his case, if paid for h1s services, I have no hesitation in describing
it as a deliberate and a reckless lie.
I do not wish to go into any further detail in order to point out the inconBistencies
in the statements made by Scully after the case was over and before he left Australia,
and the statements which he swore to in the witness-box on this inquiry. I think that
I have said sufficient about this, but I think that the instances which I have given of
contradictory and inconsistent statements are instructive and illuminating.
They
show how he built up a fabric of mixed truth and falsehood, based entirely, or almost
entirely, on statements said to have been made by others, and in no way impugning
his own evidence, but so cunningly woven together as to deceive ~nd delude a suspicious
mind on the alert for wrongdoing. They show, too, how, when confronted in the
witness-box with his earlier statements he shifted and shuffled, and denied, qualified,
or explained, as he thought the emergency of the case required, and they show with
what ready glibness and dexterity he told lie after lie, in his endeavour to twist and
turn and contrive, in order to evade difficulties with which he found himself confronted.
Before passing away from his evidence, there is one other matter to which I wish to
refer, and that is the statement that Davis Goldstein told him that he gave Turbet ·
£100 to try and get King out of the note forgery case. The evidence as to that ca.me
out in this way =~
His HONOR: What l\Ir. Windeyer is trying to elicit is anything that Goldstein told you about
hie connection with the forged notes case.
·
WITNESS: I was trying to arrive at that. You see I do not want to say anything that I cannot
remember, but I really am under the impression that Goldstein has told me that he paid money to get
King out.
His Ho NOR : Did he say to .whom he paid it? Yes.
Well, what did he say? He told me that he gave Inspector Turbet an extra £100-that is the
only time he has ever mentioned money- where he had given him the extra £100 to try and get King
out of it.
l\1R. WINDEYER: Did he use that expression "extra £100" without ever having told you
about any other money? Yes, of course, that was understood. Goldstein lrnd told me that the note
cases had broken him, that it had cost him thousands.
When did he tell you that-that is what I want? Oh, repeatedly. Of course we know it had
broken him. It was common knowledge. (12,039-12,04-4.)

Turbet denies absolutely that he ever received this or any other sum of money
from Goldstein; and Goldstein denies having made any such payment to him. Scully's
evidence, as will be seen, came out in a curious way, and he said, in answer to Mr. Shand,
that he did not remember whether he told Judd about it or not. I think that it is
perfectly evident that he did not tell Judd. If he had done so, Judd, with his retentive
memory, would not have forgotten the fact, and the fact that he did not tell Judd about
it, is an indication, in my opinion, that it never happened. I do l}.Ot believe his statement.
DAVIS GOLDSTEIN'S EVIDENCE.

I turn now to Davis Goldstein. I have already referred to his written statement
to Judd and to his recantation. He explained his meeting with Judd in this way. H~
said that he met Scully in Martin-place, and that they got into conversation over their
grievances. Scully said that he was seeing Judd three times a week, and that he was
going to make it as hot as he could for the police; and Davi~ Goldstein said, " I am
prepared to do likewise, the way I have been treated. I am even-prepared to go so far
a~ to perjure myself against the Government and the police, the way the Government
has treated me " (3295). He added that he thought that he was prefectly justified in
doing so, in view of the tre'Mment he had received over Morgan's bail, and that the
only way in which he could do anything was to perjure himself against the police. He
then described his meetings with Judd, and he gave the following account ofthe meeting
in'Roslyn..:street'when he wrote his statement:.

'fell me all about what happened in that room, will you 1 Yes. Mr. Judd, l\Ir. Scully, and myself
were there seated around a table, and I told Mr. Judd at that time I was perfectly prepared to perjure
myself. l\Ir. Scully was there, and I wrote out a statement. After I had read the deposit.ions of the
evidence I had got the previous day, and thought how I would make it look pretty black against the
police, I wrote the evidence in front of Mr. Judd and Mr. Scully.. After Scully reading over the evidence,
he stated, in that part where I stated that the evidence of Hamilton was true, " Now, what we have
got to do is to break up the corrobora.tion of the police." I said, " Yes." I then wrote out another
statement fo which-.
··
·
There and then 'l Yes, there and then.
Wrote
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Wrote out a second statement? Yes-tore the original up-in which I stated that I got the
dope from Hamilt?n at the bacl~ of the hall, a~d not at the front of the hall, for the purpose of b{caking
up the corroboration of the pohce. I gave }11111 that statement. He went awav. I also returned to
him the depositions of that case that he had given to me to read over (3315-3317).

I do not propose to go through his statement in detail. He swore, quite
nblushingly, that all the accusations of wrongdoing against the police which were
~ontained it in were untrue, and he said, " I was prepared to perjure myself up till last
Suturday night" (2769). He said that his statement that Pauling suggested that he
should say that Hamilton gave the" fire dope" to him in front of the hall; his statement
that he was asked if he could place" fire dope" in the pockets of the prominent I.W.W.
Illen before th~ raid too~ place; and his statement as _to a _convers~tion with Pauling
·n which Paulmg told him that Hooper placed the thmgs m Teens pocket, were all
~ntrue and were inven~ed by ~im; a_nd that, tho~gh none of these men had done h~m
an injury or treated him unfaul}'.", }us venom ag3:mst the Govern~ent., because of its
retention of the sum of £400 wluch he had provided for Morgans bail, was so great
that he was prepared to wreak his vengence by making a vicarious sacrifice of these
Illen's careers and reputations. It will probably be impossible ever to get at the whole
of the motives ~vhich animated him in making tb,ese state1?ents to Judd, but I beli~ve
that his two written statements were for the most part a tissue of falsehoods. I thmk
that there is a good deal of substance in l\1r. Shand's contention that Scully's was the
Illaster mind which suggested this diabolical scheme for ruining men whose reputations
and whose good names are peculiarly open to attack, and, though it is impossible to
fathom the workings of a mind like Scully's, and though I do not profess to understand
precisely how he expected his plans to work out, I am convinced that the dominant
Illotive in his mind was to get money, and, probably, by means of blackmail. Orn•
can only speculate as to matters in respect of which it is hopeless to expect to discover
the real facts, but Scully was unquestionably the ablest and the most unscrupulous man
of the lot. He and l\foAlister put their hea.ds together before launching their actions
against the Government for compensation, and he and Goldstein'were in communication
with one another and were discussing their grievances before Goldstein ever made any
suggestion that a false case had been put forward on behalf· of the· Crown on the trial
of the I.W.W. men.
I daresay that Scully artfully inflamed Goldstein's mind, and
played u.Pon his vindictiveness and hi~ desire to wrea_k vengea_nce upon so!llebodr;
and I thmk that the scheme for assertmg that the pohce had given false evidence m
corroboration of the story told by these informers emanated from Scully's brain. It
will be remembered that, according to Goldstein, Scully said, when his statement was
being made, " What we have got to do is to break up the corroboration of the police "
(2843). l\ir. Shand commented upon the internal evidence of collaboration in the
statelllents given to Judd by Scully, and by Davis Goldstein, and I think that a careful
colllparison of them supports this comment. The statements as to the jury, and as
to the supply of a copy of the Evening News, may be referred to in this connection. In
Scully's s~ate1?ent to Judd, he sai~ that l\1cAlister told him that the detectives supporting his evidence had all sworn hes; and that he held the careers of three of them m
the hollow of his hand. Of course,· in a sense, he did. If he were wicked enough to do
so he might have trumped up a case against Leary, Lynch, and Fergusson, which it
w~uld have been difficult for them to meet, except by a denial, and which would have
invariably left behind it a doubt, to say the least of it, in the minds of some people as
to their honesty. In CToldstein's recantation, he refers to the persecution that he met
with, and the additional and unenviable publicity which was given to his name by a
series of articles published in The Worker. I have no doubt that when he ~et Scully
. he was in a very bitter and vindictive fram~ of mind, and, .being in addition quite
unscrupulous, he probably fell in readily with Scully's suggestions; and I daresay that
he was prepared to go to almost any length in order to ingratiate himself with Judd,
and those associated with him, in seeking to re-open the case, and in order to injure
the Government, as he probably thought he would, by alleging that a false case had
been presented to the jury with the concurrence of the police and others concerned in
.
.
·
·
the prosecution.
THE PAYMENT TO LAZARUS.

I wish now to say a few words about the allegation that a sum of £750 was given
to Lazarus to be distributed by him among the police. Lazarus, as I have said, is a
publican and a friend of the Go'ldsteins. When Davis Goldstein was arrested on the 8th
Septem.ber,. on a charge of being concerned in the forgery of the notes, Lazarus went bail
for
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for him in the sum of £400, and he performed the same office for Louis Goldstein, on his
arrest next day. He continued to be Louis Goldstein's bondsman until he was
discharged on the 19th. In respect of Davis Goldstein, a man named Crook::; took the
place of Lazarus, as bondsman, on the 1Oth, and remained bound in the sum of Hoo
until Davis Goldstein's committal on the 19th, when Lazarus and Crooks became bound
for him as bail in the sum of £400 er.ch. On the 12·th September, the Goldsteins drew a
sum of £550 from their account, and they say that they added to this sum of £50 which
they had in hand, and that the sum of £600 made up in this way was paid to Lazarus,
Lazarus admits the receipt of it, and it forms part of a sum of £623 10s. which he paid
into his banking account on th~ 14th September. On the 16th September, a sum of
£200 was drawn from the account of the Goldsteins and given to Crooks. This was
repaid by Crooks on the. 11th October. The Goldsteins say that these moneys were
paid to Lazarus and to Crooks by way of indemnification in respect of the liability which
they incurred in becoming bondsmen, and Laz:::.rus tells the same story in respect of the
sum of money paid to him. He said that the reason for leaving the money with him.
was "to give guarantee for their bail," and he added "I was not going guarantee for
their bail when I did not know them too well" (506). The sums paid, however, do not
correspond with the amount of tho liability undertaken in either case; and it is r.n
extraordinary thing, if this was the reason for the depcsit of this money, that Crooks
should have returned the whole of what he received before his liability came to an end,
while Lazarus paid away £250 on the same day as that on which he received the money,
and paid away a further sum of £250 on the Hlth October, while still liable on his bond.
Lazarus' explanation as to the p2.yment of these two separate sums of £250 er.ch was that
Louis Goldstein said that he and his brother wanted the money for law expenses, or
"something to that effect." The Goldsteins, on the other hand, asserted that the money
was lost in backing horses at the races, and they professed to give the names of horses
-backed.. I do· not for a moment suppose that either they or Lazarus are telling the
truth, and the purpose for which the money was given to Lazarus remains shrouded in
mystery. I have no doubt that all three of them deliberately endeavoured to conceeJ
the real facts, and deliberately lied. I have not been able to discover what became of
the money paid to Lazarus, but the circumstances, and his associations with the
Goldsteins, are matters which it may be well worth while for the licensing authorities to
consider on any application for the renewal of his license. Mr. Windeyer suggested
that the money found its way into. the pockets of some members of the police force,
while Mr. Shand suggested that it was probs,bly paid to Tighe as an inducement to him
t,o lose his memory, when, on being used as 2.n informer by the Crown at the police court,
he professed his inability to identify the Goldsteins. rrhere is no evidence fit to be acted
upon in support of either suggestion.· Da.vis Goldstein's statement to Judd that £750
was given to Lazarus for payment to the detectives, and that only £600 of it reached
them-£150 having stuck to Lazarus' palm on the way-even if it carried any weight,
is, of course, no evidence against the detective officers; nor is there anything else before
me which would be accepted in a Court of law as any evidence of the acceptance of
money from the Goldsteins or from r,nyone acting on their behalf.
Lachter told a. story of a conversation with Davis Goldstein in which he told him
th&t he was going to get money for giving evidence, and that if Lachter liked he could
do the same, and he also said that, on a later occe.sion, after the trid, Davis Goldstein
told him that if he had known that the men would get so much imprisonment he would
not have done what he did .. Statements of this kind by Davis Goldstein are, of course,
no evidence against anybody but himself, even if made, but Lachter, who was formerly
in the employment of the Goldsteins, showed no such animus against Davis Goldstein,
·that, in my opinion, great c~mtion should be exercised in r.ccepting any statement made
to his detriment. It is not impossible, of course, that Davis Goldstein told him that
he would not have given evidence if he had known that the :r;n.en would be so severely
punished. Lachter says the,t he told a man named Lefcovitch, another fa:.ilor formerly
employed by the Gold.steins, of the earlier converse.tion with Davis Goldstein, but,
according to Lefcovitch's evidence, all that Le.chter told him was that he thought that
the Goldsteins were going to give evidence "to save their skins," and this, a::; we know,
is precisely what they did, or at all events what·Davis Goldstein did. Thompcon, who
is a cutter by trade and the secretary of the Cuttern and Trimmers' Union, and v,ho
worked for the Gold.steins for about a ye£.r, says that :::.fter the trie.l of the note forgery .•
• case in the lower Court, Louis Goldstein came back to the: factory and ::;aid that he had
been discharged and tlrnt Davis Goldstein had been committed for. trial, but that he
could
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ld get out of it also if he would do what the police wanted hiin to do; and he added
c~ut Davis Goldstein :mid that he would see them in hell first. I r,ee no reason to suppose
t h:t Thompson is nut tell_ing the tru~h t>,ccor~ing to the best of his recollection, but I
t not think that; there 1s any srgmficance m what he says. Probably, what Louis
~~ldstein had in his mind was th~t his br?ther coul~ es?ape from prosecution by giving
r"dence in the I.W.W. case. His comm1ttd for tnd m the note forgery case was on
!9th September, after he and Louis had gone to the police in the I.W.W. case but
b fore the police. had succeeded in prevailing upon him to promise to give evidence at
t:e trial, and I have ve~y little. doub~ that what. Louis referred to was the fact that in
his opinion ~he _prosecution ~gamst his brother, m the note forgery case, would not be
roceeded with 1£ he gave evidence at the other.
P
The two Karpinskys and Green say that on the occasion of the Day of Atonement,
. l916, a Jewish fast day, which, in that year, fell between the proceedings at the
10
olice court in respect of the note forgery case and the trial at the Quarter Sessions, they
\rere at Lazarus' hotel, and that, in the course of conversation, Davis Goldstein remarked
~hat he had to face a jury. They say that Lazarus replied that he would never face a
·ury, and that, on being as~ed afterwards if Lazn:rus could be relied upon, Davis Gold] tein said that he was workmg for them and that 1t had cost them £750 already. These
svitnesses are of humble origin, and they are evidently in poor circumstances, but, so
far as I know, nothing is known against them. They did not impress me however as
:men of a very high level of intelligence, and I do not think that their recollection of a
conversation that took place, over a _drink, _in a pub~ic. h~:mse two years ago c~n be reli~d
upon with safety. Whatever was said, I thmk that it 1s improbable that Davis Goldstem
. and Lazarus would talk so freely as they are reported to have done, and in any event
. this evidence carries the case. no further aga~nst th_e police.. Obviously, it is not evidence
on which they can be convicted of acceptmg bribes. Simon Karpmsky also spoke of
conver~ation. at the ~ydney ~ospital with Louis _G?ldstein, _dur~ng t~ie course. of this
inquiry, m which Loms Goldstem expressed the opm10n that Justice did not exist, and
said that, though the pangs of conscience might have forced Davis Goldstein to make
a statement to Judd, he would get ten years for perjury if he went into the witness box
and swore to it. Louis Goldstein denies that he said this, and, in the face of his denial
and on the probabilities of the case, I am not prepared to accept Simon Karpinsky's
recollection of what was said as accurate. There were three or four visitors to. the
hospital, and a general conversation was taking place round Abraham Karpinsky, the
patient whom they were visiting, and, without imputing any intentional departure
fro:rn the truth to Simon Karpinsky, there is plenty of room for inisunderstanding and
:misconception. I think, from what I have seen of him, and from the attitude which
he has taken up, tha:t it is improbable that Louis Golµstein would have said anything
suggesting that the statements made by Davis Goldstein to Judd were true.
.
Mrs. Druker says that she remembers hearing Davis Goldstein say that he and M:s.Druke~
Scully were goiRg to clear the men in gaol, and that Judd was collecting the evidence. evidence.
She says that she also heard him say that while one detective was taking Teen's overcoat
off another put some stuff in the pocket of it, and she says that when shown the articles
in The Worker he used to remark that they knew nothing. I see no reason to disbelieve
this evidence, and it shows that while Davis Goldstein was associating with Scully and,
as I think, conspiring with him to trump up a series of false charges against the police,
he was talking freely and boastfully amongst his associates to impress them with an
idea of his cleverness and his power. This is entirely in keeping with his character
as I understand it. His associates amongst his co-religionists and fellow workers were
evidently, for the most part, men of inferior intelligence and inferior education to himself,
..• r. ·,;·
and I have no doubt that he lorded it over them considerably, and that he displayed
considerable arrogance towards them and towards what he looked upon as their lower
degree of intelligence and astutenesiS.
.
Davis Goldstein ~sserts that Judd knew that he and Scully were putting their Dayi~ Gold·
_
heads together to concoct a false story. I have already referred to his statement that ~f~::1tii:;ser·
Scully said, in Judd's presence and hearing, that the corroborative evidence given by Judd ~ted in
the police must be broken up. Judd denies this. Davis Goldstein says, too, that when bad faith.
he saw Judd in July he told him that he wanted to inake if " pretty hot" against the
·
police. · He said " I saw Judd, and I told him I was going to make it pretty crook against
the police and pretty crook, as far as I could, against the Government. I said they had
turned me do\vn every time; they had absolutely ruined me; they had turned me out
of ari hotel for which I had to pay £2,500 1 (l,Ud had practically made me a bankrupt
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to-day.
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to-day. I then said, "Now I am going to try and break up the corroboration of the
police. I am going to make out that the statement I made was dictated to me by the
police." He said, " All right." I then made an appointment with Mr. Judd to a place
where I was staying at the time, namely, Whitehall, and there we met in a room, and I
stated that I had two things which will be more like circumstantial evidence; it will
be very hard for the police to prove against, that is with reference to some suits and with
reference to some £700." (2865-2871.) He says now that the statement that he paid
a sum of £750 to be handed over to the detectives and that after the note cam was
finished the detectives " put it on him", for a suit of clothes each were all lies and that
Judd knew it. Scully says that Judd acted honestly in the matter. What Scully and
Davis Gcildstein may say as to Judd's honesty carries no weight, but I think it fair to
say that I do not believe that Judd knew that the statements made to him were false,
though, notwithstanding what he says as to the demeanour of Scully and Davis Goldstein,
and their apparently genuine desire to remedy the wrong which they had done, I cannot
help thinking that he must have been alive to the fact that they were unscrupulous
men of bad character, whose statements would require corroboration before they could
safely be accepted. I have pointed out his attitude of suspicion towards those in
authority, and his proneness to distrust them and to think ill of them, but I should be
sorry to think, and I do not think, that he lent himself to a conspiracy to procure false
evidence on which to charge the police with misconduct. He is ready enough to think
evil of them-over-ready I think-and this attitude, and his zeal as an investigator
of the facts, combined with want of experience in sifting evidence, made him an easy
victim to 'the specious lies and plausible insinuations of Scully and Davis Goldstein.
Davis Goldstein also says that in conversation with 1\1r. Boote he told him that he had
given evidence in the I.W.W. case because he thought it a public duty to do so. He
says that 1\fr. Boote then said to him, "Well, look, can you not make out that you did
that because you were afraid of the £5 note case?" and that he replied," No, absolutely
no" (2978). This virtuous and emphatic refusal to be a party to a false statement
would have done him credit, if true, but I do not believe that Mr. Boote made any such
request to him. ·
THE SUI'l'S OF CLOTHES OBTAINED 'l'HROUGR THE GOLDSTEINS.

Before passing away from the facts, and proceeding to state my conclusions,
there is one more matter with which I wish to deal, and that is the evjdence as to the
suits of clothes obtained by certain detectives through the Goldsteins. It is a matter
which, to a certain extent, stands outside the charges of misconduct made against the
police in connection with the I.W.W. case, but it will be remembered that it was referred
to by Davis Goldstein in his statutory declaration for the purpose of showing that the
police had some hold over him in connection with the note forgery case; and, as some
of the detectives concerned are involved in the allegations of misconduct in connection
with the I.W.W. case, it is important to consider whether there is any foundaation for
a charge of improper conduct in connection with the earlier case. If tliey were shown
to be corrupt or dishonest in one, it would be necessary to scrutinise their conduct in
the other very closely and with more than ordinary cr,re.
·
Shortly after the conclusion of the note forgery case, six of the detectives engaged
in it each obtained a suit of clothes from a tailor named Lazarus Pura. The detectives
in question are Turbet, Pauling, Surridge, Mitchell, Hooper, and Miller. None of them
had had any previous dealings with Pura, but he was in the habit of making clothes
for the Goldsteins, and they paid him for the clothes made for the detectives. The
Louis Gold- arrangement 'is said to have been made with Louis Goldstein, and the story told by
stein's
explane.tion, him is that in conversation with either Pauling of Surridge the question of clothing
cropped up, an~ he was asked if he could make up a good suit. He replied that he did
not bother about that kind of trade, but that he could introduce them · o a man who
would make a good suit. He asked how many there would be who would require suits,
and was told that there would be about six or ( even. He says that he and his brother
were each thinking of having two suits made at the time, and that he went to Pura and.
. asked him if he would make ten suits for £50. Pura replied that he would. According
to his own statement, Louis Goldstein was not above turning a dishonest penny, for he says
that, having arranged with Pura for £5 a suit, he charged the dstectives £5 5s. and
pocketed the difference himself. He was asked, " Did you go to Surridge and tell him.
about it? " and he replied, " Yes, I went to either Surridge or Pauling. Surridge was
there au the t me I told him the price, which was £5 5s., and he agr_eed, and they all
·
came

I
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came along af~erwards and ~ad the suit, made:·, (6859). This story does not accord Pura.'Utory.
"th Pura's evidence. He rnys that the Goldstems came to him and told him to make
·::me clothe_s for a ~ew_people ~n the police fore~, and said that they would pay for them.
Ile made eight smts m all, six for the d~tec~1ves and two for the Goldsteins, and he
ceived three cheques from the Goldstems m payment. The dates and amounts of
~fiese cheques, and the entries in Pura's cash book, in receipt of them, are as follow:0IIEQUES GIVEN BY GOLDSTEIN
BROTIIERS.

ENTERED IN ·cAsH

Amount.

Date.

£
19
19

1916.
November 20
December 15
1917.
January 15

Page.

0
0

d.
O
0

97

12 10

0

g9

i'l.

Amount.

I

£
!.17

BooK.1

19
19

Date.

s. d.
0 0
0 0

12 12

0

£50 12

0

-------

£50 10 0

1916.
November 20.
December 15.
1917.
January 12.

His books show the following payments:PAYMENTS TO ACCOUNTS ENTERED JN PURA'S LEDGER.

Na.me of Account.

Goldstein, L. . ..
...
Surridge
...
Pauling

...

...

...
...

...
...

...
...
...

Page.

Date.

171
169
170

1916.
November 20 ...
20 ...
"
20 ...

,,

Amount.

£

s. d.
6 10 0
6 0 0
6 10 9

£19
Goldstein, D .••.
Turbet
Hooper

...
...

...
...

...
...

...

...

...
...

...

117
172
174

December 15 ...
15 ...
"
15 •.•

180
176

1917.
January 12 ...
12.;.

"

6 10 0
6 10 0
6 0 0

£19

:Mitchell
.:\filler ...

...
...

...•
...

...

...

...
...

"

O·

0

0 0

------6 10 0
5

0

£12 15

0

6

-

One or two discrepancies will be noted. The cheque for £12 10s., though dated the
15th January,. was entered in the cash book as of the 12th, and the amount was entered
as £12 12s. Pura explained this by saying that the cheque was drawn 2s. short of the
proper amount, and that this sum was given to him in cash. This however still leaves
an unexplained discrepancy of 3s. between the amount of £12 12s. entered in the cash
book and the amount of £12 15s., the price of the suits supplied to Mitchell and Miller.
I do not attach any importance, however, to these small discrepancies. Pura, who is
a Russian by birth, and a-pparently in a small way of business, keeps his books himself.
They are ill-kept and he had evidently no knowledge of bookkeeping. ·" Being in a
small way," he says, " I cannot be bothered keeping books correctly" (4834). He
ient a receipt to each detective, but, .in each- case,. the amount is either 5s. or .I Os. in
excess of the price entered in his book. All these receipts were produced except Turbet's.
The following are the amounts and dates appearing on them:.·
WRITTEN RECEIPTS GIVEN BY PURA.

Name.

Surridge
Pauling
Hooper
Miller ...
Mitchell

Date.·

(1916) Nov.
,,
,,"
Dec.
,,
,,
(1917) Jan.

22
22
2
16
18

Amount.

£
6
6
:6
6
6

s.
10
15
10

d.
0
0

0

10· 0
10 0
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Pauling's
explanation,

Snrridge's
explanation.

Pura said that the receipt was given in each case as the clothes wer~ taken away, and
he swore positively that in each case the amount appearing on the receipt was that
charged to the Goldsteins (4952-4955), but on being shown some of the receipts he said
"Oh, yes, I remind myself now that when Goldstein gave me the order for those he
told me ' there would be no harm if you are going to put a little extra on the receipts,
so that when they come for the next order you can charge them more than I am paying
now for it'" (4965). Louis Goldstein says that he told Pura that he could send receipts
for the amounts that he would ordinarily charge so as not to spoil his future trade
{6942), but he said that the ordinary price at that time would be about £5 15s. or £6
at the very outside (6963-6972).
The detectives tell stories, which do not agree with the story told by the Goldsteins,
and which do not agree in some respects with one another. Pauling was asked about
the matter on the first day of the inquiry. He said that after the note forgery case was
over Louis Goldstein said that if the constables connected with the case liked to go to a
man name~ Pura to get. a suit of clothes they could do so, and that he would arrange to
have them made at wholesale prices. He added," We got a suit of clothes which would
ordinarily have cost us £6 10s. or £7, and I paid him £5 5s." (126). I asked him how it
was that he came to be having dealings of that kind with a man like Goldstein, and he
replied, "'Well, Louis Goldstein was a business man and he was not, as far as I know,
connected with the note. cases or with anything dishonest " {140). Giving evidence
on a later occasion, he told substantially the same story except that he said that the
matter was introduced by a disparaging remark made by Louis Goldstein on a coat that
he (Pauling) was wearing; but, when asked about his earlier statement as to Louis
Goldstein's honesty, he said that that was a mistake and that he would not say that,
so far as he knew, Louis Goldstein was not connected with the note cases or with anything
dishonest. He said that he found Pura's receipt waiting for him at the detective office
on his return from his holidays at the end of the year, and that he spoke to Goldstein
about it. Goldstein replied that that would be the usual price which a tailor would
charge if b_e had had the clothes made in the ordinary course of business. Pauling said
" I paid him the £5 5s.; and I do not think we had any more conversation about it ".
(24684 ). Surridge gave the following account :
At the end of October or the beginning of November, J917, I was in the ya1d at the Central
police station. I think it was with detective Pauling, and Goldstein was there. Something arose
with regard to clothing. He said to me, "Who is your tailor, Mr. Surridgd " I said, "Hagon, of
Pitt-street." He said, "1 know a tailor who is struggling along; if you want a suit of clothes at any
time, you can get one thero much cheaper through me than at any dt-her tailor's." I said; "What
would it cost.?" He s3id, "Between £5 and £5 10s." I said," I do want a suit of clothes; I will go and
sec the tailor." He gave me the name of Pura, and where he was to be found. Some time after-it
might be thefirst or second week in November-I went to sec Pura. I told him who I was and that
I had eomc for a suit of clothes. He said, "Ycs, I saw Mr. Goldstein." I selected the material, and
the suit waR made. On the 9th December, rny wife went to Pura's shop and got the suit. I could
not g0 myself that day in consequence of having to go on duty to the l\Ioorefield races. flhe brought
the suit home, and on the l\Ionday I returned the ,;est which was ill-fitting. He altered it, and I
retur.1eil. a second time to be altered. Finally, Mrs. Surridge had to alter it herself.. I saw Goldstein
in l\farkct street about a week later. I told him that I had got the suit, and I asked him what it would
co1t. Ho said, H £5 5s." and I paid him. I :said,," What ·about the reccipt1" Ifo said," We will
s~nd you a receipt from the tailor." I received a receipt through the post at the detective office two
or thren days' later. That wcmld he then about "the 22nd December. The ·receipt I had was dated
thl' 22nd November. There is absolutely a mistake there. J am positive I did not receive it until
about the 22nd December. When I got the receipt I saw that it was for more than I had paid for the
suit; and one of the detectives-I believe it was Hooper-had seen Goldstein with rogard·to the amount
. of his receipt being more than ho paid. He said that Goldstein told him that was an arrangement
between him and the tailor in case anyone was sent along again-the full price would have to be paid"
(20539).

TnrLet's
explanation.

.

He was asked if he gave Goldstein the names of the other detectives who were going to
get suits made, and he replied" No. I do not think I did. I may have told him that
,they were going to get suits. The fact still remains-that I got a suit through Goldstein
in a businesslike way. I paid for it, and if I could get one under similar circumstances
to..:morrow I should get it" {29844). - Surridge also said that he was in the habit of
paying about£510s. for a suit of clothes.
,
Turbet explained the matter in this 1way:
·

Some time after the notes case was finished-the notes case finished- on the 25th October-some
time after that Deteeti".c l\Iitchell and I had talrnn back the cbequ~ books and thii;gs which we had,
the cheque books and butts and pa~s,book whiclpve had of Goldstems after consultmg .l\ir. Bathgate
as to whether we should hand them back, and wd took them back to his factory, and, durmg the course
Qf conversation-I do not remember exactly what it was-we were talking about contracts and the
{
· ., ·
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clothing. He said, " If y~u want a Rood suit of ~lothc,; I _can get you one through my tailor much
cheaper than Y'!u can. get it yours~lf.
I a~ked l11m what 1t would cost. As a matter of fact I was
admiring the smts wlm:h he and lus brother l1_aJ worn, they seeniod to !Jc nice suits, and I asked him
·hat the cost of the smts would be, and lw srud £5 5s. I tolcl him that I did not think that was very
'~icap as I only paid about £5 5s. for the suit which I waH then wcarin". He said "He is a hirth-class
~ailor,' thi~ tailor" - mentioning his 1rnmr, J\!r. Pura- and )ic Haid that lie would u~t make a imit under
£6 G~., au(~ I forg~t exactly what else was said, hut I told lrnu _that I probably would got a suit from him
and he saHl that 1f I would do so he would call and arangc with Pura about the JJrice and "Ct it at his
contract, price or at whatever rate he was paying." (2i563!J).
'
'"'

Ile said th~t a receipt was posted to. him a~ the Detective Office and th~t he lost it, but
that he believed t~e amount appearmg .on it was £6 l~s. H~ met Loms Goldstein and·
told him that he did not under~tand tlns, and Gol~st?m rephe~ that that was the price
that Pura woul~ ha"."e charged 1£ he had gone to him m the orclmary course of business.
}le said ~hat his pnc~ w~s £5 5s., and that that }Vas ~vhat he was paying Pura, and
Turbet said that he paid }um £5 5s., there and then, m l\I1tchell's presence.
i\Iitchell gave this explanation:
It was the resu!t of. a conversation iu Gol<lHtcin's factory in regard t~ clothin~, mid so on. That Mitchell's
would be somewhere Ill November, as near as_ I c~n recollect, whc!1 he, sa'.<l that, if we wanted a suit explanation.
of clothes he could recommend us the best tailor m Sydney, that, 1£ wo liked to deal through J1im he
would have it put down to his account, and that we could pay him for tlw suit and go there and get
it and get it more reasonably than if we went there without going through him; so there was some
discussion in regard to the price. Ho said that it would cost us £5 5s. by getting it through him, because
he was having a number of suits made, and, if we went there by ourselves it would cost us £6 or over
for a suit,. In the following January I went there and gut a suit of cl_othcs. (2G64!J).

Ile said that he remembered seeing Turbet pay Goldstein, and that it was shortly a.fter
that that he ordered a suit. He said, too, that he heard Turbet asking Goldstein about
the difference between the price which he had paid and the amount shown on the receipt.
1.Iitchell said that at Hooper's request he paid for Hooper's suit as well as for his own,
;nd that a receipt was posted to him a~ the detective office.
·
Hooper told this story :
Louis made some remark about the ill.fitting clothing that I was wearing, and asked me if I Hooper's
intended to get a suit for Christmas. I saicl that I did, that l usually got a suit at Christmas; and he explanation.
said that he ha<l a splendid tailor, whom he could highly recommend, and who had been making his
clothing, and that if I likc<l I could get a suit made h): tho sume tailor; and I spoke to him ahout what
the cost of the ,mit would he, and he said, " It would run you from a bout £5 to £5 10s." I said, "All
right, I will get a suit." Well, then I did not think any more of the suit 1111til he rcmincled me again- ,
. I think it was on 20th November. l know it was the day that the trial of the I.W.W. men commenced
11.t the Criminal Court. Well, o.n that <lay, I think it was on that day that he asked me if I had got
a suit. I said, "No, I have not had time to think of it." He said, "Oh, well, I have told Pura that
you intend tu give him au order." I said, "AU right, I will go down and get it"; so I went down,
and, I think, on that day detective J\Iiller was with me. We went down and we saw Pura, and he took
our order, and wo picked the material, and the suit was made; and later on we got delivery of the suit.
I think I called once to be fitted, aud later on I got delivery of the suit." (27:~86).

He was then askecl, " Did you call for it yourself? " and he said :
Y cs, and then, in consc_quence of a receipt eomii1g from Pura, I went down and saw Goldstein
and asked him what was the meaning of the receipt for £G 108., I think it. was. I said I understood .
that the·suit was to cost UR between £5 ancl £u 10s. He said, "Oh, do not take any notice of that
receipt, that probably would have been the price that hr woulr1 han.1 charged yon had you not got it
through me." I said," Well, what is it going to cost me?" He f\aid," It is going to cost you £5 5s."
I said, "All right." Later on I was going on my holi<lays, and I gave detective Mitchell the monry
to give Goldstein; I went away on my holidays, and en.inc back. (27387).

·i\Iiller gave this account :
He asked me who made my clothes. I said, "Principally Minty & Jlhelps, ancl sometimes lHller's
got a. suit made at Hordern's, a.nd sometimes bought. one at Farmer's," and explanation.
he said he· had a friend a good tailor, and tha.t other clctcr.tives wrre getting '
suits made. I said, "I do not like chopping about." He said, "Wdl, he is a particular friend.
of mine, and I would like you to give him a turn. In fact, he would liko to get the whole of the detective
office to get their clothes made there," and it ended at that. I did not give him any-I think I asked
him about the price; "'lrnt pricelrn would make them for. He said that he was a pretty expensive tailor,
but that he could get them cheaper, as he was a clothing manufactur<>r himself, and it would cost me
between £5 and £6 if I got them through him. Well, it went on then until one day at the·Quarter
Sessions, a few days after, and he asked me if I had been down to sec about the suit at Pura's. I said,
"No." He said, "Oh, you had better give him a turn." I said," \Vell, we might go down later,"
so I saw Hooper after, and. Hooper and f went down together. I think it was that afternoon-somewhere about the 20th November, somewhere about. tha.t date.
What date? ·1t was about the start, I think, the first or second day of the starting of the I. W.W..
trial. Hooper and .I went down together, and we told him who we were; and he said J\lr. Goldstein
had spoken to him, and he showed us a lot. of diITercn:t sampres, and t.ooJ{ ou.r m.casure ;_ aud I asked
him what tho price of the suit would he.
·
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You asked Pura? Yes. He said '' Oh, that suit will cost you £6 5s. or £6 10s." ;r something
like that; but he said " As you are getting it through Goldstein, I do not suppose it will cost you that
much." So, anyhow, we got measured, and we rnrnc a,rny, anrl I went back on two or three occasions
after that to got a fit of it; and somewhere about the 12th, or gomething like tl,at, of December, I
called and got my suit. I know it was some time after, and he sent me a receipt. (27980-27983.)

'Iurbet's
second suit.

He said that his receipt came by post, and that a few days afterwards he saw Goldstein
and asked him about the price of the snit. He was told that it would be £5 5s., and he
paid the money there and then.
In each case the money was paid in cash, and in no case was any receipt taken
· from the Goldsteins.
Two years afterwards, that is to say at the latter end of last July, Turbet, who
said that he wanted a good suit made to wear at a wedding in his family, went again
to Pura and ordered. a suit which was apparently paid for on the 8th August last, and
which cost £9 15s. He said that, "'hen he went to order the suit, this conversation took
place:Pura put the quc:,tion to me' this way, "Have yon seen the Go1dsteins lately?" and I said
"No, I have not seen them for some time," and he said "I think you want to ho very careful with
the Goldsteins." He said- "I do not think they are much good." I said "Why do you say that?"
He said "Well, I saw by the newspapers there is some question of trouble about the I.W.W. case,
and I was wondering if it mattered if Golclstein told any holly that he paid for your suit "-or words
to that effect-and I said " I do not think so." I said " I do not sec why Goldstein would say anything
about it, I paid Goldstein what he chargcd--what he arranged." I said "I do not seo why he should
say anything about it." He said "Well, I think that they are men that you have to be very careful
of, especially Dave Goldstein, he is a mcmhcr of the I.W.W., and you can never trust him, he might
talk about it." I said "If lie did, I do not know what harm he could do, but in any case if they do
ever.ask any questions about it, you simply t<ill the truth about it that Goldstein paid you for my suit,
or, for our suits "-I forget whi~h I said. He said "Oh, yes, I hope they will not say anything
about it, but I must tell the truth about it." (25658.)

He said that, on a later occasion, when having the suit tried on, he asked Pura whether
Judd or " any of these people" had been to see him about the suits that Goldstein
ordered. Pura replied that no one had been, and Turbet said that he did not think
that it was likely that anyone would go. He said, too, that he said to Pura " If they
ask you anything about this suit, there is no arrangement about this suit with anybody
else, I am. paying the cash for this myself" (25670). Pura, giving evidence on the 19th
August, said that all that t~:iok place was that Turbet asked him if any of the Labour
Members had been at his place, and that he asked him to say that he had paid cash
for the first suit. Giving evidence ten days later, he said that he had forgotten to say
that it was on the second occasion, when 'rurbet went in to have the suit tried on, that
he asked him to say that he had paid cash for the first suit. Pura replied that he could
not do that, as l:c might be prosecuted for perjury, to say nothing of other difficulties
that he would get into, and Turbet said " Well, the only way for us to do is to say that
we paid the money to Goldstein." He added " It is the honest truth that the man
spoke to me in that way; that they were going to say before the Court that they paid
through the Goldsteins at wholesale price of £5 5s ,,. (4864). He then told a curious
story of having been spoken to, in Pitt-street, a few days previously by Mr. l\Iutch,
who was a complete stranger to him, except of course by name, and he said that he told
l\Ir. l\Iutch that he had forgotten tb say, when giving evidence, what Turbet had said
about paying through the Goldsteins.
l\Iiller went to Pura again three or four days before this inquiry opened, and ordered
1918,
a pair of trousers of similar material to the suit which he had previously had. Pura
says that on being asked for a deposit Miller took out a £5 note and explained to him
about the forgery, and he said that Miller then said "that he thought that Goldstein
, brothen; would keep quiet regarding the suit that had been made for hi:i;n. . Miller said
that hi~ trousers suffered in an encounter which he had with a man whom he was arresting,
and that, being reimbursed by the Department for the damage done, he went to Pura
to see if he could get another pair of similar material to match the coat and waistcoat.'
He agreed with Pura that on being asked for a deposit he had nothing but a £5 note,
which Pura was unable to change, but he denied that any other conversation, such as
Pura deposed to, took place, and he said that, after reading an account of Pura's evidence
in the newspapers, he did not go to the shop again.
.
ihe in~erence
I think that. these are the material facts in connection with this episode. What
e
is the inference to be drawn from them1 · l\Ir. Shand does not suggest that the Goldsteins are telling the truth in the matter, but he suggests that, having been properly
treated by the detectives in the note forgery case, Louis Goldstein, after he had regained
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his freecloni, ~nd at a ti!lle when neither he not his brother had anything further to fea.
from the P.ohce, was mm~ed to make them ~ present, ~mt was not sufficiently carried
away by his. ge!1erous feelmgs to make anythmg. but a little one. The suggestion, as I
understand 1t, 1s that he rep.resented to the police officers concerned that, through his
good offices, they could get sm!s of cl~the~ at wholesale prices, whereas, in point of fact,
unknown to them, he was :paymg retail pr1:es for the cloth~s. This is ~10t very convincing
in itself, and, of cour(:le, it means throwmg the Goldste1;1s and their story overboard .
.1\Ir. Windeyer, on the o~her hand, S'.lggests that these ~mts of clothes were, in point of
fact, accepted h): t~ie police as presents froi_n the Goldstems! and that afterwards, instead
of honestly adm1ttmg t11~ fact, they magmfied a comparatively trifling wrongdoing into
a serious offen:e by ~wea~mg falsely as to the facts. There a!e a number of very suspicious
features. It is c~mous, m the first pla?e, that ~he Gol1ste1ns and the detectives should
tell different stone~ about the transaction. It IS mamfest, on the facts, that the story
told by the Goldstems cann~t be accepted? and t!iere are difficulties in the way of accepting that told by the detectives. The pnce whwh they had to pay Goldstein was not
a wholesale price, an~ was not.so much belm_v-if _it was bel?w at all-what they would
have had to pay their own tailors at that time, m the ord1nary course of business, as
to make his offer a very attractive or a very tempting one, and it is curious that each
should have wanted a suit of clothes at about that time, and should have been tempted
away from his own tailor by Goldstein's offer. It is curious, too, that, men of the world
as they are, versed in the ways of criminals, and knowing the men they had to deal
with, they were not more careful, if foolish enough to have any dealings at all with
them, to see that they obtained written records of the transaction which would accord
with the facts. As it is, the only receipts which they obtained were those given by
Pura, which do not square with the facts, and which do not, in my judgment, afford any
assistance to the police in the way of corroboration of their story. I do not know of
any reason why these receipts should not have agreed with the amounts shown in Pura's
books, unless it were that Pura lent himself to a suggestion from Louis Goldstein that
the amounts should be increased to enhance the value of his gifts. He and Pura agree
in saying that it was done at his su~gestion, and I am willing to accept this much of
what they say. l\liller gave a natural explanation of his business with Pura just before
the opening of this inquiry, if it is true, but it strikes one as peculiar that he should have
gone there just on the eve of these proceedings; and it is, I think, still more remarkable
that Tnrbet should have gone there just about- the same time, and ordered another suit
of clothes at the very high price for a man in his position-high ev~n for these times,
I think-of £9 15s. He and Pura do not agree in their recollection of what took place,
but Turbet admits that there was some conversation about the payment for the suits
and that he asked whether Judd or others connected with him had been to see Pura .
. This suggests that he was uneasy in his mind, and, in answer to 1\Ir. Shand, he said that
he thought that he had mentioned the matter to the other detectives (25678-25681).
l\Ir. Shand was asking about a recent discussion, and I take it that Turbet misunderstoou
this when answering. l\Ir. Shand commented severely upon Pura's evidence, but my
comments are based upon the entries in his books~the honesty of which I see no reason
to doubt--and. upon the other evidence in the case. It is remarkable, no doubt, as
:Mr. Shand pointed out, that Turbet, after failing to persuade Pura to agree to commit
perjury, should have told him that the police intended to perjure themselves, and I
think that, before accepting a statement of that kind, one would require to be absolutely
certain of the veracity and accuracy of the witness deposing to it. I kno,v nothing of
Pura, and, though I accept a good deal of his evidence as true, I am not prepared to place
implicit confidence in everything that he says. The question which I have to consider,
however, is not whether Tur bet told Pura that the police were going to give false evidence
in the matter, but whether they have, in fact, given false evidence. I am not free from
doubt, but I am inclined to think that they have. I hesitate to come to the conclusion
that they added to the comparatively venial offence of taking a small present from the
Goldsteins the more serious offence of combining to swear fals::ily" in order to· conceal
what they had done, and yet, on the other hand, there are features in the case which
prevent me from feeling that I can safely and satisfactorily accept their story.
I have now, I think, dealt sufficiently fully with the meterial facts of what is
known as the LW.W. ce.se, amd with the parts played in it by the various witnesses
who are responsible for the charges of misconduct against the police. Perhaps I have
done no r,t too great 2, length, but the facts ar~ intricate and numerous and the foregoing
statement of them·will enable me to state my conclusions succinctly, and, at the same
~
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time, 1 hope, unambiguously. Of necessity, I have from time to time, as it appeared
expedient, expressed opinions or introduced comments in the course of the narrative;
and I do not wish to deal again with phases of the case already dealt with.
THE SPECIFIC CHARGES MADE.

Speeches in
Parliament.

I propose now to consider the charges formulated by Mr. Windeyer, as added to by
me, and as set out at an earlier stage of my report (see pp. 8 and 9 ante). The
comprehensive charge that the whole case was in great part made up of fictitious evidence,
concocted at the instance of or with the connivance of the police, really covers all the
others. But I think that it will be convenient to deal first with the more specific charges.
.
Amongst the specific charges-made are1. A suggestion that l\fcAlister's dee.th was due to foul play, and an insinuation
that the police were glad to be rid of him; and
2. A charge that the police arranged to deport Scully to prevent him from divulging
the circumstances of the case.
·
,
Mr. Brookfield, speaking in the Legislative Assembly on the 10th July, before it was
.
known that Scully had left the country, saidOne witness died in unusual circnmstances that have not been explained to the public, and
another witness, Scully, is to-day in danger of deportation. Why? To keep him out of the way.
. . . . . The mysterious statements about McAlister's death arc that he was alleged to have
died of pneumonia, but there was some other cause to which his death could he attributed. It was
said that there wa.~ foul play. I cannot give you the particulnrs of his death, but he is dead, and was
one of the principal witnesses for the Crown. Now if Scully goes away there will he no one to prove
the case against the Crown. No one will take the word of recognised criminals, such as Davis Goldstein
and Louis Goldstein. (Ilanwrd, 10th July, 1918, pp. 668-669.)

Mr. Mutch, speaking the same njght, saidThc circumstances surrounding the de:ith of l\IcAlistcr ought to be brought to light. Certain
information given us by Scully concerning that matter is of a most startling character. .
I do not know who murdered him; but my belief is that there were some people who did express
themselves as very glad when h,; died; and one of these men· is in the detective forr.e to-day. He
said, ... It is a • . . . . good job." (Hansard, 10th July, 1918, p. 673.)

Mr. Brookfield, speaking again on the 11th July, after Scully's departure was known,
saidI am not at all satisfied tha.t l\IcAiister died. from ~atural causcR: He <lic<l under most remarkable
circumstances. . . . . I do not say that he waa murdered, but he died under unuaual circumstances. Scully, another material witness, mysteriously disappeared. . . . . . Is it 1)0ssible
that this man has been spirited away so that that written statement.~ shall be valueless, or what is
behind all this? . . . . . The Attorney-General sai<l that the police arranged for this man to
be taken out of the country. ..Why? Herc is a written statement accusing some members of the
police force of conspiracy in this case. . . . . . I am not going to trust men who will spirit
men out of the country. (Hansard, 11th ,July, 1\)18, pp. 692-693.)
·
-
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He added that if a Royal Commission were granted it would be he who would have to
prove his charges. Mr. Brookfield, as a matter of fact, did not go into the witness-box:
himself. I do not mean to suggest that he was unwilling to do so, but, apparently, all
his information was obtained at second-hand, and he had to depend upon the evidence
The .
of others to substantiate the statements which he had made in Parlir,mcnt.
suggestion that l\fcAlister did not die of pneumonia, but that "there wr..n some other
cause to which his death could be r.ttributed," and that there hr:.d been foul play in the
matter, is quite unsupported by the facts. The only foundation for it in r, suggestion
to tlw.t effect by Scully, who, without committing himself to any statement of fact for
which he could. be called to account, contrived to instil the poison of rmspicion into
minds which, I n.m inclined to think, were unduly receptive. He said tJ1r,t it was his
own opinion tl~at McAlister did not die a natural death, and tlmt, thr..'G wa:.i the general
opinion amongst people who were interested in the cane. When ankccl to name the ·
people to whom he referred, he mentioned Davis Goldstein 2.nd Mr. Daley. The
medical evidence to which I have already referred, makes it r,buncfontly clear that
MeAlister's death resulted from natural causes, and I have not the slightest doubt
that Scully is quite aware of this. Equally ,vithout foundation in the stdement that ·
some one in the detective force said," It's a good job.". The reference iR, of course, to ·
Mr. Walker, and, in ::mother version of the story, he is reported to luwe gone on to say,
"He might have squeaked." The suggestion, or insinuation, is of courne that W:>Jker
knew thn.t McAlister's evidence had been concocted, and was gfad to be rid of the
possibility of exposure from that quarter.· This suggestion also emr.nr,tcn from Scully.
At the midnight conversation with Mutch and Connolly on the 5th Fobnrnry, he either
said
·
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. 1 that he heard Walker sa_y " Thank Goel, that is one of them gone,'' or he said that
srul ·as told that Walker said so. At Mr. Boote's house, he said that Surridge told
h? '\1i.,t what Walker said wai; "A . . . good job, he might have squeaked," or
}lml thiner' to that effect. Mr. Walker and Surridge both deny that any such thing
son:c.,,id tiand I have no hesitation in accepting that denial.
,rrJs t>'""" ,
The suggestion that the police arranged to deport Scully to prevent him from Scully's
. Jgi"ng the circumstances of the case is equally without foundation. I have already alleged .
d1Vll the facts as. t o tl-ns,
. and I nee. d not ~·epe3:t t 1~em. II e :vas s?nt. Ii:om
.
stated
~he Crown deportation ·
l'citor's cffice to the Inspector-General of Pohce m connection with lns gnevance as
0
;he amount of the reward which he had received, and he was directed to put anything
had to say in writing. He did 80, and in the result he was given a sum of £150, with
/; ~oncurrence of the Chief Secretary, to enable him to carry out his expressed wish to
\e a fresh start in another country. l\Ir. l\Iitchell, the In~pector-General of Police,
~;:nds above any ::;uspicion that he would lend hinu;elf to any wrong-doing on the part
· f his officers, or that he would be a party to any attempt to cover up or condone,
fmproperly, any wrong-doing on their pa:·t, and the suggc::-tion that Scully shoul~ be
. ·en a further sum of money came from him. Walker and Leary both reported agarnst
the first instance. The suggestion that, in what they did, the police were animated
a drsire to get Scully out of the country, in order to prevent him from divulging their
~vn discreditable conduct in connection with the case, is quite urnmpported by the
f~cts. 1'1r_. ~Iitchell and l\Ir. Walker ~cted on their o"':1 responsibility _in the matter,
d it is ridiculous to suggest that their conduct was ammated by a desue to cover up
1
a~ wrong-doing on the part of the police. I think that they recognised that Scully
~!uld find it. increasing~y difficult to cam an honest l_iveliho?d in this country, and that,
s he sank m the somal scale, he would become mcrea:.;mgly dangerous; and they
:onsidered that,. if he wisl~ed to try his !ortnne _in anothe: country, it, wo~tld be worth
while to pay lnm s~met~ung and get n~ of lm_n. I qmte agree. I thmk that the
community would be mfimtely better off without lnm.
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The next allegation i::1 that Scully wa:::; promised £2,000 to obtain sufficient evidence. The alleged
ecure
a conviction. I need not waste many words over this. There is not a ~romise of
to S
. i-mpport Of It.
.
Tlle eVH. l ep.ce 8 l10\VS t lla t 110 promise
. Of any k'rmd Scully.
£'2,ooo to
scintilla of eVl'd ence Ill
was made to him, except the promise that he would be used a:;; King' 8 evidence, and in
that event he would, of course, secure his own safety from prosecution. For the rest,
he got such share of the reward offered aR it was thought his services entitled him to.
He himself, repudiate:;; emphatically any suggeHtion that any promise of a reward was
ev;r made to him by the Crown, or that h<' ever said that he hacl receivc<l nny such
promise.
·
'l'aking the allegations of misconduct specified by l\Ir. Windeyer, not in the order Other allega·
·n
which
he specified them, but grouping together those which relate to Scully, the ti?ns ofd t
l
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next is that statements were prepare d b y tie
of ev1"dence wluc
t ey concocted in.
connection
for him to. give. This again rests e~tirely upon _statements or " suggestions," to use Th~\~1~~;~·
word wluch he prefers , made by him. Accordmg to the note taken by :Mutch of the prep~rat10n
2
~idnight ii:iterview, he said tlrnt he was taken to 1\'Ir. Lamb's chambers, where he answered ~l:~i:i~:: by
a lot of qurntions, that then, before he knew where he was, he was handed a typewritten •
statement which he signed, and which was based on the annwers he had made to questions
put to him; but that, when he found that the police were leaving out everything in his·
statement in favour of the accused, and were twisting the remainder to suit themselves,
he 2,nd Surridge objected, and told them that they would have nothing to do with it.
In hia written ntakment to Judd, he said that, while on the monntr,ins, Surtidge handed
him l!. typE.written paper, saying that it had been forwarded from Mr. Lamb~s chambers,
tlir..t it contdned the evidence which he was to give, and that he was to learn it off. All
of thia i::i t', che.racteristic tissue of misrepresentations. Scully signed the statement
which he m1:.dc r,t the detective office on the 30th September, and he also signed a short
2,dditional ntatement which he made yoluntarily, while on the mountains, after reacling
the dmft ,vhich he had with him of his earlier statement. Ther,3 ::itatements were both
m2ide before, he wan taker to see l\fr. Lamb. Mr. Lamb anked him questions based
uron them, but no otatement was drawn up there for Scully's signature, nor was he
asked to r,ign anything. In the course of the discussion, he told Mr. Lamb about the
rcmovrJ of the tattoo marks from Miller, the escaped German, and, subsequently, a
·
short
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ahort statement as to the facts relating to this was dra,vn up an_d sent _to him on the
mountains for him to approve of, if it was correct. He approved of 1t, and it was returned
unsigned (28,875-28,878). That is the only statemel!t sent to him while on the mountains.
In this instance, as in many others, he has interwoven an intolera_ble deal of fiction
with a very little fact, and has succeeded in producing a statement wluch, how~ver_much
it might impose upon the credulous or the ill-informed, falls to pieces on investigation.
\1aryJ
The next allegation is that Leary suggested that he should manufacture ev~dence
:u;::$tlon
against Grant. This suggestion was contained in Scully's written statement wluch he
gave to Judd. Leary and Robertson both deny that anything of the.kind was suggested,
evi~ence
and Scully also now denies that Leary ever said that he could easily fix up somethino
against Grant. All that took place, he says, is that Leary asked him if he could giv~
evidence against Grant, and said that he must know aH about him. Leary says that
on one occasion he believes that.he asked Scully whether he had told all that he knew
about the men mentioned in his statement. This is one of the cases in which Scully
refuses to repeat on oath a statement which he had made, thinking that he would be
safe overseas before it was brought to light. I am satisfied that there is no truth in
the suggestion.
.
Allegations of
The next alle"'ation is that members of the police force procured his loss of
f:/!~rerence employment. 'l'his is not borne out by the facts.
The police did not interfere in
causinglossof any way to prevent him from obtaining employment.
On the contrary, so far as I ,
employment. can see, t}icy appear t o l rnve b een sympatl wt1c
· w1"tl1 }um
' m
' tl ie unenvm
' ble pos1't'10n
in which he found himself, and they did what they could to help him.
Allegations
· I come now to three charges which, I think, may he conveniently grouped
that the
poli~e asked together.
1.'hey areDavis
Goldstein to
1. That PauJing and 'furbet asked Davis Goldstein to place "dope " in the
put "fire
pockets of I.W.W. men;
dope" in the
pockets of
2. That the police supplied " dope " for the purpose of making evidence;
the I.W.W.
and
men.
3. 'fhat tliey put the bottle and the cotton waste in Tcen's poeknt.

::i:r~~~':::!d

1tf!~::

The allegation that Pauling and Turbct asked Goldstein to place " dope''
in the pockets of I.W.1V. men is contained in Davis Golclstein's statement to Judd.
He now a1;scrts that tlwt was a lie. In the face of his denial, there is of course no
evidence whatever to support the allegation, and there is not a shadow of a suggestion
from the beginning to the end of the case that there ever was any foundation for so
wicked a charge. I am satisfied that the statement was n. barefaced and deliberate
lie on the part of Davis Goldstein, aimed with reckless indifference at t.hc reputations
of men who had done him no injury, and against whom he coulcl have had no
grud.ge.
.
Allegation
A part from the allegation that Hooper put the bottle and the cotton waste in
that Hooper
Teen's pocket, the only suggestion in the case, that I know of, of '' fire dope''
put "fire
dope" in
being supplied hy the poliPe for the purpose of making evidence, is contained in the
Teen's
suggestion that Robson put "fir!) dope." . in Fagin's llag. rnie allegation that
pocke~.
Hooper put "fire dope" in 1reen's pocket rests on a statement to that effect said to
liave been made by Pauling to Davis Goldstein. Davis Goldstein now denies that
• Pauling told him anything of the kind, and Pauling denies that he ever said
anything of the sort, or that he was in Davis Goldstein's company at the time at
which he is reported to have said it. 'l'his charge also falls entirely to the ground.
There is not only no evidence in support of it, hut there is not even a shadow of a
suspicion. It is another wicked and unscrupulous concoction on the part of Davis
Goldstein.
Suggestion
:Fagin accused Hobson of having put the "fire dope" in his hag when it
that Robson
was found, and Scully endea,·oured to give colour to this assertion by stating to Judd
put "fire
dope" in
that Surddge told him that Robson put it there. In giving evidence he did not
Fagin's bag.
adhere fo that statement, but he said that Surridge had suggested that everything
was not right. Surridge denies that he said anything of the kind. The charge is
recklessly wicked and untrue, and so palpably false is it that, when l\Ir. Shand
referred to it in bis address, and submitted that there was no evidence t'o support it,
Mr. "\Vindeyer interjected that he thoug-ht that he ought to admit that lie had not
addressed me on the point, and he added that he said that to supplement l\fr,
Shand's submission (p. 834). I need say no more.

Mr.•

l\fr. Brookfield's statement in the Legislative Assembly, on the 10th July suggestion
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C I IOUS
ouscd from any cause, mt ier JCtl ousy or anyt mg else, tnflcs have an undue and e,·idence to
1
ardisproportionate significance. If this inquiry is approached from the standpoint ;!Jg~:r~i1e
a f 11 conviction that the police arc guilty, and that all that is to be clone is to police.
~iscover the evidence of _th_eir g_uilt, the. facts arc sure t?. be seen out _of _focus. The
an who sets out on lus rnqmry convmced that the evidence of guilt 1s there, and
:at it can be discnvered if the facts are scrutinised ::;uffi.ciently closely, is bound to
attach an undue, an~ a sini.ster, significan~e to innocent cfrc~mstances, and is ?ound
to discover what he 1s looking for. 'l'reattses have been written demonstratmg to
those who wish to be convinced that thc1·e is internal evidence in Shakespeare's
r.rorks proving that he did not write them, but that Bacon did. I have not
~pproached this inquiry with the prec~nceived idea that ~he police w~re gui!ty, u_ud
-<that my sole duty was to drag to the light of day the evidence provmg then· guilt.
~I have arproach.ed the matter tlispassiona~ely and with an open .mind, ln1;t with
µ,every desire to give to those who alleged misconduct on the part of the police the
trullest opportunity of establishing their case. l have made free use of the statutory
i rovision that I should not be hound by the technical rules of evidence, and I
~fiave n?t hPsitatecl, where I th~ught that ?'ny ·useful pur_pose "'.o~ld h? served by it,
fto admit hearsay and other evidence, wlnch would he madrmss1hlc m a legal pro·
~ccedinO' inter partes. I thought it desirable that as few restrictions as possible
~shouil'be placed in the way of those launching the charges, so long as the police
~were not allowed to he prejudiced, or put at a disadvantage, by the manner in which
the inquiry was conducted.
'rlw charge that the whole case was in g1'eat part made up of efictitiousvidcnce to the knowledge of the police is one which, standing alone, it is difficult to
get to close quarters with. Such a charge can only be proved by specific instances
of wrongdoing, the cumulative effect of which is such as to surround the whole of
the case presented to the jury with an atmosphere of suspicion and distrust. I have
already dealt with some of the specific instances relied upon by l\'Ir. Windeyer,
and I shall have something more to say about some others of them,
but · I do not tliink that · I am doing him an injustice, or that I
am misapprehending the purport of his address, in saying that . he
sought-not improperly, of course-to create an atmosphere of susprn10n
enveloping the whole of the proceedings. He spoke of the case as unique,
and of the possibility of' the zeal of the police having outrun their honesty,
and he said, "We have· shown so many discrepancies, we have shown so many
departures in the evidence at the trial from the evidence where it was first given,
we have shown such a remarkable similarity in the nature of the evidence iri. the
different departments of the case, that it becomes· impossible to believe that this
trial was the calm, dispassionate administration of justice which we all of us believe
is necessary for the continued existence of the form of civilisation which we believe·
to be necessary in the· evolution of humanity" (p. 797). Again, in the course of
his reply, he summed up what he rc;;a .... 1.,;...t us the case made, in the following
• terms: "We say that an examination of the poliP.e testimony here and at the
trial shows, not only evidence of artificiality, but of concoction; l\foAlister is seen
to be a police agent actuated by' a desire for easy money, and he is shown, as Mr.
Shand says, very likely to be a liar. The Goldsteins have given different accounts
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at different times. They became witnesses under compulsion, are seen to have
improper relations with. the police, and are shown to be liars. Scully is shown to
have come into the police fold because he is afraid and under compulsion, and he is
also shown to be quite unreliable in many parts of the case. ·we say that the prestige
which naturally attaches to the police ns oHiccrs of the law is woefully shaken.
They have prepared and adopted for the purpose of the case an account of how the
Goldstcins came into it which is untrue, and a general view .of the whole of the
evidence bearing on their relations with th.c Goklstcins show some of them to be
corrupt" (p. 871). I have read tho cvi<lencc with care and I listened attentiv<Jly
to thc·addrcsscs of counsel, hut the result of my inquiries has not been to cl'eate in
my mind anything in the naturo of a suspicion that the whole case is tainted with
fraud on tho part of the polic1). 'l'hc suggestion that. in order to secure the conviction
of men whom they believed to he guilty of an abominable and n, reckless conspiracy
against t~w whole· community they allowed. their zeal to outrnn their honesty,
has not impressed itself upon .me as one based upon any substantial foundation
of fact. Human memory is uncertain and fallible at any tirnc, and when
men are most certain of the accuracy of their recollection of past events, they are
very apt to he wrong. In estimating the value of the evidence given by a witness,
Circum- .
one has to take into consideration not only his desire to tell the truth, but the
:~a~h~1~/~i.:i accuracy of his recollect.ion. A man may be animated by an honest and disinterested
the evidence desire to tell the truth, and vP.t he mnv be at fault in his recolleytion of 1_nst events
of
the fourat anll nrny 1nal('! m1s-statc111ent.s.
•
··
S nc lI' a one 1-.
· none t I10 1ess a witness
·
·
informers
o f' tru tl 1, 1n
the trial was the sense that he is a witness \\'ho tells the truth :wcor<lin~ to the best of his ability
true.
· sue l1 a case, to ca11 at t cnt10n
·
t,o d"1screpan<.:ies,
· t o maccuracies
·
· 111
' ti.ue ma tt er'
an d, rn
of elates, to inconsistencies, and tlw like, and to build on them an argument that the
witness is <lclibe1·ately g-iving false evidence and has lent himself to a conspiracy to
deceive the tribunal before whom he is appearing, is to indulge in fallacious
reasoning.
·
The evidence of such men as 1Ic.Aliskr, Scully, and the Goldsteins, was, no
doubt, the evidence of men who could not be relied upon to tell the truth unless to do so
served the hour for them. 'l'he evidence of' informers is nearly al ways open to criticism
of tl1is kin<l; hut, as I pointed out in the earlier stages of my report, it is often
11cces~ary for the detection of crime to resort to evidenco of this kind, and it is well
settled that it, is the duty of the presiding judge in such cases to c:ill tl1c attention
of the j u1·y to the eharactcr of the witnesses urnl to tl1c dangcl' of acting upon the
testimony of an accomplice, unkss it is corrohornted in some material particular
tending to sl1ow. that the nccnscd person committed the cr·ime charged. ·whatev•.!r
may he said, however, ahout the .dauger of accepting tho testimony of men like
thcsr, tlwro arc some outstanclJng features of their evidence which go to show that,
in the essential dotails, they arc probably speaking the truth. Scully and the
Go1dsteins were animated hv a <lcsirn to secure their own safety, tind thev were
quite astute enough to reali~e.tlmt tht1 occasion was one in whiclt" the ti-utli" would
serve them better than falsehoods. l\lcAlister was, perhaps, not in the same
category, but I tldnk. that ho was frightened. by the disclosures made to him;
an<l, even if it is 1rµe that his object was, as he tolcl Scully, to make what
money he <:oul<l out of the matter· by going to the 'police, he, too~ is
said to haYe been a man of intelligence, and he, too, probably 'realised that the
card to play was to tell tho truth. ln addition to that there is this very significant
and very strikiug circumstance.
l\foA]ister, . Scully, and the Goldstcins, all
approached the police from different directions, without· any previous consultation
with one anotlwl', except in respect of any consultation which there may have been
lictween the two Goldsteins, and (subject to the same limitation) without any
knowledge on the part of any one of them that tho others hacl it in contempluticm to
inform the police of what was taking place. In these circumstances, the similarity
of the stories told to tho police is very striking. If it were shown that they had had
any opportunity of collaborating, this similarity mi~ht no doubt be regarded as an
indication that they were telling a concocted story, but, in the light of the fact that
they did not put their heads together before going to the police, the similarity of
their stories must have 0,ronc a lon<r
way to convince the J·urv
as it ccrtainlv
O'oes a
0
,, '
• t,
long way to convince me, that in tho main, at all events, they were telling tlie truth.
McAlister brought a uottlo of "fire dope" to :Fergusson; Davis Goldstein brought
a similar bottle to Pauling; and similar bottles were found in the possession of 'l'een
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:ind of Fag~n. Teen "'_11,S implica~ed ~n the matter by_ the story told by all_ these
en, JTagm a~d I:am1lton wc~c implicated by the stories told by Scully and Davis
~o1dstcin. I~ 1s d_1fficult to believe that ~hey would have hit on the same men if
they were tellmg hes, and were not deposmg ~o a~tu:11. facts. 'rhe fires tl~at took
>lace were undoubted _facts ; ancl th~ suggestion, 1f 1t 1s made, that the pohcc were
1 some way responsible for them 1s one thn.t cannot reasonablv be entertained.
ully and Davis Goldstein expressed their belief in the innocence· of some of thcsf'
ccn who were not implicated by their evidence at the trial. 'l'hcsc expressions of
~~iuion arc, however, quite valu.eless. 'l'he ~uilt or innocence of these, or ~n1 othc1:
wen, must _be . b~sccl upon satisfactory ev1den?e, and n?t upon the 01~m1ons of
discredited md1vuluals such as Scully and Davis Goldstcm, or upon the mfcrcnccs
which, as they think, sb.ould be dra;wn fr~m the estab~ished facts.
.
A large part of the charge agamst the }lOhce was that McA.hster gave M?Alistcr'e
folsc evidence, which ,rns manufactured by them. The detectives concerned t1
1.at
in this accusation of <lisho~est~ arc Leary, Lynch, and ~ergusson, but, if
there is any . truth at all m 1t, Mr. Walker, and possibly others, must
nlso have been a party t9 this conspiracy to defeat the ends of justice.
It is difficult to understand clearly at what stage the · suggested con·
iracv began, and to what length jt went in putting a mixture of the
8
f;lse ~nd the true before the Court. I have told, in some detail, in the previous
pages of this report, the st,ory of how it was that M:cAli,ste( went ~o l?cgusson, of
FerO'usson's report to J\fr. Walker, and of Mr. Walkers mstruct10ns to Leary,
Lyn°ch Moore, and Fergusson in the matter. Is it seriously. suggested that all this
was soiemn play.acting on the part of men building up a fictitious case with the
assistance of' a willing tool, who was telling lies as directed ? If so, all that I need
say js that, in my judgment,. the suggestion is })reposterous. :McAlistcr's daughter,
who, from the manner in which she gave her evidence, cannot .be accused of an
excessive friendliness towards the police, and who disapproved of the part which
her father played in the case, says that she and her aunt both noticed that there was
something· troubling him, and that, when he told her that he was mixecl up
with the men of the r:w.-w., and that he knew something about what was
O'oin<P on, he.r aunt advised him to go and see Fergusson.
She says that ho
~vent down and saw Fergusson, and stated liis case to him. I do not suppose
tirnt it will be suggested that this is all a fabrication, and that 1\foAlistcr never
had a case to state to Fergusson. It is apparent from that evidence that
his relatives in whom ho confi<lccl thought that what he had to say was oE
such a character that the police should be told, and the suggestion that he shoulrl
approach Fergusson was a perfectly natural one, based on the inti:nacy that existccl
l>etween them and the somewhat slender tie of connection by marriage. 1fr.
Windeyer commented upon the fact that at the trial M cA.lister denied that he was
a relation by marria~e to Fergusson. Fergusson was not asked about this, but, jf
the fact had been known, I cannot see that it would harn been a circumstance
of any particular materiality.
'fhe fact that there ,verc ties between them,·
whether of intimacy or of connection by· marriage, serves to cxplaifi: why
Fergusson was made the repository of McAlister's confidence, but it has no
further significance, unless it is assumed or established that Fergusson was a
rnan who would be prepared, either alone or with the co-operation of others,
to use McAlister as a tool to serve his dishonest ends. Dou ht was sought .
to be cast, too, upon the evidence as to the drawing of the discs ; .and Scully
said at one stage that McAlister told· him that Leary had "µxed this up."
:McAlister's daughter, however, says that her father explained to her how it was that
lie became connected with the case.• He told her that he was down at the I.W.W.
rooms and that others spoke about the fires, and asked him if he was not going
to help them. He told her too, that, after speaking to Ferguson~ Ferguson told
him to go back, and that, after be went back, the drawing of the discs took
place. · He also told her that· he hacl to start a :fire at Way's and he told·
her, according to her recollection, that he handed over a bottle of " :fire dope "
to Fergusson at Way's. He told · her all these things as facts, and as part of
the facts going to make up his' burden of anxiety, and it is inconceivable that,
if they were not facts but were part of a concocted story,· he woukl Iiave
spoken of them to the members of. his family ~s he did. Fergusson is a young Fe_ri;usson'e
man, and he impressed me very· favourably as a truthful, and an intelligent evidence
witness
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Leary's
evidence.

Lynch's
evidence.

Walker and
Moore.

witness. Nothing was elicited before me to show that he was a person to whoso
statements credit should not be given, and I accepted him as an honest and straight~
forward witness, so far as his memory served him. He was not mixed up in any way
with tho Goldsteins, so that no suspicion can fall upon him of having received money
from them, and though, in cross-examination, it was sought to show that there had
been one or two discreditable episodes in his past career, I think that it is fair to him
to say that the attempt failed and that nothing was elicited which in any way shook
my confidence in him as a trustworthy and competent police officer. Leary and
Lynch are also free from any suggestion of complicity with the Goldsteins, but
Leary was asked a number of questions as to his past career and as to his financial
condition, in order to establish, if it could ho done, that he was a corrupt and
dishonest police officer. I see no reason to believe anything of the kind. He gave his
evidence in a way ,rhich impressed me very favourably, and I am prepa1:ed to accept
him, also, as a witness of truth. I do not mean by this, of course, a witness who is
never found out in an inaccuracy-that may lrnpp~n to anyone-but what I mean is
that I believe him to be a witness who, whether his recollection was at fault in any
particular or not, spoke the truth according to tho best of his ability. He was asked
as to two specific instances in connection with his past career in which suggestions
had been made against him of dishonesty or improper conduct, hut after seeing the
papers in these cases I am quite satisfied that he was honorably cleared in each
case of any charge of· wrongdoing. He bas borrowed money from time to time
from Mr. E. R. Abigail, a solicitor, ·who appears, I believe, very frequently as an
advocate for the defence ot' accµsed persons in the Courts; but the money was
bor1:owed at interest on the security of property, and, though I think that it would
have been wiser for him to go elsewhere-if he could have obtained an advance
elsewhere-I sec no reason to doubt the truthfulness of his story as to his dealings.
At the present time he owes Mr. Abigail the sum of £89 or thereabouts, but I am
satisfied from Ms evidence, and after inspection of the documents, that this was a
bona fide case of a loan on security for the purpose of completing a purchase !l,nd of
effecting certain improvements to property. 'J.ll1e loan, with interest, is being
repaid by instalments. In respect of Lynch, it is not only suggested that he
was a party to the manufacture of the false evidence to be given by :M;cAlister,
but it is also suggested that he deliberately swore falsely in saying that
he saw Hamilton hand something to Davis Goldste_in in front of the L\Y, ~r. rooms.
Goldstein, it will be remembered, said that his evidence in this respect was false,
and that the "fire dope " was given to him by Hamilton at the back of the b11iltling.
Lynch was not asked tiny questions as to his financial condition, nor was any suggestion made that there was anything iu his past career suggesting that he was a
man who would lend himself to a dishonest scheme, and the impression which I
formed of him, after wa,tching him under examination and under cross,examination,
was that he also was an honest, straightforward witness. I believe that he told the
truth to the best of his ability, and I do not believe for a moment that he swore
falsely at the trial for the. purpose of corroborating either Davis Goldstein or
anyone else. I do not know wh~ther it was seriously suggeste{l that :M:r. \Yalkcr
and Moore were also parties to this scheme of manufacturing evidence for
Mc.A.lister to give; but, if the suggestion is made, -or is likely to be :qrnde,
I take this opportunity of saying that there is not the slightest foiwdatio:p.
for it, and that I do not believe th~t they would lend themselves to anything
of the kind. 'l'he impression which I formed of them was. that they we:i;c both
honorable and truthful men. I do :QOt propose to go in 4etail through a,H Mr.
,vindeyer's criticism of ¥cAlister's evidence. Re.adm,itted that some of it was in
tho nature of microscopical criticism (p. 780), though he c011tended. that tlwrc wero
discrepancies which would not occur in a true narrative. I am not concerned,
however, so much with the question whether the jury was wise or not in acting
upon J\foAlister's evidence, as with the question whether it was false t9 the knowledge
of the police. Scully says Mc.Alister told him, aqiongst -other things, that the
detectives never naw him with Moore. I attach absolutely no weight to this
statement, and Moore's statement at the trial indicates that he and McAlister were
together on tlie occasions when the detectives say that they s11w them togethe~·. It
was· contended that McAlister's statements regarding Andrew. were dishonestly
fasten eel on to McPherson. l'his is purely supposition. . I can sec no motive
for the suggestion, aiul I do not think that there is any substan<;ie ii'~ it.
It
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of com·se, easy to be wise after the event, and, in the liO'ht of the fuller
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here might have been confusion at
1 wei·c workmg very muc 1 m t 10 c arlc
n?\es between the identity of Andrew and Androvitch in. the minds of some of them,
there _is no doubt that.1\foAlister referred .to th.em as. two di~erent individuals.
1t is'possibl~ that Androv1tch .may have ?een 1denticul with Fagm. . If Fergu~on's
. ollection 1s accurate, l\foAhster told lnm that Andrew was a Russum. Possibly,
r~vcvcr he is at fault in this respect,. and it may have peen Androvitch whom
~~c Uist~r dcscrib2tl as a Russian. It is possible, too, that tho mysterious Mahony
have been identical with l\forgan. All these arc, howev~r, rnatte1:s of spcculati?n.
'l'hcy may, nnd they do, perhaps, serve to s.h?w that .the mformation of the police
ras not complete, and that they were still gropm~ for facts, and sometimes
drawing erroneous co~clusions. They do no~, I10wever, in my opinion, raise a:ny
uspicion of a suggestion that they were cortsp1rmg to trump up a false case with
ii~Alist~r's assistance. The a~cusat~on tl!3:t they were doing so is, of ~ourse, of a
:most serious character. Men m thmr pos1t10n who would do such a thmg deserve
the severest punishment, and, though the seriousness of the accusation against them
is no reason why, if made, it should no~ be investi~atcd with thorough.n~ss; it is
e,m·y reason why they should not be lightly convicted on mere .suspicion ancl
urmise unsupported by facts.
.
8
'l'hc detectives associated with the Goldsteins were 'l\ll'bet, Pauling, and Tur~et,
7\litchell. Mitchell, however, had not so much to do with them in the I. W.vV. case !:~t~iftchell
'.l.1urbet and Pauling, and O~e a.ccusation. of misconduct in resl?ect of this ~art of
the case have been levelled prmc1pally agamst rrurbet and Paulmg.
Spcakmg of with the
these three detectives, Mr. Windeyer said that their conduot in reference to the Goldsteius
for(}'ed note case was interwoven with the I.W:W. case. He said that they
neglected to prove the guilt of the Goldsteins ?Y reason of. an improper relationship
with them, and that the fact that the Goldstems gave evidence arose out of that
improper relations~ip. I cannot find any evidence to support this charge. The
episode of the smt~ of clothes .can?-ot, of_ course,. be. used to show that the
police neglected the~r <luty a.t .tlns time by ren~on ~f gifts made to them, for the
suits were not obtmned until after the proceedmgs m the forgery case were at an
end, It is suggested;' or, if not suggested, at all events, hinted, that if the truth
were known, it would be found that the money given to Lazarus, or some of :it,
reached these men, or at all events, reached Tur bet and Pauling; but there is not
only no evi.dence to show that this was so, but I think that it is fair to say that
there is no evidence sufficient to raise suspicion in the mind of a reasonable man,
thnt the money handed to Lazarus by the Goldsteins found its wat into the pockets
of Turhet, Pauling, or Mitchell. In cross-examination at the trial,. :Pauling
said that the first time . that he saw the Goldsteins in connection with the
I.W.W. case was on the 15th September, 1916. rrhat was on the day on
which he received the " fire' dope" from Davis Golqstein, but, as a matte1· bf
fact, the notification that they were preparing to give information came . to
him on the 11th-some fo~r days earlier. Mr. Windeyer was, I think, referring
to this . evidence, to the joint report of Turbet, Pauling, . and Mitchell, of
the 16th September, and to Davis Goldstein's statement prepared by Pauling,
when he said that the police had adopted and prepared for the purpose of the case
nn account of how the Goldsteins came into it. I tlo not agree with this. Pauling
was wrong in his statement at the trial, but I see no reason to suppose that the misstatement was a deliberate lie, nor can I extract from it, when read in connection
with the other facts of the case, any indication of a desire to give false evidence ot
improperly to shield the Goldsteins. The joint report of the 16th September was
.an honest report in my opinion. The question whether the Goldsteins were or were
not to be prosecuted in the note forgery case, 6r whether any bargain was to be
made with them in the matter of giving evidence in the I.W.W. case; was not a
matter which rested with the police. I liave had occasion to comment upon the
fact; that, in my opinion. the Goldsteins' financial affairs were not sufficiently looked
into, but I do not attribute any inten.tional neglect; bused on imprope1· motives, to
the police in this respect; Seeing· the case as one seeI; it now; it is not easy to
understand
It
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understand why Mr. Bathgate did not go into this matter more ·fully. than he
did,. and, if he had wished that this should be done, the evidence indicates that
the police had all the material ready for him. In respect of the I.W.W. case
the evidence indicates that Davis Goldstein was taking up an independent attitud~
in tho· matter of giving evidence, and that Pauling was doing his best to secure
his evidence for the Crown. It is evident that Davis Goldstein was for some
time unwilling to give evidence. and, if Pauling was endeavouring to induce him
to give false evidence, it is unlikely that he would have approached Mr. Cohen as
often as ho did. J[r. ,vindcycr said that the Goldstcins came into the case in a
discreditable manner. If he means by this that they came into it merely to serve
their own ends and not out of concern for the public welfare, I quite agree with
him, but if he means that they came into it in a manner which was discreditable
to the police, and that the police-that is, 'furbet, Pauling, and Mitchell, neglected
their duty by reason of improper relations existing between them and the Gold.
steins, I do not agree. Such a state of things has not 'been proved to exist, and
the facts that have been proved do not in my judgment reasonably lend any
colour to such a suggestion. In dealing with this part of tho case, I have not
overlooked the discredit that attaches to these three officers by reason of their
connection with the acquisition-to use a neutral word-of suits of clothes through
the Goldsteins. Because of this-and in the case of Turbet and Pauling because of .
other circumstances on which reliance was placed for the purpose of discrediting
·them-I have scrutinised their evidence very closely. I think that both 'l'urbet rind
Pauling were letl into an improper attempt to bolster up Louis Goldstein's reputation
in order to justify their conduct in the matter of suits of clothes, and I have not been
able to feel the same confidence in the.m, or in l\:1itchell, as in other detectives who were
not connected with the Goldsteins, and who accepted no favours at their hands,
The cpiso.clc of the suits of clothes was, however, of comparatively. late elate, and it
was certainly subsequent to the proceedings in the note forgery case, and to the proceedings in the I:W."\V. case. It is only useful in this i~quiry for the purpose of
throwing light on the characters of the men concerned, and, however much their·
conduct may be open to criticism or condemnation in this or other respects, I clo not
believe that any of them acted corruptly or improperly in the I.W.W. case.
I <lo not think it necessary to enter into a discussion of every detail that was
discussfd before me during the·course of the proceedings. I have considered them
all, and, whatever reflections l have thought it necessary to make from time to time ·
upon the conduct, in any respect, of any of the detectives concerned, I see no reason
to suppose, and I do not believe, that they were parties to an attempt .to put false
evidence before the Court in the !.W.W. case, or that their conduct in connection
with that case is deserving of censure.
.
Surridge nntl
Surridge and Robertson were the d~tectives chiefly associated with Scully.
!~,f~~;:fr"'
Robertson g~ve evidence at the trial of his observation of Scully prior to the
dealings with 30th September, and of what took place with Scully on that dafo.
Surridge
Scully.
gave similar . evidence, and in acldition gave. evidence of participation in
the raid at J?agin's house that night. I have had occasion to p:-ic:s
some criticis.m upon Surridge in respect of other matters, and it is suggesteJ
that he and Robertson ,vere not speaking the truth in saying that, after the
trial was over, they saw Scully in conversation with Judd in King-street.. It is
possible that there may have been some mistake as to this, but if there was I am
more disposed to think that it was an honest mistake than that there was deliberate
false swearing either on their part or on Judd's. But whether they were or were
; not mistaken, honestly or otherwise, in saying that they saw Judd and Scully
together in ~Cing-street on orre occasion, their evidence at the trial was comparatively
unimportant, and I see no reason to suppose that their conduct in connection with ·
the case was not honest. I was favourably impressed with Robertson's demeanour
in the witness box, and I should be slow: to think that he had deliberately sworn
what was false. He gave me the impression of a truthfu\ and straightforward
witness. J?or some reason or other, an impression appears to have been created in
the minds of those responsible for the attacks upon the police force that Surridge
knew of something improper, and could give information if he would. Why he
went out of his way, at Scully's suggestion, to meet Judd, I do not know, but it is a
fact that a meeting took place between them in Hyde Park, and that there was
some discussion about the matter. He may, of course, have been. animated by a
desire
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·re to see what was in the wind. King's evidence, if true, also sugoests that he
dcsi ted an impression that he could say something if he would and
Windeyer
' call Surrido-e and
'
tcreak the e:x:traor mary course of sugges t"mg to me that I should
0
oo Id ask him whether he wished to give evidence in su1Jport of the charoes
made.
0
slIOU
. 11 t ogive
. ev1den~e.
.
refused to do so. If. 1t was surr1"d ge ' s w1s
~f that kind, ,it was
1 uite competen~ for lum to ?ome and do so. vVl:atever cr1!1c1sm I m_ay haye had
· ( make upon lnm, I am satisfied, however, that lns conduct rn connect10n with the
·w. case was honest. The suggestion in connection with him was not so much
ti t' he had acted dishonestly himself as that he could tell of the dishonesty of
ers if he would. To what extent, if any, he assisted in creating this impression
~r \vh;tlier it mves ~ts origin entirely. to Scully, I cannot say, but he denied any
knmvledge of anytlung improper.
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EVIDENCE AS .TO THE FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE DETECTIVES.

In connection with the suggestion that the police had received bribes from
the Goldsteins or others, some of thm:1 were. eross-~x.amincd as to their financial
osition. Those who were so questioned, m add1t10n to Leary, were Turhet,
;auling, Surri.dge, ~ooper, Miller, and Mitchel~. 'l'he:y produced _their _hm_ik
ass-books for mspect10n, and gave a good deal of rnformat10n as to thmr affairs m
Pnswer to a pretty thorough cross-examination, evidently based upon information
~btained as the 1·esult of a diligent search for something discreditable or dishonest.
I think it right to say that nothing was elicited tending to create any suspicion that
any of them had beem improperly using their positions in any way for the purpose
of feathering their nests. Pauling's pass-book, it is true, showed that in the year
1910 the payments into his account were about :£100 in excess of those of the
preceding year, but he explained that this result was in a measure due to some
successful operations in the betting ring, based upon information supplied to him
by a relative" in the know." I am preparecl to accept that explanation; but I am
inclined to doubt whether it is right or prudent that a man in his position should.
indul(J'e so much in racecourse betting as he says that. he docs. Information from
some~ne "in tho know" ma.y occasionally turn out to be accurate, but I am given
to understand that it cannot always be relied upon; Mr. 1Vindeyer admitted that
he attached no significance to what was disclosed by the bank hooks of these
detectives, but he pointed out the improbability that men receiving bribes would
pass the money through a channel in which it could he followed." That, of course,
is true, and it is a suggestion which cannot be met by evidence. It is fair, however,
to the men concerned to say that as the· result of their cross-examination no
suspicion was left in my mind that any of them· had been guilty of anything of
that kind.
.
There is much truth in the old, and homely, saying that if you only throw
enou(J'h mud some of it is sure to ~tick.· Everybody who. is concerned for the·
wclftre of his home-land desires that the administration of public affairs should be
above any reasonable suspicion of dishonesty or impartiality, and that those
who are selected to"perform public duties of any kind, from the highest to the
lowest, should not only be men of experience and ability, but should also be men of
good character and unquestioned integrity. Ability and cleverness. are properly
regarded by right-thinking people insufficient qualifications unless accompanied
by ("l'ood charactei.' and proper standards of conduct, and it is for this reason.that law ·
and° custom properly allow great latitude to any fair criticism, however severe, of
the administration of public affairs. While no charge of misconduct or .dishonesty
acrainst any public officer in the performance of his duties should he allowed to pass
u~noticed, them are to be found, unfortunately, in every. community, some people
who take a malign pleasure in detracting from the good fame of those occupying
positions in the public servic~, and there are those whose minds are so constituted
that a charge of misconduct against a public officer, from whatever source proceeding,
is assumed to be true as a matter of course. One knows, too, that where a charge
of this kind is made, an atmosphen3 of distrust and suspicion is created which
remains in the mind and creates an unfavourable impression long after the
recollection of the facts brought forward by way of refutation has faded into
oblivion. By reason of the duties which they are called upon to perform, and the
. variety of people with whom they are brought in contact, the police are peculiarly'
open to attacks upon their character and their honesty. It is easy for a cunning
·
criminal
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crimimil to manufacture a charge; which nmy be extremely difficult to displ'Ove. · It
is for this reason, therefore; that in every case it bchdvcs the public, and more
particularly in cases in which strong interest and strong feeling are aroused, not to
be over~rea<ly to jump to the conclusion that there has been a maladministration of
justicen On the other hand, if the police wish, justly, and with merit, to retain the
confidence of the public, which I believe, as a body, they enjoy, and if they wish to
maintain the high Rtan<lard of conduct which it is essential that men brought into
frequent association with the criminal classes, as they are, should observe, it is
important that they should sec to it that their dealings and their actions are always
upright and above suspicion. It is for that reason that, even if the most charitable
view be taken of the evidence relating to the imits of clothes received by some of
them through the good offices of the Goldsteins, the condnct of thosri members of
the detective force who laid themselves under any obligation to the Goldsteins calls
for condemnation. Surridge said that he got llis suit through Goldstein in a
business-like way, and thatj if he cou]d get one to-morrow under similar circumstances, he would do so,· All that I can say is that I hope that, on serious reflection,
he does not still take the same satisfied view of his conduct in the matter. If he
does, his standards need adjustment.
Before concluding what I have to say on this part of the case, I wish to say
a few words about something said by l\:'Ir. Windeyer; which I do not think that I
shbuld pass over without comment. In discussing the conduct of the police ho said
that, though actuated by a sense of duty, there might often he a great temptation to
them, where they had a strong reason for believing that people were guilty; to make
the evidence a little bit better than it would otherwise he, and he went on to stty "I
have heard it said that the police are justified in polishing evidence, and so on,"
(p. 713). I have never myself heard anything of the kind suid, and I am very sorry
to think that there is any such impression abroad. Nothing could be further
from the fact. The police are not justified in stretchin~ the evidence against
an accused man one hair's breadth beyond the truth, and any police officer who
conceiv~s that he is, or who thinks that he is, or who thinks that his own
belief in a man's guilt justifies a departure from· truth and fair. play, is unfit
to be in the service. I am not assuming that the police would do anything of
the kind. I am sure that no reputable and self-respecting police officer would feel
himself so justified, ancl I am quite sure that if a.ny suoµ pi;actice were brought
under the notice of· the Inspector-General of Police; or of the heads of departments
under him, it would be dealt with summarily and effectively. The duty of all
officers of the Crown; police officers, Crown Prosecutors, the Crown Solicitor and
the Attorney-General, is the same in respect of prosecutions for crime; and it is
simply to see that the facts .of the case are brought out fully and fairly, without
extenuatibn, but without over-e'llplrnsis, and that no charge is piessed home against
an accused man vindictively, or hy resort to sharp pl'actice, distortion of the facts; or
other improper iµeans. All this is, of course, a matter of common knowledge and
traditional. pr~ctice in the Crown Law Office, and I have no reason to suppose that
the police force as a body is not animated by the same proper standards and the·same
sense of fair play; but as Mr. Windeycr had stated that he had heard it said that
the police are justified in departing, to the extent tJmt ho mentioned, from this
practice; I think it is right that I should express my condemnation as strongly and
as emphatically as I can.
CoNcLusioN ON THE CHAIWES OF M1scoNDUC1'.

I have nothing further to say on this part of my' inquiries.
I have to report, in conclusion, that the charges of misconduct made against
members of the police force in connection with the. case King v. Reeve ancl others
have not been established as a fact, and that nothing has been brouglit bef6re me
which raises any suspicion in my mind that miscomluct~ in fa.ct; took place, though
it could not be proved.
·
INQUIRY AS TO NEW FACTS RAISING A DOUBT AS TO TUE GUILT OF ANY OF
'l'IIE CONVICTED MEN.

l tu:rn now to the reqtJest of the Government; conveyed to me through the
Attorney-General, that if, in tho course of iny inquiry, any facts should he establised
·vhich raised in my mind a doubt as to the guilt of any of the men in the I.W.W..
case
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ow in ""ao1, I should so report. Some discussion as to the precise meanin"'
case n
o
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of this request. too ( P ace ~n uc course of. the arguments addressed to nm, but I ·
no doubt m my own mmd of what was mtendcd. It was clearly not intcndccl
1rnv e
, 1 s~'t .as a cour t of rcVIew,
·
· 9-mtc
· cle~r that I was not asked
tluit
I sl10u,l
~n d 1•t is
t xprcss an opm10n whether, on the evidence before the JUl'V the conclusion to
0
they came was justifiable. 'fhat is .a matter which w;~ dealt with by the
~;urt of. Criminal Appeal and which lies altogeth.cr outside 1:1y. province as u.
Commiss10ner. A number of grounds of appeal agamst the conv1ct10n were taken,
d were argued by competent counsel before the Court of Criminal Appeal· ancl
~~r Justice Gordon, in delivering the judgment of the Court, said (R. v.
R ~ve and others, 17 S. R., 90): "All the a hove grounds of appeal were fully ancl
b1Y ar"'ued before us by counsel for the appellants and for the Ct·own, and it1
addition° to a most earnest consideration of those arguments we have ourselves most
a rcfullv considered the cvi<lence affecting each charge against each of the accused,
~a aring in mind the danger that may arise from a large number of accused being tried.
t c(J'ether upon several charges, and we have consiclercd this appeal as if each incli~
~dual accused was being tried upon a sep1rate indictment containing only one of tho
\ovc counts." It is manifest,. as I say, that it was not intended to thrust upon me
burden of going over the ground a·gain that was covcrecl by the Court of Criminal
Appeal, or of sittin~ .it; review upcm ~ts dec~sion. I think, therefore, .that .mucl~ of
}lr Windcyer's cr1trn1sm of the evidence m the case was really beside tL1e pomt.
Ho, called attention to a num.ber of discrepancies, inconsistencies, reasons for
disbelieving the witnesses, and so fo~·th.' based upon a criticism of the evidence ~cforo
the jury, and before the Court of Cmmnal Appeal, and very proper to he consHl1~rcd
by those tribunals.
I have no reason to suppose that these matted escaped.
attention, but, in any event, as I have pointed out, my functions arc not tcosc of a
court of review. What I am called upon to do, according to my reading of t.hc
letter is merely to report whether, in the course of U'Y inquiry, any material fact
has b~en elicited of such a character that it raises a doubt in my mind whether the
men were really guilty of the offences for the commission of which they are being
punished,
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°MATERIAL },ACTS ELICITED ?N THE QUESTION Or' GUILT.

I have to report that no fresh f;icts have been clicitecl before me raising any
doubt in my mind as to the guilt of the convicted men. I am, of course,
discriminating betw.e~n. fresh facts! on the one ha1_1d 1 and, on the other lm~d,
criticism of the cred1b1hty of the evidence before the Jury. In some of the earlier
assa"'es of my report I have dealt with some fresh. facts relied upon by Mr.
\Vind~ver, and I do not wish to take up time by going over the same ground again.
I have pointed out, for instance, that, as Mr. "\Vindeyer himself admitted, his
contention that there had been no suggestion at the trial that M:cAlister joined the
r.W.W. at the instance of the police cannot be supported, and I have ;,,lso deult with
llis criticisin of the fact that evidence was not given nt tho trial of the tics by
intimacy and marriage between McAlister and Fergusson.
Another new fact relied upon by Mr. Windeyer was Fergusson's statement
that McAlister told him that he had told Andrew that he ,vould use the " fire dope."
:Mr. Windeycr contended that this evidence, if accepted, made l\foAlister an accomplice, and that, if it had been known ·at the time of the trial, the presiding juclgo
could not have directed the jury that there was no evidence that McAlistcr ~vas an
accomplice. He added, '' I do submit that that is a matter of some importance,
which is a new fact elicited by this inquiry." (p. 784). It is obviou.t1 from
l?er(l'usson's evidence that McAlister's statement that he would use the "firu dope"
was°only made in order to gain time for consideration; and, before doing anything
further in the matter, he carried his information to the police. I am clearly of
opinion that what took; place between him and Andrew, before 'lie went to Fergusson,
was not sufficient to make him an accomplice, but, in any event, the whole of Mr.
Windeyer's submission upon this point is based upon a misconception. The fact
that McAlister said that he would use the "fire dope " was not elicited at this
inquiry for the first time. It was given in evidence· by McAlistcr at the trial.
Referring to his conversations with Andrew, h@ said "I asked him what was the
effective method they ~md; he asked me ir l ,,:ould_ be prepa.:i:ed to use it if he got it
·
' ·
for
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for me; and I said yes, I was. I asked him when he would get it; ancl lie sai<l on
Saturday next." Mr. "\Vindeyer is mistaken, too, in suggesting that Mr: Justice
Pring directed the jury that there was no evidence that :McAlister was an
accomplice. He told the jury that he could see no evidence of it for himself, but
that it was a matter for them, and that they might be able to see further than ho
did, and might come to tho conclusion that .M.:cAlister was an accomplice. Moreover,
in dealing with Mc.A.lister's evidence, he read to the jury the passage from it which
I have just quoted.
·
Another fresh fact, to which I have already referred, is the evidence of Mr.·
Cohen that Louis Goldstein told him on the 14th September, 1DlG, of his conver.
sation with 'reen about the fire at Stedman's factory. If that were true, of course
Louis Goldstein's subsequent evidence that Teen told him of this on the 22nd must
have been untrue, and the suggestion is that that date was fixed upon in order that
Leary might he able to give corrobora,tive evidence of luwing seen Louis Goldstein
and Teen in company with one another. I am satisfied, as I have already said, that
1\fr. Cohen is mistaked in his recollection. I do not in the slightest degree doubt
h~s honesty as a witness, but I do doubt the accuracy of his recollection.
Another circumstance upon which Mr. Windeyer placed reliance was that it
was not made known at the trial that Scully gave: evidence throu,gh fear, and purely
to save himself, ancl that the police so held him-held him "to break" was the
expression used-that he was compelled to give such evidence as they wanted. It
was suggested that, if Mr. Justice Pring had known this he would have called
attention to it when warning the jury against acting on Scully's uncorroborated
evidence against Beatty, and that, in that event, in all probability the jury would
have returned a different verdict. A reference, however; to the evidence given at
the trial, shows that Scully was cross-examined as to the circumstances in' which
he was first approached by the police, and as to the circumstances surrounding the
statement which he made at the detective office, and the suggestion was evidentlv
made to him that what. he did was done to '' save his skin." I do not know,
course, what was said by counsel in addressing the jury, but I should think it highly
improbable that he neglected to call attention to Scully's relations with the police,
and to the suggestion that Scully's evidence ,vas given through fear of prosecution
and in order to save himself.
·
Another matter to which Mr. Windeycr referred was the statement made Ly
Goldstein to the police, on the 20th October, 1916, as to his knowledge of Besant,
who was suspected of complicity in the note forgery case. In tbat statement,
Goldstein, after saying that he first met Besant at the I.W.W. rooms on the
15th September, l91G, went on to say : " Previous to this, about a week, I had
a conversation with detectives 'l'urbet and Pauling, and they told me 1o try and find
out the whereabouts of Besant." l\fr. "\Vindeyer referred to that report as something
which had never been disclosed before this inquiry, and he contended that it showed
that about a week before the 15th September Davis Goldstein was being used by the
detectives in connection with their inquiries as to the case of forgery, and that it was
a fact of great importance as bearing upon the question whether the Goldsteins were
honest witnesses or tools of the police.. The expression, "previous to this, about a
week," is, however, an ambiguous one, and I do not attach any such significance to
it as Mr. Windeyer puts upon it. 'l'he Goldsteins approached the police on the 11th
September, and it may very well have been after that that the inquiries in question
were made from "Davis Goldstein.
Thero is one other matter to which Mr. Windeycr referred, and which I
think that I ought not to pass over ,, ithout comment, though it is not ·a matter
which raises any doubt in my mind as to the real guilt of any of the convicted men.
It is the circumstance that Mr. Gannon, K. C., after receiving information from the
Goldsteins about the incendiarism in the city, and after urging upon them the duty
of giving information to the police, defended some of the accused persons, including
· Teen and Hamilton. I do not feel called upon to express. an opinion as to the
propriety or otherwise of this action, and in any event I do not know all the facts
as to what took place before the brief was accepted.· I only mention the matter
now because it was referred_ to bi' Mr. vYindcyor, and in order that it may not
a1Jpear that I overlooked it,
I
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I <lo not propose to dwell any further upon the facts. My report is already
n"cr than I wish, and I conclude ,yl~at I have to say ~pon this part of the ~ase by
lo O tinO' that no fact had been ehc1ted before me wlnch raises any doubt m my
repeda as to the guilt of any of the convicted men in the case under c~nsideration.
u:nn
.

CoNCLUDlNG RE~IARKS.

In concluding, I should like to take this opportunity of thanking all the
unsel who appeared before me for their assista~ce in eliciting the facts, and I
· co ld like to thank Mr. Shand, K.C. and Mr. "\Vmdeyer, K.O. for the very great
which they gave me by their very able and exhaustive discussion and criticism
; the evidence, and of the different features of the case.
,
.
O
I should also like to place on record my appreciation of the work done by the
ortinO' staff. 'rhey had to work under difficulties, and at a high rate of speed,
re~ they had to follow a vast mass of evidence ; and I consider that the manner in
atich their work was done reflects very great credit upon their skill and upon the
'~tention which they gave to their duties.
_
a
I also wish to express my indebtedness to Mr. "\V. 0. Lacey, of the office of
h Clerk of the Peace, who has acted as my secretary. I feel that I owe much not
t ~y to his ability and experience, but to his continued industry and alertness, and
~fs attention to details.
I have the honour to be,
Sir,
Your Obedient Servant,
P. W. STREET,
Commissioner.
Sydney, 11th December, 1918.
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APPENDIC.ES.
APPENDIX A.
made by Harry Scully (informer in I.W. W. cases), to me and T. D. Mutch, lif.L.A., at
Miller's Point, on February 5-6, between 11 ·5 p.m. and 12·30 a.m. :Grant, Larkin, King, :Moore, Reeve and Glynn know absolutely nothing about the affair.
Fagin, Teen, Besant, Hamilton, and Morgan (probably Mahony), and the others I think did it.
Th.e case was rigged right enough, but they did not go on with any of the business tho police say they
went on with.
STATEMENTS

DETECTIVES.

Ferguson, Leary, Lynch, and .Hobson did the dirty work for tho police.
Pauling fixed the
Goldsteins.
.,.
A_rthur Surridge and Robertson are perfectly clean in the case.
· · Surridge, Robertson, and Pauling are prepared t.o tell what they know. 'l'hey have assured me
that. they will give evidence in the case of my claim against the Government for £2,000.
,
Lamb.-The police, at the _beginning of the case, took me to Lam h's office, where I answered a lot
of questions, and before I knew where I was they handed me a typewritten statement, which I signed.
The statement was based on the answers I had made. ,vhen I found they were leaving out everything in
my statement that was· in the accused's favour, and twisting the remaincler of the statement to suit
themselves, I objected, and Detective Surridge was very wild about it. He told them he would have
nothing to do with it.
.
Lamb's reply.-AftPr I had been in the witness box I went to Lamb and asked to be put back into
the hox so that I might-give fair evidence. I made out ii lii;t of questions for Lamh to ask me. He said
}JC could not hear of my going back into the Lox. I did not know as much about law then as I do now,
and did not know that I could insist upon ~oing back into the box. ,vhen the appeal was coming off I
was down the South Coast. Before I went I saw Lamb, and he told me that no fresh evidence would he
called, and that I would not be needed. Lamb told me the appeal case would be purely a review of the
evidence in the other court. I did not know that fresh evidence of a material nature couid be called in
appeal cases.
JValker.-Walker (Superintendent of Detective Office) kept l\1cAlister and me apart, telling each
of us the other was not to be trusted. ,vhen I became dissatisfied with my treatment, I spoke to Arthur
Surridge, aud lie arranged for us~ meet McAlister, and we then put our heads together. Unfortunately,
he <•nly rnadH \'erbal :-;tatements, and he then died. His death was very peculiar. I was in Walker's
office and Leard him say, "Thank God that's one of them gone!"
·
,VALKER, PAULING, .A.ND TUE

GOLDSTEIN'S.

,v1:1lker said to me in his office, " Fancy moneyed men like the Goldsteins going for .£60.

Of course
I know where that's gone." The inference was that the money had gone to Pauling. ·when I told
Pauling, he " went up in the air " and wanted to make a scene with Walker over it. I could not let him
do this.
When Walker knew I had issued a writ against the Government, he asked me did I think I'd get
the full amount, and said, "It ought to be worth something to helo you work up the case."
·
Walker got Ferguson his stripe, and Ferguson gave Walke;his share of the reward, £50. ·
Robson's reward was a good clerical job at Long Bay gaol.
Pauling got nothing out of it, and left the Detective Office, and is now in uniform..
It has always been my intention by means of my case to reopen the I.W.W. cases and see the men
get a square deal. That is apart from the money, which I need, because I have dependents. The
Government has already approached me with an offer to make up the amount to £1,000. They paid me a
wage while I was on the case, and gave me .£,163 when it was ended. The police cut up £800 of the
·
reward hetween them.
Daly is my solicitor. I am not aware that Mrs. McAlister has issued a writ for £2,000 against the
Government through Ualy.
Daly took McAlister and me to have nn interview with Hall. We waited in the anteroom and
Daly went inside. After a while, came out and Faid, "That's alright." ,ve never saw Hall.
I had a Jot of experience of thP Deteciive Office. They would frame anything up. I saw how they
worked 011 the Shaw case. They havo been trying to get me to go away, stating that the I.W.'W.
had hatched a plot to do for me; that I told them it was probably some fat policeman. The police tried
to prevent me getting into the coaling battalion. I .came into it by Pauling coming to me and saying t!ie
chemicals I sold were being used by the I. ,v. ,v. The wbole of the chemicals used were bought at Fusi,'s,
in the Haymarket. The detectives never brought this out, and also suppressed the name of the place at
which the cotton waste waH bought.

APPENDIX B.
ST~TEYENT of H. C. Scully, handed by him to E. E. Judd.
ON Saturday, 30th September, 1916, I met Detectives Robertson and Surridge at the corner of
Castlereagh and :Market streets. They told me they had been ~ent to me by the C.J. Branch in connection. with ·rhe treason case. I walked thro11gh th ... park with Surridge. RobertMm came on later,
and caught us up in Phillip-street. In cumpny with Robertson and Surridge, I wi,nt to the Detective Offici,
and wrote out a· statement. I wa's detained at the C.I. Branch on' Saturday, and slept there that night in
\
·
one
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f the office,;, A policeman was pl!ced in charge of me late on Saturday night, and I was under a
one od ti'l Robertson came on duty on .::Sunday afternoon. About 10 o'clock on Saturdav niaht
Inspector
0
· ·
· an d sh owe d me a small bottle. He said "it was
gu11rk uncame into the room I was s1ttmg
m
a bottle of
Wal eJope" and invited me to try it. I removed the cork and put a lead pencil into the liquid-the
"fire tio~ did not light until it was put near the fire. I noticed the cork was not waxed as it should
prepa: en to make it airtight. One of the detectives in the room told me that Teen had been arrested that
h~V:t end the bottle Inspector \Valker had was supposed to have b~en found on him. They did not show
nig ' a cotton waste. While in the detectives' room with Robertson, Leary called Robertson and had
ine anyrsation with him. Robertson came back to where l was sitting and said, "Leary wants to pnt
1' con:n" in your evidence against Grant." I told him I knew nothing ahout Grant. Le;iry called me
some /''said "\Ve have not got enough against Grant. You could ea~ily !ix somethina
up." I auain
0
over a1 on'sunday night I went to Springwood with Detective Surridge. Durina th e next week I
refuse ~tly discussed the case with him. In talking about the arrPsts I told him I co~ld not understand
freq~e havin" a bottle of phosphorus solution in his bag, as I had told him on the 25th that he was to be
Fagint d S;rridcre
laughed, itnd said he was in the rO'Jtn when Robson wenb to Fagin's bao adding thnt
0
rres e ·
•
?'
_
a e su posed the truth woul~ all come out some d~r· . On 111:other ?ccas1on: we we~e tal.kmg about. the
h "d ~ht raid on the house in Burton-street,, and Surridge said Fagm got very wild with Robson-he
ID!/:here was nothing in his big. Snrridge Haid Robson put it there all right.
8111
On Saturday, 7th October. I came_ to Sydney with Surridge to see Lamb. He was busy all
t dity morning with Brown, of Broken Hill, and would not ~cc m·c in the afternoon, as he wanted
Sa u~n a lot of money at the races. So it was arranged that I would be sent back to Springwood by
to :r-car ii{ter I saw L'.tmb in the evening. I went up to Lamb's ot!ice with Inspector Walker.and
0
Ill b rtsoU: about 8 p.m.
Lamb askad me questions from my sta•ement. He then asked [nspector Walker
~~ ehad mad\3 any pNmise as to what they would do for me after the c,ise. Walker replied t.hat, he·had
1 • e me to understand th.at I would be all right.
Lamb then told me that I could take it from him that
fve:uld be looked after. He then asked me for fnrther evidence-particularly against King and Grant.
I ~Id him I had no evidence against them. He then went through my statement, again fixing the
different dates.
.
. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
Immediately after fimshmg with Lamb I was sent back to Sprmgwood by motor-car with Surridge.
The car was hired from a man who used to be in the police. ·on October 10th Surrid~e handed me a
ewritten paper saying, "This is the evi lencc you n.re to give." He told me it had been forwarded
JD Lam h's office, and that I was to learn it otf. I had told Lamb that I had not supplied any
~o micals until after the fires had occurred. This was left out of the prepared statement which was
~ ~ded to me. I had alijo told Lamb that King, Grant, Glynn, and others had nothing to do with the
/
This ~lso was omitted from the prepared statement handed to me. On October 12th L left
8
/~i;icrwood by an early train. Inspe.;tor Walker sent in to the detective office for my copy of the
P.de~ce I was to give. I handed it to Surridge, and it was not given back to me, although I asked for
several occasions. Gave evidence that day at the police court and was sent away in the afternoon
1 "th Detective Robertson to Point Clal'e. While at Point Clare, Leary rang up about the note ease. He
:.uted me to go to. town and see hiru about giving evidence against King in that case. l told him I
knew nothing about the case, but he .still wanted Robertson and I to come to Sydney. Robertson and I
ere together all the time from the police court trial until the case was heard at the Criminal Court.
We often talked over the case. He told me James-the barrister for the defence_:_was annoyed with
soJUe of my answers t~ him as they favoured t.he I.W. W. I wai1 surprised at this attitu~~ on the part of
their barrister and said so. Robertson explamed to me thnt the case Was purely a poht1caI·one, and as
Je.IUCS was a leading Liheral he was more interested in their conviction. than in getting them liberated.
In speaking about the work of the polil'c in the case, Robertson repeatedly said he had never told
lies to send a man to gaol, but it was his opinion that most of the police evidence in this case was
"rigged." He instanced where Mahony was ·mentioned-saying that no one could find any trace of him,
and yet he. was the one who according to McAlister, Ferguson, and Co., was directing the whole affair.
He also said that Robson was getting into the habit of finding "fire dope" with the men when they were
arrested. On November I came to Sydney for the trial. I was kept at the detective office on the Monday and
Tuesday. McAlister was also there. This was the first occasion that I had met him. I went ·up to the
court on Wednesday and there met the Goldsteins. I noticed that ·Davis Goldstein would not have
anything to do with lllcAlister. I spoke to him abJut it. He said, "Don't b~ seen in his company. All
the police know he is committing perjury f()r the sake of a few pounds: He is not like you and I who have
been forcPd into the case." Goldstein and I had lunch together that day and we talked over the case.
He told m~ that he had to give evidence against the I.W.\V. to get out of the .£5 note case; that his
barrister, Gannon, had influenced him and arranged it all with Lamb. I remarked that it was peculiar
Gannon doing that and then defending the men. Goldstein remarked that it showed how much chance
the men had of getting off. On the Thursday I gave evidence. Before going into Court I was told by the
detectives that I would be asked questions about ab'.lrtion and given a general idea as to what I would be·
cross-exainined on. After giving my evidence I sat in the court and attended each day until the e~d of
the trial. After the trial I wa'> told by Inspector Walker I was to be kept in Sydney until the appeal
came off. While waiting for the appeal I was very often at the detective office and frequently met
McAlister there. I used to have a quiet go at him about his pal ".\lahony," and his bad luck in drawing
the" red disc." He spoke to me one day about the way the police were cutting up the reward, Mc Alister
was very dissatisfied and said he was getting cut out <>t his fair whack:· On another occasion_ he told me he
had had a_ yarn with Leary about ~ and that Leary told him Walker was going to see he was fixed that up,
but that Walker was only a poor man with a big family and expected a cut. l\fcAli'lter st:i.rted to get
interesting, so I invited him to come and see me. After this he frequently called to see me. We both
lived at Little Coogee and we used to go down to the beach together. He was very anxious about the
appeal and wanted to get out of Sydney after it.. He told me he held the career of three of the detective!
in the hollow of his hand ; that the detectives supp1rting his evidence had all sworn lies, and th.at his
Rtatement was" fixed up ; " that they h'l.d fixed tbs date in hi<i evidence against McPherson' by going to
the pay office and finding out on what day he aml McPherson were working together, and the police never
saw them· at dinner time. He never had dinner with McPherson. ·
McAlister.

:yp

?:~n
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McAlister also explained how Perguson got him to join the I.W.W. and work in with him. That
he did it to get some money, as wharf labouring was no good to him. He was connected with Ferguson by
marriai,!e-he first met him at tho wedding which connected them. He said Leary fixed up tho evidence
c.bout drawing discs to see who would start a fire-he never met" Mahony," but Leary knew hi.m, and
Ferguson also said that l\Iahony was one of the ringleaders. He also told me he had not rna<le a statement
until after he had rea:~ mine. He explained this in the following manner :-He and F1cJrguson were
working their heads, and Ferguson seemed to get anxious and asked him to meet two other detectiveswas then introduced to Leary ttnd Lynch. He agreed to work with them on condition that he would not
be required to give evidence. They decided to get others to fix whoever McAlister mentioned. He wall
thm taken to see Superintendent l\litchell and Inspedor ·walker; they also told him he would not he
asked to givll evidencP, but would get his cut out of the reward. A few days after this \Valker sent for
him and showed him my Htatement. They had an argument as to whether he would give evidence or not,
l\lcAlister saying-" You have got the man you want now-that lets me out of the case." \Valker said
"This man is not afraid to give evidence, why bhould you be r' l\foAlister said that he told Walker that
thi>y wanted him to say too much. He held out about not giving evidence, but Leary, \Valker and
Ferguson persuaded him, \Valker saying "He would get no cut out -of tho reward unless he
gave evidencP." He, Leary, and Ferguson, 11£ter consulting "\Valkcr again, then put his statement
tngether. He repeatecl this con vem1tion to Surridge and myself on another oc:::,1sion. Robertson
was present another time with Surri.!1ge when l\IcAlister repeated to the three of us that non'e of the
detectives saw him with Mcl'herson or with Moore. He said the evidence given by Leary, Lynch,
and Ferguson was all "faked." They also wanted him to give evidence against me. He told me that he
had met Fuller, Deputy-Premfor, at l\Ioss Vale, that he had talked over the case with him. Fuller
told him to put it into them, and 1:1aid, "This case is going to win us the crmscription campaign and also
the elections." Fuller also told him to come to him after the case, he would look after him. l\IcAlister
wanted me to go with him to see Fuller, but I persuaded him to see my solicitor. \Ve both issued writs
on the Government with the idea of opeuing up the case. Sh0t·tly after this I met Goldstein at the race~,
and discussed the case with him. He told me that he knew there was a lot of crook work in the casethat he knew about some of it. He also said that King, Grant, and Glynn bad no right to be in gaol. I
asked him to help re-open the case, which he agreed to do. I never ·saw him again until March of this
Jear, when he pl'omised to write out a statement.
A few weeks after the writs were issued l\foA!ister died suddenly. In company with three other
men I met him in town ; he made an appointment to meet me at the solicitor's the next day, but never
kept it. On the following clay my solicitor told me he was dead. I met McAlister's brother-in-law at the
solicitor's office, and was going with him to inform Inspector Walker when we met Surridge and Robertsou,
Hobertson told Surridge to give the news to \Valker. I met the detecth-es later in the day. · Surridge
oold me that he bad informed Walker, who had remarked, "It was a bloody good job, he migl1t liave
split." I could never find out what l\IcA!ister died from, and though the circumstances were very
unsatisfactory, there was no investigation re the cause of his death.
After the appeal case was over I met different detectives in town on various occasions. There
was a good deal of dissatisfaction amongst them over the promotions, and the way the money was cut
up, aml they were inclined to talk about the ca~e, especially the promotion of :Ferguson and Hooper,
who were not considered to have done much. Leary was also mentioned, it being considered irregular for
him to <ll'l\w Inspector's pay when he was not ranked as an inspector, the reason he was not promoted
being there was no vacancy-in the" 0.I.B." for an inspccter, and he did not want to be transferred.
It was said that Lamb lrnd worked it for him, as Leary had been under Lamb's direction right from
the start of the case, and no move was made without Lamb being consulted. I know that was so in my
own case. I had several ehats with Robson. He was very disappointed not getting promotion, and
said he was going to fight \Valkcr for it. If he did not get it. there would be something doing, as he
knew too much.
·
Later he told me he had a go with Walker and had got fixed up. That he was going out to Long
Bay as Chief Accountant. Pauling al~o was dissatisfied. I repeated to him what Inspector Walker said
to me about Pauling gettmg a cut from the Goldsteins. He got very annoyed and said that he would be in
no more of \Valker's dirty cases--he was trying to get out of the C.I.B., and if \Valker did not take care
he would find himself in serious trouble. I remarked that it, looked as if the ''fakers" had got the plums.
He replied-not all of them at that-only ·walker's pets. During the trial I heard Gannon discussing
the case with Robertson. I heard Gannon say " He would like to see them all get ten yeara." I spoke
of it to Robertson and Surridge, remarking that Gannon should not take their money if he feds that way.
Towards the end of the case I saw Manning and, later, Lamb, telling them I wanted to go into the witneEs
box: again. I wanted to explain my position and to emphasise I had not sold any chemicals prior to the
fires. Lamb told me it was impossible-the Judge would not allow it.
On the Friday night I was in the Court when the men who were on the jury came through on their
way home. They had a short talk with some of the detectives. The foreman of the jury was a friend of
Stuart Robson's and was talking over the case with him. I heard him say,·" The jury had made up its·
mind tho first day." I was told by the detectives the jury was composed of men from a special list. This
list was eomposrd of ownPrs of property to the value of £600 or over. During the trial 1 endeavoured to
,discuss the ease with McAlister, but he would talk about it for a minute and then change the subject.
Later, he explained that he had been warned by the detectives to have nothing to say to me as I was
<langerous nncl too clever for him.

APPENDIX C.
LETTER from H. C. Scully to Inspector-General of Police.
To the Inspector-General of Policr.
Dear Sir,
_
"Fernbank," Arden-street, Ooogee, April.
I desire to place my exact position br~forn you in consequence of having rendered assistance in
the !.W.W. Conspiracy Case.
.
Prior
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Prior t::> the ca~e I was. managing a chemist's busine~s, receiving over £7 per week. During the case
din<f the appeal I received £G per week fro,n· the Government. "'hile waiting for the appeal and
and/.e~tle;ent I was under heavy expenses including doctor's and hospital fees.
fina se Wnen I found out how I was to be treated I put my position before my solicitor, upon whose advice
have since act,,~d.
.
.
.
·
I
.\ftcr the appeal I still drew £G per week, but tlus was charged against me.
Finally I receiv?d £163 10s., but I got ?ut.of th.e ~1,se wit}~ litt)e more than £100 to my credit.
ndeavonred to obtam employment as a ch~1mst m this l::\tate, V wtorrn, and Queensland, hut chemists
I e e afraid to employ mp, as they fc,irccl violence from the members of the I.W.\V. I had never
wer. slv been out of work, and haYe never been dismissed by an employer-alwa;"s leavinn- a position to
prcnou .;
.;
,.,
b tter myself.
I hiwe tried to enlist as a chemist on two occa~ions-the first time I was put off-the last I was
_e
f
I owina to my connection with the I.\V. \V. cases. During the recent industrial disturbance I
re tse~eercd t~ coal transports, and remained at this work up to February, when, owing to questions being
vo/~ in Parliament, I was put off and expelled from the loyalist union, the Chief .Justice's copy nf
116
ed positions having been brought down to Dnwcs' Point camp and my evidence read to the ui1ion
the
te·.,e and .later extmcts from it were read out at a monthlv
to a.bout 400 men .
soou1,
.; meetin",
~
e
Since February I have been unable to find employment of any kind, Mlthough I have had the aid
of many influential friends. I am. in the position of an outcast with most decent people, owing to tl10
bled newspaper reports of my endence.
gtir
It is ttpparent I hrwe no other course but to le::wc Austrafo1 and live under another name. I will
£ reed to forego my profession. Although I do not consider any payment suilicient to compensate me
bor ~he Joss of position-gained after years of patient study and good livin~-and being exiled from
f~ tralia-I think the Government should see its way clear to grnnt me adequate funds for a fresh start
~' us other country, and in view of the grer1t assistance I rendered your department in its service to the
Ill a~ry the compensation should he sufficient to place me in a Himilar status in society to that which I
~,?.:tin prior to the case, :ind for that purpose .£1,000 w?ul~ hardly. be sutricient.. l am adopting this
e of writing to you m the hope that my grievance will be remeJ1ed, as I consider such matter ought
cours
· pu bl·1c ti. 1ese en't'1raI t'uncR.
not be aired m
·
·
.
Yours &c.,
.
·-----HARRY C.,SCULLY

APPENDIX D.
STATEMENT of Davis Goldstein given by him to E. E. Judd.
T11 E evidence in connection with Hamilton in reference with Hamilton giving me fire dope is not correct

far that Hamilton gave me the dope in the yard at the back of the I. \V. W. rooms, but I did not
0
~ik to him in the front of the hall. Pauling sugge8ted I say that Hamilton gave it to me in front
.
On the Friday following saw Detectives Pauling and '.Purbet, and they told me that a raid was
~ tak~ place on the morrow (Saturday). I then suggested that the raid should not take place, stating th,tt
/Jlligbt be able to get more information .in connection ~~th the ~uilL of. J.w.,v. men in the fires that
cl taken place or were to take place. furbet then replied that rnstructums from }',1elbourne were to the
I1
Icct
1 that the raid was to take place immediately. I was then asked if I could place some dope into the
e ocket;: of some of the prominent I.\V.\V. men at the I.\V.\V. rooms before the rahl took place. I rcpli,,l
in•Juirincr how I was to get the liottleR of fire <lope. They itnswercd I need not worry about that, they
,yuld "et p~ntv. Eventually the mattee was talked out by me as an impracticable proposition. On the
~~eni;" of 30th September, 1!)16, I was walking along Elizabeth-street for tbe purpose of going to the
~~-idiu~. I was accompanied by Teen. While walking along with Teen, a detective, whom I know now
' Matthews, arrested him. After Teen was arrested he gave me certain articles, viz., umbrella and
a~oney which I have since returned. After leaving Teen I went to the Staciium. On coming out,
;etcctive Pauling met me, and told me what had transpired at the Central Police Station. Be stated
as folloll'S :-" That on searching Teen it wa~ found that he had a towel, which was opened, and found
to contain co~ton-wa~te and a ,:Jottle with some liquid in it, _and when Teen.wa~ ~skcd about same
he stated it m1ght be some soap.
I then looked straight at Pauling a11~l asked bun 1f 1t was a fact. · Ho
then said no. 'l'hat will be our evidence. Pauling then t0ld me that while Teen was being pushed
about·1 Detective Hooper placed the towel with cotton waste and bottle in Teen's pocket, which was,
after a little while, taken out of Teen's pocket by Detective Miller, and Teen confronted with same.
While Pauling was telling me this we were walking towards Victoria-street through Roslyn-street.
Detective Pauling then asked me where Fagin lived. I told him I did not know. He then said if anyone asks you if I saw you to-night, say. no. He then left nm with the rem1;rk that. he had to 3:ssh,t in tlu,
arrest of Fagin and others. On the mght the twelve I.\V.\V. accused persons were found guilty on one,
two or three indictments, Scully, .McAl(ster and myself were waiting in the body of the Court when the
forc~ian of the jury was passing, and after commenting on the caoc he stated how hard he had ,vorkcd
takin~ do:vn notes ~f the ca<e, t•nd said tha:, the whole of the accused per~ons w?rt> fo~nd guilty by (us)
after heanng the i>ndcnce of the first day. lhe only accused perRon there was a little disagreement about
was accused King, but the di~agre':lment was about whether they should indict him on one charge or two.
Jt was eventually agreed by the jury to _indict him only on one charge, because he had been in gaol for
some time in connection with another case. After giving Pauling one statt)ment some three days before
the conspiracy case~ were heard at the police coui't., I was told to go atid see the Crown Solicitor,
:Mr. Tillett. I saw him, and he asked mA questions from the statement Pauling had written out at my
dictation. I was asked by Tillett if I could make the statement ti little stronger. And after I had givenhim a fuller statement he asked me again if I could make it stronger. I sb1ted that I bad told him all I
knew. I was, 111ter a day or so, given a statement of the evidE.nce I was to give by Pauling, but when I
was about to enter the witness-box the statement was ta.ken away from me by Pauling. I asked for a
copy of the state1:1ent afterwards, but was ref?serl, an.u give~ a copy of the _Evtming News. Tillettyressed
me for informat10n about the otber accusen, especmlly Kmg. · I herewith express my firm behef thitt
King, Grant, BcRsant, Moore, Mc Pherson, Larkin, Reeves and Beatty 1tre absolutely innocent of the
crimes upon which they were com·icted. ·
•
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APPENDIX E.
STATUTORY Declaration of Davis Goldstein.
I, DAVIS GoLDSTEIN, of 182 Forbes-street, Sydney, in the State of New South \Vales, of no occupation at
present, do solemnly and sincerely declare:On the morning of the day that I was arrested in connecti~n with the £5 note cases, Glynn ca lil e
to me and got me to go bail for Morgan under duress. First I refused to go bail. Under the duress I
went bail, and on the same afternoon at about 4 o'clock the detectives came to me, and the first question
they asked me was, "Do you know a man named Morgan 1" and I said, "Yes." \Vhile the detectives were
chatting to me about Morgan, Gylnn again appeared on the scene. He appeared to be intoxicated. After
behwing in a verv peculiar manner, Detective Surridge removed him form the premises (43 Wentworth.
avenue). I was then asked if I would accompany the detectives to the police station, where I was told
that I would have to present myself for identification immediately. At the police station a man whom I did
not know at the time, but whom I know now as Ferguson (Morgan's partner), was asked to identify a rnan
named Goldstein whom he had seen at Maroubra-where the alleged forgery was supposed to have taken place.
Ferguson identified a different man, and, after certain looks from Detectives Pauling, Turbet, Mitchell and
others, he pointed to me, and I was then charged. On the same evening that I was charged, my room at the
Captain Cook Hotel (Park-road} was searched by the detectives and a certain photograph was taken of my
brother and I. On the following day I appeared at the Central Police Court to answer a charge of forgery, and
I was remanded I was well dressed that day, and the detectives not being satisfied with Ferguson's identifica.
tion of the previous day, again placed me among a group for identification. A man whom I did not know at
the time, but whom I now know as Bradbury, was requested to do wha Ferguson wast asked to do the previous
day. Bradbury had no trouble in identifying me, but a few days afterwards-when the trial took place
in the lower court, and the case was adjourned in the evening till the following day-I 'was placed with
Bra<lbury in the same compartment of the Black Maria. While there I got into conversation with'
Bradbury. He expressed regret for having to identify me. I asked him where I had met him before.
. He Raid, "It does not matter." I then pressed the following questions:-" Did you see my photograph
before you identified me 1" At first he evaded the question, but afterwards admitted that the detectives
had shown him my photograph. When I was brought up in the lower court, the chief witness for the
Crown (Tighe, the informer) said he could not identy me as the person he saw at l\Iaroubra Bay. .After I
wa,1 arrested oh the Five Pound Note cases, I was told, per messenger, that it would be advisable for me
to give the detectives concerned in the note case some money to make things run smooth. I asked him how
much was wanted. He replied," £1,000." He eventually agreed to accept .£750. This was paid over to him,
and I was told that it was handed to the detectives. After the note cases finished, the whole of the detectives concerned in the cases put it on me for a suit of clothes each. The whole of them went to my tailor (Mr.
Pura) and each selected their cloth and had a suit made by him. My brother and I paid the whole account.
Thee or four days prior the forgery cases in the' lower court, I reported to Detectives Pauling and
Turhet that I had every reason to believe that Morgan was going to get away, and that it would be
advisable either to arrest him or withdraw from my bond. They told me that it would be inadvisable to
take tho latter course, as members of the I. \V. W. ,rould suspect that I had dealing8 with the police, and
it might pr~judice my pnsition in securing information re fires and I. W.W. I have repeatedly made
application to the Crown Law Department for the return of this £400-but have never received a
satisfactory reply. In fact, :Mr. Garland told my solicitor, at an interview with him, that I was very
lucky ind ...ed that a charge of conspiracy with another gentleman was not laid against me. Since then I
have writtPn to Mr. Garland and interviewed him on the question of returning my money, but have never
received a satisfactory reply. I have not even received a definite reply to the statements made by me
when I interviewed Mr. Garland. \Vhen the detectives searched my room certain literature and writings
were found, which tended to show that I had taken an active part as a member of the I.\V.W.
Two .or three dap after my arrest, I met by accident Detective Pauling, and he asked me certain questions
re the T. \V,W. He told me that the evidence against me in the note case was, very weak, "But," he said,
"it will be sufficient to prejudice you in your business with the Defence Department." He said that the
police would do their very best to conserve our contracts. In addition to our contracts, when the ·case
c11me on, we were making nearly all.the outsize military uniforms for New South ,Wales. The District
Board ceasr,d giving us their orders immediately I was charged with forgery, but on the representation of
the police these orders-were given back to us. During the aforementioned interview with Detective Pauling,
he asked mo if I knew the I. W,'W. organisation well. I said, "Yes." He stated I would render a great
~er vice to the country if I should find the guilty persons connected with the then recent fires. I said that I
would do my best, and if I should get any information I would report to him, but such information was not
to be utilised for tho purpose of making me a witness. I was assured I would not be required as a witness.
From then on I reported to Pauling and Turbet from time to time, and soon found I was compromised
and enmeshed in a sort of a net. I 11''1.s asked by Detective Pauling and Turbet to get some fire dope from
some of-'the men .. I asked Hamilton to get me some. He gave me the stuff the same day. I took it to
Detectives Pauling and Turbet the s,,,,ne evening. The evidence in connection with Hamilton giving Il}e the
fire dopo is not correct in so far that Hamilton gave me the fire dope at the back of the I.W.\V, rooms,
but I did speak to him in front of the hall.
Detective Pauling suggested that I say that Hamilton
gave it to me in front of the hall. On the Friday following I saw Detectives Pauling and Turbet,
and th"Y told me a raid was to take place on the· morrow-Saturday. I then suggested that the raid
should not t<ike place, stating that I might be able to get more information in cennection with the
guilt of I. W.W. men in the fires that had taken place.
Tur bet then replied that instructions-coupled with requests from Melbourne-were to the effect that the raid was to take place immediat('ly
and that "something must be done." I was then asked if I could place some dope into the pockets of
some of the prominent I W.W. men at the I.W.W. rooms before the raid took place. I replied by
inquiring how I was to get the bottles of fire dope. They answered that I need not worry about that,
they conld get plenty. Eventually the matter was talked out by me as an impracticable proposition. On
the evening prior to Tecn's :trrest, I was asked by Detective Pauling to accompany TePn along Elizabethstreet, a little furthet· than Ma1·k Foy's towards the Quay, on the next evening. Pauling said, "Our
inRtructions are to arrest Teen in the street." On the evening of 30th September, 1916, I was walking
along Elizabeth-street for the purpose of going to the Stadium. I was accompanied by Teen; · While
, walking
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along with Teen, a detective,· whom I now know as )fatthews arrested him. After 'reen was
. um b re 11a an d money-which' I have since returned. After
cer ta·m ar t·1cIes, viz.,
3rre~t Teen I went to the Stadium .. On coming out Detective Paulin" mot me and told me what had
Jeavio~ d at the Central Police Station. He stated as follows:-" Tha~ on soarchin" 'l'een it wa 8 found
transyir\ad
a towel which was opened and found to contain cotton waste, and "'a bottle with some
1
t~ii~d ~n it, and when. Teen was aske? a?o~t same, he stated !hat it might be some soap." I then
hqit d straiaht at Paulmg and asked lum 1f it was a fact; he said "No." That will be our evidence
loo
the~ told me that while Tf)en was being pushed about Detective Hooper placed the towel with
pau ingvaste and bottle in Teen's pocket, which was, after a little while, taken out of Teen's pocket by
cotto~·~e
Miller and Teen confronted with same. 'While Pauling was telling me this we were walkiug
1
Detecds Victoria-street, through Roslyn-street. Detective Pauling then asked me where Fa"in lfred. J
to\t~·m
,, I don't know." He then said, "If anyone asks you if I saw you to-night, say" N;" He then
1
toit
;ith the remal'k that he had to assist in the arrest of Fagin and others. Some three days before
le lll:spiracy cases were heard at the police court, I was told to go and see the Crown Solicitor, Mr.
tl~!I ~~ I saw him, and he asked me questions from the statement Pauling had written out. l
Ti e t~ice asked by Tillett if I could make l!he statement a little ~.tronger. Tillett pressed me for
~f:rination about the other accused, especially King. I was afterwards given a statement of the evidence
was to give, by Pauling, but when I was about to entf)r the witne~s-box the statement was taken from
me by Pauling. I asked for a copy of the st~tement afterwards but was refused, and given a copy
f th Jti,ening News. I met Glynn on the 21st mstant (September). Such a conversation as referred to
0
: on P· 122 of the I.\V.\V. depositions never took place.
But I wa~ engaging Glynn in conversation
by me if I could get any information from him about the fires, and the whereabouts of l\lorgan. In rnv
to sert to Detective Pauling, such conversation (Glynn) was not mentioned, and such convermtion ·as I
repo in my evidence re the conversation with Glynn was suggested to me, and written down for me in
~v~ffice, in \Ve:n,twort?-avenue, by Dete~tive Pauling.
. ,
.
.
Y Nat Lew1s.-\V1th regard to Hamilton at Nat Lewis, I was told by Detectives Paulmg and Turbit
th t when suggesting a fire to Hamilton I should suggest Nat LewiR', as they knew him well, and he would
al:avs fall in with their ideas.
A.fter I del~v;red the bottle of ~re ,dope t~ .them they told me that I
woulil see a bogus repc,rt of the fire at Nat Lewis: (Conversation with Teen, 2, th September, on J)age 123
(If the d•positions.)
The statement that he (Teen) said that "Ne,·er mind, we shall give them so more fire dope," is not
rect. That part of the conversation was dictated to me and written out for me by Detective Pauling.
t~ever gave Tillett (Crown Solicitor) any statements.
On the night the twelve r.,v.,v. accused persons were found guilty on one, two, or three indictnts Scully, l\foAlister, and myself were waiting in the body of the court when the foreman of the jury
roes ~ssing, and after commenting on the case he stated.how ha.rd he had worked taking down notes of
:~ !se, and that the whole of the accused persons were. found. guilty by " us" after hearing the evid ... nce
of the first day. The only accused person _the.re w~s a little disagreement about was King, but the dis"reement was about whether they should rnd1ct h1111 on one charge or two. It was eventually agreed by
~le
I jury to indict him only on one charge, becausP, he had been in gaol for some time in connection with
other case. I hereby expre~s my firti1 belief th'at King, Grant, Besant, Moore, l\IcPhe1·son, Larkin,
~eeves and Beatty am absolutely innocent of the crimes upon which they are convicted.
~\.nd I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the siime to be true aml by virtue of
the provisions of the Oaths Act, 1900.
DA VIS GOLDSTEIN.
Declared at Sydney this eighteenth day of July, one thousand nine hundred and eighteen, before me,
·
fly, ,vM. HEMSWORTH HUNTINGTON, a Commissioner of the Supreme Court of New South Wales for
taking affidavits.

ed he gave me

walkin"
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APPENDIX F.
STATEMENT of Davis Goldstein handed by him to Mr. Windeyer.
·
Sydney, 18 August, l!Jl8.
I DAVIS Gor.osTEIN, herewith make statement in full, in connection with my evidence in I.W.,v. cases,
a~d declare same to be a true one as to why I gave statements to E. E. Judd, Esq., on two different
occasions. Since I gave evidence in LW.'N. cases it has bt>en both my brother's lot and mine to have·
gone through a terrible persecution and ostracism through taking up the attitute that I did in connection
with the I.W.W. cases, viz.,acting as a Crown witness. Strange to say, this persecution has not only been
from the I.W.W. and its sympathisers' side, but also from the insurance people, police, and apparently the
Government. In proving the above statements, I wish to quote the following facts :-I gave evidence on
behalf of the·Crown in the I.W.W. conspiracy cases. In that evidence I told the whole truth as far as
my investigations went. The statements l gave in court were absolutely mine,, and were in no way
dictated by anyone else. At the time of the I. W.W. conspiracy cases I was in busine:,s with my brother
as clothing manufacturers, and was manufacturing military clothing in accordance witb contracts made
with the Commonwealth Defence Department: After the I. W.\V. conspiracy cases were over I was unable
to secure any further contracts from the Commonwealth Defence Department. The insurance companies
cancelled all insurance on our business, and it.was practically impos8ible to secure any further insurance.
Throu"h the above we were compelled to sell out, and had to take an extremely low figure for same. l\ly
brothe~ then decided to go into business as a botelkeeper, and· purchased the lease, license, and goodwill
of the Grand Hotel, Wyong. The cost of same was .£2,500, apart from stock. I invested the whole
of my money with hiI? in the said busines?. After ~aking possession of the said hotel in February,
1917, business was brisk and we were getting on fairly well. Then the I.W.W. cases came before
the Appeal Court, and the whole of the evidence was published. The public at Wyong then
discovered that both my brother and I were the identical two who gave evidence in the· 1. W.W.
conspiracy cases. Our trade then fell to zero, and reflections were all the time passed on our character,
which helped to injure our business. I instructed my solicitor to interview the Solicitor-General on my
behalf
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behalf for the purpose of s.ecuring n, return of £400 which was placed as biil for a man nameu Morgan
who absconded while on bail. l\Iy contention for asking for the return of that money was that I had
informed the police some three days before Mor;;an hacl to appear in the lower Court that he was rnakinc,
all preparations to leave, and that it would be advisable for them to watch him closely or arrest him.
solicitor's request for the return of the said .£400 was turned down by the Solicitor-General with the
remark that 1 was a lucky man that he did not indict me on a charge of conspiracy to get l\Iorgan out of
the country. The hotel at ·wyong, after the r.,v.W. appeal cases were heard, began to get back
to normal, -when an undercurrent of prejudice appeared to set in. The climax was reached when
certain statements were made to Sergeant J\Iorris, Licensing Inspector of the district, stationed at
Gosford, which were reported to Inspector McCarthy, of Newcastle, and my brother wa~ ordered by
Sergeant )lorris to get out of the hotel as there was no chance of him getting a rcncw11l of license. I then
endeavoured to get an interview with the Impector-Genernl of Police, which was kindly arranged by the
Crown Solicitor, l\fr. Tillett. The Inspector-General listened to what I had to say, and then rang up
Inspector McCarthy of Newcastle with whom he had a conversation. After their conversation on the
telephone the Inspector-GenerJ.l informed me that nothing would he done in the meantime, and no
coercion would be used hy his Department. After getting this assurance from him I was perfectly
satisfied. But instead of the p:-essure being from the police as before, it shifted to the landlord of the
hotel, .!\fr. '.I.'. P. Smith, and through constant intimidation and coercion we were compelled to sell out at a
figure which left us very little inde_ed after being in the hotel a litt.le more than eight months. Since
then I have enden.voured to do my best to earn an honest livelihood, but have been hounded and
ostracised all the time. About the beginning of this year a series of articles were published in T/iP, Worker
newspaper, which brought my name into prominence a great deal. ,vhen one day I met Scully off Pitt-street,
in Moore-street, and when referring to the evidence 'l'he Worker published, I stated that I am entirely sick
of this persecution. Gaol for me since the I.,v.,v. 'cases would have been far better than the persecution
and ostracism I had undr.rgone since that case. I stated I would sooner do anything than have my name
continually brought before the public. He then told me he was suing the Government for £2,000 compensation in connection with the r.w.,v. eases, and that he ,vas in touch with l\Ir. Judd about three times a
week. I then stated I would be prepared to do anything provided The Worke1· newspaper and any other
paper would not bring my name so prominently before the public. An appointment was arranged by Scully,
and I met Judd and Scully together at Judd's residence in Albion-street. I then reques~ed Judd to
secure my depositions which were taken at the upper Court, which ho did. After a day or so I gave
him a short statement in connection with my evidence, stating that Detective Pauling had told
me that Detective Hooper placed a towel, cotton waste, and fire dope in Teen's pocket. I also stated
that the fire dope given me by Hamilton was given_ at tho rear of the premises at the r.-w.,v.
headquarters, but I had left Hamilton in front of the hall with a parcel in my hand. I also stated that
the foreman of the jury after the case was over said that the jury was satisfied, after hearing the evidence
of the first day, that tht, accused twelve were gui-!ty. I liad no more interviews with Mr. Judd until he
made inquiries at several places to find out where I was Joeatecl, and even went so far as to send a man
named Mr. Edwards up country where I was staying. I received from Mr. Judd stating he wants to
see me on very urgent and important business. I replied that I was not financial and that he should send
along my expenses. I received same, and when I arrived in Sydney I gave JuJd an ad<litional statement
in which I denied most of my evidence and also acl)used certain detectives of receiving bribes. The
sole reason that prompted me in giving the said statement to Judd, was as a hope that being practically ..
ruined financially I would have to earn my livelihood as a journeyman tailor, and it would be~
practically impossible for me to hold a billet unless I secured a union ticket, and in view of the ,
persecution I had undergone I dicl not care what I stated or what may arise out of any statement I made,
as long as it cleared me one way or the other. To go on in the old groove was tenible for uie. 'Ihe Solicitor-.
General refused to '.'efund my money. I had none. I could not secure employment. I had certain
dependents, and I thought by making the '>fatcment I -did and swearing to it, it would either give me
a chance to earn an honest livelihood or go to gaol for perjury.- Last Monday morning l\fr. Judd
came to see and stat,ed he was having an interview with l\fr. Boote, Brookfield and Mutch, to decide what action to adopt to use pressure on the Government to force a Royal Commission to inqufre into the whole
of the cirC'umstances surrounding the I. "\V.,v. cases, and then made an appointment to sre me at half-past
6 in the evening. I met Judd at that time and he asked me if I would have any objection attending
the protest meeting at the Town Hall in the evening. I said, "I don't know, I might come down.'' He
said the speakers had a talk over the matter and proposed the following. That I would be in a room at
_the back of the stage, and I cpuld then come on the platform and speak to the audience. This I
refused to do, stating "I am not going to make this a political case." I wish to state that I was perfectly
prepared to pez:juro myself up to last night, when I reflected and determined that I was not going to ruin
the lives of honorable men by committing pel'.jury. I wish to state that my statement given at the
upper Court was a true one, and that given to Judd, which contradicts my evidence at the upper Court,
is not truo; also that part that reflects on the police officers and the Crown Solicitor in any '"'.ay whatever
is not true.
I herewith state that I made the statements to Judd without coercion, and that I had done same
with a one desire, thinking that it would put to an end the persecution and ostracism I had gone through.
DA VIS GOLDSTEIN.

My

All the matter cont_ainerl in the two statements made by me since giving evidence, and handed by
me to l\Ir. Judd, came entirely from my own mind, and was not suggested to me by anybody else.
DA VIS GOLDSTEIN.

S~dney : William At>plei:v.te Gu\l\ck, Government Printer.-1910,

